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Abstract 

This research proposes a new service architecture that extends the use of a Multi-Protocol Label Switching 

(MPLS) infrastructure for the formation and operation of dynamic communities, incorporating value-added 

resources allied to the tasks being performed. The approach introduces a new operator-owned control-plane 

entity called the Dynamic Virtual Private Network Manager (DVM) for managing customer communities and 

liaising with the operator’s infrastructure. The communities take the form of dynamic VPNs that can be used 

to support extranet-based on-demand services compatible with “grid computing” and other distributed, 

collaborative activities, enabling automated business processes to dynamically request communication 

infrastructure and processing resources. 

 

A test-bed has been built to confirm the satisfactory operation of the dynamic VPN (DVPN) processes 

involved with the on-demand creation of Label Switched Paths based on different performance criteria. In 

addition, a novel Genetic Algorithm (GA) based dynamic resource allocation scheme is proposed to assign 

resources within the DVPN system. Its performance is critically assessed through simulation, being compared 

with a standard random assignment scheme as well as other GA variants. The results demonstrate that this 

algorithm is feasible, effective and robust in the DVPN scenarios considered. 

 

In addition to the inter-domain negotiation mechanism provided by the DVPN architecture, a credit-based 

resource allocation mechanism is proposed to stimulate cooperation among autonomous systems participating 

in the DVPN framework. Several policy distributions are put forward and compared in a simulation 

environment, using different traffic models. Results demonstrate that the usage efficiency of the overall multi-

domain system is improved greatly by introducing this mechanism. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Objectives 

A Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a communications environment in which access is controlled to permit 

peer connections only within a defined community of interest, and is constructed through some form of 

partitioning of an underlying communications medium, where this medium provides services to the network 

on a non-exclusive basis[1][2]. With the worldwide success of IP-MPLS network deployment, inter-

connecting multiple provider IP-MPLS networks for global reachability becomes the next important step. 

Many providers have implemented MPLS [3] inter-provider connections. The main drivers for inter-provider 

IP-MPLS services with QoS (quality-of-service) guarantees are inter-provider IP VPNs [4][5][6]. RFC2547 [5] 

defines the most mature MPLS VPN solution, commonly referred to as BGP/MPLS VPNs [4]. They allow a 

service provider to use its Internet Protocol (IP) backbone to provide an IP VPN service to customers. The 

service provider uses BGP to exchange VPN routes. An MPLS label is assigned to each VPN route, the 

process of label distribution is carried out using BGP (by piggybacking the label information on the BGP 

messages). Whilst distributing reachability information, BGP also distributes MPLS labels for that path. 

RFC2547 provides a scalable approach to support inter-domain VPNs. Draft-ieft-ppvpn-rfc2547bis-01 [7] 

describes three approaches to establish inter-provider connectivity. 

 

VPNs [8] are typically established using manual intervention to configure the various network resources. This 

is acceptable for long-term connectivity – such as inter-connection between enterprise campuses. However, 

new forms of e-business [8][9] and “grid computing” [10][11][12] can have resource usage demands that do 

not fit well with this arrangement. In these cases it is desirable to establish community relationships that may 

last minutes, or hours through to weeks. Moreover, these new applications require QoS guarantees when the 

VPN spans AS. Also the VPN processes and network resources should be allocated on demand. It is necessary 

that a VPN can be configured based on a customer’s requirements and the network status. Although recent 

research has been devoted to intra-domain protection and restoration mechanisms, limited work has addressed 

these factors in an inter-domain context [13]. There remain key challenges for VPN services to provide 

security, QoS guarantees, reliability, dynamic operation and efficient inter-domain operations. 

 

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis 

To extend the flexibility of VPNs in terms of connectivity with QoS support, a new functional element is 

proposed named the Dynamic VPN-Manager (DVM) [14]. By locating DVMs in separate AS, inter-AS 

dynamic VPNs become possible. With the help of DVMs, activities that are hitherto performed manually are 

augmented and even replaced by an automated infrastructure capable of inter-operator negotiation as well as 

supervising local configuration management. 
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The DVM is responsible for scheduling and reserving communications and processing resources for complex 

jobs expressed as a workflow. One of the key challenges remaining is how to schedule job allocation to the 

underlying resources. The author carried out an in-depth study of this problem. A dynamic resource 

scheduling algorithm is proposed to perform resource scheduling in DVPN job scenarios where either Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) or Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) are employed as optimisation algorithms. The 

performance of the algorithms is studied through simulations and the results demonstrate that both algorithms 

are feasible and efficient in the DVPN job scenarios considered. 

 

VPNs spanning multiple-domains face the challenge of reliability and QoS constraints. The DVPN 

architecture also exhibits similar challenges. For this reason, the author also proposes a novel credit-based 

Inter-AS Management (CIM) mechanism to make the DVPN more reliable and efficient by stimulating 

cooperation among ASes. 

 

Relevant publications by the author are listed as follows: 

1. Yiran Gao, Chris Phillips, Liwen He, “DVM Based Dynamic VPN Architecture for Group Working and 

Orchestrated Distributed Computing”, Third IEEE International Conference on Digital Information 

Management (ICDIM 2008), London, November 2008. 

2. Y. Gao, C. Phillips, “A GA Based Real-time Resource Scheduling Algorithm”, IEEE ICTTA08, Syria, 

April 2008. 

3. Yiran Gao, Chris Phillips, John Bigham, “Dynamic VPN Architecture for Group Working and 

Orchestrated Distributed Computing”, London Communications Symposium, September 2006 

4. Yiran Gao, Chris Phillips, “Dynamic MPLS/IP VPN with DVM”, WGN5: Workshop in G/MPLS 

Networks, Spain, March 2006. (Invited paper) 

5. Yiran Gao, Chris Phillips, “Inter-Provider Dynamic VPNs”, The 6th Annual PostGraduate Symposium on 

The Convergence of Telecommunications, Networking and Broadcasting, Liverpool, UK, June 2005. 

 

1.3 Structure of the Thesis 

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides the background in relation to the key technologies of inter-domain MPLS VPNs. After 

introducing MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) and VPNs (Virtual Private Networks), this chapter 

describes the RFC 2457 BGP/MPLS/VPN and the existing solutions for inter-domain connectivity. Finally, 

the resource scheduling problem is studied. Two heuristic optimisation mechanisms- GA and PSO are 

introduced in detail as candidate optimisation tools for the proposed resource scheduling algorithm. 
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Chapter 3 provides an explanation of the motivation for the work by placing it in the context of new services. 

Emerging applications such as e-business and Global Grid Computing are introduced. The limitations of 

existing technologies and approaches are analysed. 

 

Chapter 4 describes the new service architecture that extends the use of a Multi-Protocol Label Switching 

(MPLS) infrastructure for the formation and operation of dynamic communities, incorporating value-added 

resources allied to the tasks being performed. The approach introduces a new operator-owned control-plane 

entity called the Dynamic VPN Manager (DVM) for managing customer communities and liaising with the 

operator’s infrastructure. The communities take the form of dynamic VPNs that can be used to support 

extranet-based on-demand services compatible with “grid computing” and other distributed, collaborative 

activities. The DVPN architecture is introduced in detail; the basic DVPN processes (build/remove, join/leave) 

are also analysed. 

 

Chapter 5 details the DVPN prototype. A small test scenario was successfully implemented on eight PCs, 

representing VPN user entities, CE, PE and P routers as well as a DVM. The details of the test-bed 

arrangement are given in this chapter. 

 

Chapter 6 proposes a novel resource scheduling mechanism using two alternative optimisation engines. GA 

and PSO are employed as the optimisation algorithms in this scheme. Its performance is studied through 

simulations with various randomly generated job scenarios. The simulation results show that this mechanism is 

both feasible and efficient for use in dynamic VPN (DVPN) scenarios. The comparative performance of PSO 

and GA approaches are also examined through simulations. 

 

Chapter 7 describes a novel credit-based inter-domain management (CIM) mechanism to stimulate cooperation 

among AS operators without requiring sensitive domain information to be divulged. The architecture of this 

proposed CIM mechanism is introduced and its performance is studied through simulations. Results 

demonstrate that the overall inter-network resource utilisation rate is improved after introducing CIM. 

 

Chapter 8 discusses the thesis and provides the conclusions and pointers to future work. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

BGP/MPLS VPS [15][16] has received a lot of attention, and it is designed to provide QoS guaranteed, 

reliable and secure inter-domain connectivity service over IP network. In this chapter, the technologies related 

to the inter-domain VPNs are analysed. In addition, new applications (i.e. grid-computing) to harness 

distributed resources in a network for solving problems or supporting group-working activities are arising. 

However resource scheduling in a heterogonous environment (i.e. grid computing) is a well-known NP-

complete problem [17][18]. The author reviews the research works on this field in this chapter. 

 

2.1 Multiple-Protocol Label Switching 

Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [3] is an architecture for fast packet switching and routing. It 

provides the designation, routing, forwarding and switching of traffic flows through the network. More 

specifically, MPLS has mechanisms to manage traffic flows of various granularities. MPLS is independent of 

the layer 2 and layer 3 [16] such as ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and IP respectively. MPLS provides 

a means to map IP addresses onto simple, fixed-length labels used by different forwarding and switching 

technologies. MPLS interfaces to existing routing and switching protocols, such as IP, ATM, Frame Relay, 

Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [19]. 

 

In MPLS, data transmission occurs along Label-Switched Paths (LSPs). LSPs are a sequence of labels at each 

and every node along the path from the source to the destination [3]. A label in the simplest form identifies the 

path a packet should traverse. A label may be carried in a layer-2 header1 along with the packet. The receiving 

label switching router examines the packet for its label to determine the next hop, which means that a labelled 

packet is forwarded based on label switching along a LSP. In MPLS labels are bound to a FEC (Forwarding 

Equivalence Class) which is a representation of a group of packets with the same requirements for transport 

(i.e. the destination, traffic engineering, virtual private network, QoS). All the packets of a same FEC are 

treated in the same way and the assignment of a packet to a particular FEC is done just once as the packet 

enters the MPLS network. The label can be embedded in the header of the data link layer (ATM VCI/VPI) or 

in the shim between the layer 2 header and layer 3 header). The MPLS shim consists of 4 segments [3]: 

• A 20-bit label value. 

• A 3-bit field for QoS priority. 

• A 1-bit bottom of stack flag representing whether the current label is the last in the stack. 

• An 8-bit TTL (time to live) field. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the label format of the MPLS shim. 

                                                      
1 Not necessary, it is generally carried in a layer 2.5 shim header located partially of fully within the L2 header/payload. 
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Figure 2.1 The MPLS Label Format 

 

The MPLS domain consists of MPLS-devices. In an MPLS domain, an MPLS Path –LSP (Label Switch Path) 

is created for a packet to travel in accordance with an FEC. The LSP is unidirectional, so the return traffic 

must travel along another LSP. There are several label distribution protocols being used today, such as Label 

Distribution Protocol (LDP) or RSVP-TE [19] or piggybacked on routing protocols like Border Gateway 

Protocol (BGP) [20] and OSPF. 

 

The MPLS router at the network edges is called a LER (Label Edge Router) and the MPLS routers within the 

MPLS domain are called LSRs (Label Switch Routers). An MPLS router routes the labelled packets according 

to the LIB (Label Information Base). The LIB is created in accordance with the label distribution signalling. 

Table 2.1 is an example LIB. In this instance, if the packets are coming in through incoming port 1 with label 

1, the label will be swapped with label 6 and the packets will be sent out to out via port 3. If the incoming 

packets arrive via port 2 with label 9, the label will be popped and the packets will be forwarded as pure IP 

packets; in this case, this router is the egress of the LSP. 

 

Table 2.1 Example LIB Table 

Input Port Incoming Port Label Output Port Outgoing Port label 
1 1 3 6 
2 9 -- -- 

 

An MPLS router typically requests a label from its downstream hop to bind to a specific FEC and the MPLS 

router responds to a label request by sending a label to the upstream initiator. For example, in the scenario 

shown in Figure 2.2, the LER router A initiates a label request to the LSR router B for a particular FEC, the 

router B sends a label request to LER router C which is the egress of the this LSP. After receiving the label 

request from B, router C assigns a label for this LSP according to the FEC and sends this label back to B. The 

LER C also creates an entry of this label binding in the LIB. Once B receives the label from C, it also assigns a 

label for this LSP and sends it back to A while creating an entry of this label binding in its LIB. Finally, this 

LSP is created after a receiving label from B and updating its LIB. 

 

Link layer header MPLS SHIM Network Layer Data 

Label Exp. Bits BS TTL 

32 bits

20 bits 3 bits 1 bit 8 bits 
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Figure 2.2 LSP Setup Signalling 

 

Figure 2.3 demonstrates an example of labelled packet forwarding. The ingress IP packets will have label 3 

attached to them and be sent out to via interface 1 once they enter the MPLS domain through the ingress LER 

A. At LSR B, all the packets with label 3 coming in through interface 2 will be sent out to interface 3 after the 

label 3 is swapped with label 17. Finally, at LER C the egress of this LSP, if the packets are with label 17 and 

coming in through interface 3, the MPLS label will be popped and the packets will be routed as pure IP 

packets to their final destination. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 MPLS forwarding example 

 

In MPLS, high-speed switching of data is possible because the fixed-length labels are inserted at the very 

beginning of the packet or cell and can be used by hardware to switch packets quickly between links instead of 

a lookup in the IP table, which avoids the longest prefix match normally associated with IP packet forwarding. 

 

Currently MPLS is designed to address the network problems such as network-speed, scalability, QoS, and 

traffic engineering. MPLS has also become a solution to meet the bandwidth-management and service 

requirements for next-generation IP-based backbone networks. In its generalised form (G-MPLS), it is also 

used as a connection management protocol for optical channels and so forth. 

 

2.2 Border Gateway Protocol 

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [20] is an inter-autonomous system routing protocol. An autonomous 

system is a network or a group of networks under a common administration and with common routing 

policies. BGP is used to exchange routing information for the Internet and is the protocol used between 

Internet Service Providers (ISP). Customer networks, such as universities and corporations, usually employ an 

Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) such as RIP [21] or OSPF [19] for the exchange of routing information within 
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their networks. Customers connect to ISPs, and ISPs use BGP to exchange customer and ISP routes. When 

BGP is used between autonomous systems (AS), the protocol is referred to as external BGP (eBGP). If a 

service provider is using BGP to exchange routes within an AS, then the protocol is referred to as interior BGP 

(iBGP) [22]. In Figure 2.4, routes are advertised by eBGP between AS1, AS2 and AS3, while the iBGP is 

employed inside AS to distribute these routes internally. 

 

Customer 1 Customer 2

Regional ISP
AS2

Regional ISP
AS1

National ISP
AS3

Customer 3 Customer 4

eBGP eBGP

iBGP

 
Figure 2.4 Example of eBGP and iBGP [22] 

 
BGP is currently a very robust and scalable routing protocol, as evidenced by the fact that BGP is the routing 

protocol employed on the Internet [22]. Border Gateway Protocol Version 4 (BGP-4) (RFC 1771) [20] is the 

current inter-AS routing protocol used for the global Internet. BGP is an impure distance-vector algorithm; 

several path attributes carried in BGP messages affect the routing policy. Other BGP-related documents are 

RFC 1772 (BGP Application) [23], RFC 1773 [24] (BGP Experience), RFC 1774 [25] (BGP Protocol 

Analysis), and RFC 1657 [26] (BGP MIB). 

 

BGP's basic information unit is the BGP path, which is a route2 to certain IP address prefixes. BGP paths are 

tagged with various path attributes, the most important attributes are AS_PATH and NEXT_HOP. AS_PATH 

lists the ASes the advertisement message has bypassed. The NEXT_HOP tells the BGP speaker the interface 

IP address to the next AS. Every time a BGP path advertisement crosses an Autonomous System boundary, the 

NEXT_HOP attribute is changed to the IP address of the boundary router. Conversely, as a BGP path 

advertisement is passed among BGP speakers in the same AS, the NEXT_HOP attribute is left untouched [27]. 

Figure 2.5 describes how the route is propagated in BGP. In this example, Router C advertises network 

172.16.1.0/24 of AS 200 with a next hop of 10.1.1.1. Router A received this route through the interface 

10.1.1.2. When router A propagates this route to routers (i.e. Router B) within its own AS, AS 100, the eBGP 

next-hop information is preserved unchanged. In this example, B received the route to 172.16.1.0/24 from A 

through interface 10.1.2.2, and the next hop is still 10.1.1.1. 

                                                      
2 Not a full route-just a list of ASes, providing reachability information 
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Figure 2.5 How BGP Propagates a Route [22] 

 

2.3 Distribution of MPLS Labels with BGP 

Since the BGP can distribute particular routes, it may also be used to distribute MPLS labels. RFC 3107 [28] 

describes how the MPLS label information is distributed in the same update message which is used to 

distribute the route itself. Label distribution can be piggybacked in the BGP Update message by using the 

BGP-4 Multiprotocol Extensions attribute [29]. The label is encoded into the NLRI (Network Layer 

Reachablity Information) field of the attribute, and the SAFI (Subsequent Address Family Identifier) field is 

used to indicate that the NLRI contains a label. A BGP speaker may not use BGP to send labels to a particular 

BGP peer unless that peer indicates, through BGP Capability Advertisement, that it can process Update 

messages with the specified SAFI. 

 

If two immediately adjacent Label Switch Routers (LSRs) are also BGP speakers, the label distribution can be 

done without any other label distribution mechanism. BGP speakers are fullmeshed in a same AS (without 

BGP Route Reflection [30]), which means that these BGP routers are adjacent to each other (there is no 3rd 

BGP speaker between any pair) [30]. However, most of BGP speakers in different domains are not adjacent. 

[28] describes how MPLS operates when two BGP peers are not directly adjacent. Considering the LSR 

topology in Figure 2.6, suppose that LSR D distributes a Label (Ld) to A, B. C must not see the Ld at the top 

of the label stack during the packet forwarding process from A to D. To meet this requirement, A cannot 

simply push Ld to the label stack and send the resulting packet to B (B can see the Ld as a result). Before A 

sends the packet labelled Ld, it must push another label (Lb) distributed by B onto the top of the label stack. B 

must replace the Lb with Lc distributed by LSR C at the top of the label stack and send the packet with Lc to 

LSR C. Lc is popped at C and sent to D with the Ld at the top of the stack. There must be LSPs between A and 
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D, otherwise A cannot make use of Ld. This is true any time labels are distributed between none-adjacent 

LSRs, whether the label distribution is achieved by BGP or some other method [28]. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 How MPLS Works When Two BGP Peers Are Not Directly Adjacent 

 

2.4 Virtual Private Networks 

A Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a network perceived to be private, constructed across a public or shared 

network infrastructure such as the public Internet. A more formal definition is given in [31] that “A VPN is a 

communications environment in which access is controlled to permit peer connections only within a defined 

community of interest, and is constructed though some form of partitioning of a common underlying 

communications medium, where this underlying communications medium provides services to the network on 

a non-exclusive basis”. 

 

Previously, if an organisation wished to set up a private WAN they needed to employ dedicated leased lines 

between their different sites. Service providers would provide such leased lines by layer 2 technologies such as 

ATM or FR (frame relay). However, leased lines are both expensive and restrictive; their bandwidth is usually 

fixed making it difficult to meet the short-term peaks in demand and wasting bandwidth at off-peak times. 

VPN are more cost-effective than private WAN because customers in different VPNs can share common 

resources. Service providers can provide more flexible service by sharing resources (such as bandwidth and 

CPU processors). At the same time, customers do not have to manage their geographically distributed 

networks themselves, this is done by the service provider. Figure 2.7 [31] shows an example of VPN. The red 

lines depict the VPN A across the service provider’s backbone network. VPN B is completely unaware of the 

A’s existence. A and B coexist on the same backbone infrastructure harmoniously, not being aware of the 

existence of each other. 

AS 1 AS 2 

A B
D 

C
Ld Lb Ld Lc Ld 

1. Push Ld 

2. Push Lb 

Distribute Ld to A

Distribute 

Lb to A 
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-  

Figure 2.7 VPN Example [31] 

 

Currently most of these VPN infrastructures are built on Frame-Relay or ATM networks connecting customer 

sites via Virtual Circuits (VCs.) In the overlay VPN model [31], the enterprise IP network is overlaid on top of 

the Service Provider backbone (Figure 2.7), the enterprise network is the higher layer network (layer 3) while 

the backbone network is the lower layer (layer 2). Both networks exist relatively independent of each other. 

The enterprise establishes router-to-router communication using an IGP whose signalling messages are merely 

regarded as data by the service providers [31]. 

 

For an enterprise network to be routed optimally in this model, it is necessary that the network (VPN) is fully 

meshed (Figure 2.8), which means that each site must have a link to each other site. This increases the number 

of VCs to a total of n*(n-1)/2 (n = number of sites). That increase in the number of VCs leads to significant 

increase in the complexity of the network and the routing information. Traffic engineering has also made 

things more difficult in this model because knowledge of site-to-site traffic is necessary to properly provision 

the VCs. All of these issues mean that a fully-meshed model does not scale well for large networks. 
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Figure 2.8 Fully Mesh VPN Example [32] 

 

A peer model can be employed to tackle the scalability problem. In the peer model both the service provider 

and the customer use the same network protocol. The Provider Edge (PE) router directly exchanges routing 

information with the Customer Edge (CE) router. This simplifies the routing from the customer’s perspective, 

as they no longer need to peer with every other end-site but only with one PE-router. Routing is optimal 

among customer’s sites, as the provider routers know the customer’s network topology. At the same time the 

addition of a new site is simpler due to the service provider not having to provide a whole new set of VCs 

[32]. 

 

The shared router approach and the dedicated router approach are the two implementation options for the peer 

model prior to MPLS based VPNs. The shared router approach is where several VPN customers share the 

same PE-router. This approach has to provide access control to ensure there is no crossover between different 

customers’ traffic. The dedicated router utilises a separate PE router for each VPN customer, causing 

scalability concerns for the provider. Neither approach allows for the use of private IP addresses (RFC 1918 

[33]), as each customer would have to have a unique public IP address [32]. 

 

The drawback of the peer models described above is that they cannot provide traffic isolation. The VPN users 

have to use unique addressing because all routes are placed in the global routing table [32]. 
 

2.5 BGP/MPLS VPNs 

VPNs are usually categorised according to the OSI layer at which they provide the partitioning element in the 

public or shared infrastructure in which they operate. Although VPNs can be implemented at the higher layers 

in this protocol stack from the perspective of service providers and commercial customers, VPN technology is 

usually implemented at Layer 2 or Layer 3. A recent opportunity in this area is the exploitation of MPLS as a 

generic tunnelling technology in the implementation of such VPNs. 
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These virtual private networks are contingent on MPLS LSPs, so they provide the user with all benefits 

associated with this technology. Hence the performance advantages, along with traffic classification and 

segmentation inherent to MPLS, provide a solid foundation on which virtual private networks can be 

constructed. An additional benefit provided by these VPNs is the preservation of the customer’s existing IP 

address scheme. Even if a service provider’s customers have overlapping private IP address spaces (i.e. 

10.x.x.x networks), these addresses will be effectively segmented so that data and control traffic will remain 

exclusively within the correct VPNs. All of these features are implemented by using the Layer 3 capabilities of 

the MPLS-enabled network. RFC2547 [5] defines the most mature MPLS VPN solution, commonly referred 

to as BGP/MPLS VPNs [34][35][36]. They allow a service provider to use its Internet Protocol (IP) backbone 

to provide an IP VPN service to customers. The service provider uses BGP to exchange VPN routes. An 

MPLS label is assigned to each VPN route, the process of label distribution is carried out using BGP (by 

piggybacking the label information on the BGP messages). While distributing reachability information, BGP 

also distributes MPLS labels for that path. 

 

In the BGP/MPLS VPN model, the VPNs only exist at the edge of the service provider’s network. The SP 

backbone routers (P routers) do not participate in the actual VPNs, they just forward labelled packets over 

various LSPs. The customer’s routers also do not participate in the VPNs, they simply continue to route IP 

packets according to the customer’s established addressing and routing schemes [37]. Figure 2.9 describes the 

architecture of a BGP/MPLS VPN. 

 
Figure 2.9 BGP/MPLS/VPN Architecture 

 

A PE router is directly connected to the Customer Edge (CE) routers. Typically, a PE device will be connected 

to multiple CE devices supporting different customers. The PE router will communicate with the CE router via 

the routing protocol selected by the customer (RIP, OSPF, BGP, static routes, and so on). Thus the PE router 

will participate in the customers' Layer 3 networks; it will learn all the customers’ routes and deliver packets 

according to that route information. This means that if a PE router is connected to a dozen of different 

customers, it will need to participate in a dozen of different networks, each of which will have unique 

addressing plans and routing protocols. The PE router also must communicate with other PE routers to 

exchange reachability information. If a customer in Los Angeles has a branch office in Dallas, the PE router in 

Los Angeles, it will need to communicate with the router in Dallas to establish the appropriate VPN tunnel. To 

accomplish this task, PE routers run Multi-Protocol BGP [38] on their wide area links. The PE routers will 

also need to initiate and terminate LSPs for MPLS traffic to be routed across the backbone (via the P routers). 

This means PE routers also implement the MPLS protocol as edge LSRs (ELSRs). 
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2.6 MPLS VPN Security 

The security of the BGP/MPLS IP VPN architecture is the most important concern to service providers and 

VPN customers. The BGP/MPLS IP VPN architecture needs to address the following key security 

requirements. 

1. It is necessary to have addressing and routing separation. 

2. The internal structure of the backbone network must be hidden from the outside. 

3. The network must have resistance to attacks, both Denial-of-Service (DoS) and intrusion attacks. 

 

MPLS VPNs perform traffic separation at Layer 3 through the use of separate IP VPN forwarding tables. In 

RFC 2547, each customer’s VPN is assigned a unique VRF (VPN Routing & Forwarding table). Packet 

forwarding within the service provider backbone is based on labels, label-switched paths (LSPs) begin and 

terminate at the provider-edge routers, while normal routing, in contrast, is performed by customer-edge 

routers. Traffic destined for each VRF will carry its own inner label value. The PE router determines which 

forwarding table to use when handling a packet. Because each incoming interface on a PE router is associated 

with a particular VPN, a packet can enter a VPN only through an interface that is associated with that VPN. 

Therefore, data traffic of one VPN will be separated from another. 

 

In an MPLS based VPN, the provider’s core infrastructure is invisible to the outside. Extensive packet filtering 

prevents exposure of any information about the VPN customer internal network or the MPLS core to the 

outside, making attacks much more difficult. Meanwhile, because only the provider-edge routers contain 

VPN-specific information, it is not necessary to reveal any internal network topology information to the 

outside or VPN customers. The service provider only needs to reveal the address of the provider-edge router, 

which is required by dynamic routing protocols between the provider edge and customer edge. Static routing 

can be configured between the provider edge and customer edge, which keeps the MPLS core completely 

hidden. Meanwhile, it is required that customer VPNs advertise their routes to the MPLS core so that they can 

be reached across the MPLS network. Because the information advertised to the core is about network routes, 

not specific hosts, the network security is not compromised. In this point, an MPLS VPN is equivalent to the 

existing layer 2 VPN models, such as Frame Relay or ATM networks, in which routing information about the 

VPNs can also be seen on the core network. 

 

As it is not possible to directly intrude into MPLS VPNs, attackers might attempt to attack the MPLS core and 

use it to attack the VPNs [39]. There are two basic ways that the MPLS core can be attacked: by attacking 

provider-edge routers directly, or by attacking the signalling mechanisms of MPLS. Both types of attacks can 

be stopped by proper router configuration. To attack an element of an MPLS network, the attacker must know 

its address, but as stated above, all the addresses of the MPLS network equipment are hidden from the outside 

world. Meanwhile, even if an attacker can guess the core router IP addresses, the attacking packets cannot 

reach the targets. With the address separation mechanisms in MPLS, each incoming packet will be treated as 
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belonging to the address space of the VPN customer. Therefore, it is still impossible for a packets coming 

from the outside of the core network to reach an internal core router even though the attacker knows the IP 

addresses [39]. 

 

On IP networks, IP source address spoofing has been extensively used by hackers and is a major security 

concern. In an MPLS environment, although it is possible for a VPN customer to do IP source address 

spoofing, it is impossible to use this mechanism to attack other VPNs or the core because of the strict 

separation between VPNs and the core network. IP spoofing only remains within the VPN where it originated. 

Meanwhile label spoofing is also impossible in an MPLS environment. As the interface between customer-

edge router and its peering provider-edge router is a pure IP interface, any labelled packet from a customer 

side will be dropped at the PE. Attackers can also try Denial of Service (DoS) attack to make the resources 

become unavailable to authorised users. However as described above, in the MPLS VPN, the attack packets 

can never reach the core networks outside of the configured LSPs; the DoS attack is limited within the VPN 

where the attack was launched. 

 

Based on the above observations, we can conclude that an MPLS VPN is as secure as a Layer2 VPN such as 

Frame Relay or ATM when the security requirements are considered, since MPLS VPNs isolate the service 

provider backbone from the customer [40]. 

 

In some cases, a customer does want to prevent its information from leaking to others even the service 

provider. MPLS cannot meet this security requirement by itself. Additional measures can be implemented to 

supplement the basic security features associated with RFC 2547 VPNs. Encryption is the most desirable 

method for ensuring data security. IPSec is a set of protocols developed by the IETF to support secure packet 

exchanges at the IP layer. To meet the customer’s security requirements, IPSec also cooperates with MPLS to 

provide a secure VPN. In an IPSec/MPLS VPN, the data will be encrypted using IPSec first, then injected to 

the MPLS backbone [7]. Figure 2.10 is an example of an IPSec/MPLS VPN scenario. 

 
Figure 2.10 An Example of IPSec over an MPLS VPN 
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2.7  Inter-domain Connectivity 

2.7.1 Inter-domain Issues and Shortcomings of BGP 

Today, the Internet is partitioned into different Autonomous Systems (AS). An AS is a connected collection of 

IP routing prefixes under the control of one or more network operators that presents a common, clearly defined 

routing policy to the Internet [39]. The data exchange between ASes is carried out by one or more providers. 

Providers usually use independent policies and can vary in the geographical scope of their operations. For this 

reason, an inter-domain routing protocol is required to operate the packets exchange across AS borders. 

 

As described above, BGP Version 4 is the current inter-domain routing protocol in Internet. A few papers have 

studied the weakness of BGP for providing inter-domain QoS guarantee and security 

[41][42][43][44][45][46][47][48][49]. The key challenges for BGP are described in the following paragraphs. 

 

A. Convergence and Route Stability 

BGP is an incremental protocol that sends updates only if something with regard to topology and/or 

reachability changes. Typically, if there is a change, it is followed by a number of updates sent between peers. 

Once all peers have settled on their best routes, the BGP advertisement actions will stop until the next change 

happens. A change causes BGP updates to be sent, and when all peers have settled on their new best route, the 

convergence process is finished. The convergence time is the time from an instability event to the stable best 

route on the observed router. Some possible reasons leading to BGP updates are listed as follows: 

• Failure or repair of a physical link 

• Reboot of a router (e. g. for software updates) 

• Policy changes in originating or transiting ASes 

• Addition/deletion of network prefixes. 

 

When the instability event affects connections among ASes, it will cause an AS to withdraw a previously 

announced route or announce an alternative one. This new reachability information propagates in some way 

through the network of border routers and eventually, there will be no new updates to be sent. From the point 

of view of one router, this router may receive a number of updates from every peer, compute its own best route 

and announce it to its peers. 

 

A typical distance vector protocol usually employs shortest-path routing, which means that if a choice has to 

be made between many routes to the same destination, the shortest one will be selected. However, BGP is not 

a pure distance vector protocol. BGP advertisements can include numerous attributes. It allows each AS to 

independently formulate its routing policies and allows these policies to override distance metrics in favour of 

policy concerns, which might result in an AS choosing a non-minimal path because of its local policy. 

Because the routing policies are implemented locally with little or no global knowledge, it is possible that 
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BGP routing messages are exchanged indefinitely, leading to a failure to converge on stable routes; what is 

called route oscillation or protocol divergence. 

 

The commercial Internet grows both in size and topology complexity and route oscillations become a more 

and more serious problem [41][42][43][44][45][46]. “BGP is known to suffer from significant route 

instabilities, route oscillations and long convergence times. Nearly 25% of BGP prefixes continuously flap and 

a large fraction of these have convergence times on the order of hours. The remaining 75% of relatively stable 

prefixes typically take between 2 − 5 minutes to converge.” [47]. 

 

B. Security 

When BGP appeared the Internet was not “dangerous” like today, and Internet was also only used for military 

and research but not business purposes. As a result, BGP was designed with little consideration for protection 

of the information it carries. There are no mechanisms inside the BGP to protect it from attacks that modify, 

delete, forge, or replay data, any of which may disrupt the overall network routing behaviour. At the same 

time, faulty, mis-configured, or deliberately malicious behaviours can also disrupt overall Internet 

performance by modifying, forging, or replaying BGP packets or breaking the distributed communication of 

information between BGP peers. The sources of bogus information can be either outsiders or true BGP peers. 

RFC 4272[48] describes the damage that these attacks can do. 

 

C. Quality of Service (QoS) 

QoS routing is essential for providing the end-to-end quality of service guarantees. Routing protocols on 

Internet are divided into two levels: intra-domain routing and inter-domain routing. Routing protocols need to 

be QoS-aware at both these levels to provide end to end QoS guarantees. There are already many solutions for 

intra-domain QoS routing protocol, as described in [49]. However, few solutions have succeeded in providing 

inter-domain QoS guarantees based on the BGP protocol, which mainly results from the lack of understanding 

QoS information between ASes [50]. BGP is currently the only popular inter-domain routing protocol. 

Although the BGP extension attribute field provides the space to include QoS information, it is still a 

challenge to make all these domains support a common QoS policy considering the complexity and diversity 

of the Internet. Indeed, two major challenges, scalability and heterogeneity, make the QoS extension to BGP 

difficult. 

 

2.7.2 Related Research on BGP 

BGP is the crucial inter-domain routing protocol in the current Internet, much research with regard of the 

above problems has been done recently. A summary of this related research is provided in the following 

paragraphs. 

In [41], the authors discussed the BGP convergence problem in detail. In [42] and [43] the authors described 

the relationship between the topological structure of the Internet and the time it takes BGP to converge 
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following the detachment of a subnet. In [42] the author made the conclusion that “customer sensitive to fail-

over latency should multi-home to large providers, and that smaller providers should limit their number of 

transit and backup transit interconnections”. In [43] the authors claimed that they can improve BGP 

convergence through the addition of synchronisation, diffusing updates, and additional state information, but 

all of these changes to BGP come at the expense of a more complex protocol and increased router overhead. 

These solutions for the convergence problem in intra-domain are proposed to be introduced into BGP, but it 

requires some complex and expensive changes in the existed BGP. 

 

One previously reported effort to improve BGP convergence time is the sender side loop detection approach 

proposed in [44]. The simulation results show that in a 7-node fully connected topology, this approach 

improved the convergence time from 120 seconds to 30 seconds. However, Griffin et al [45] observed that in 

general, this approach reduces the convergence time only by a limited amount. They also observed that for 

each specific network topology they simulated, there is an optimal value for “minimal route advertise time” 

that minimises the convergence time. However, this optimal value varies from network to network. In [46] the 

authors proposed a new solution to reduce the convergence time, which uses the information provided in 

ASpath to define route consistency assertion and use these assertion to identify infeasible routes. It is achieved 

by defining and using new community attributes. The community attribute is a 32-bit value, normally 

associated with route advertisements and used to convey routing policy information. In [51] the authors 

proposed a solution by the modification of BGP (inject extra withdrawal messages) to flush the “ghost 

information” from the network. 

Meanwhile, many papers pointed out that BGP is vulnerable and a great deal of work has focused on this, such 

as [52][53]. To prevent malicious amending and fake BGP information, hashing and/or signature-certificates 

are currently employed to secure the inter-domain routing. In [54] the authors proposed a secure border 

gateway protocol (s-BGP) for an authorisation and authentication system that addresses most of the security 

problems associated with BGP. In this solution, a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) architecture is employed for 

authorisation and authentication. A BGP speaker will send signed update message to protest BGP router 

accepting malicious spoofing updates. S-BGP uses two PKIs (One public key binds with the certificate for the 

organization and a set of AS numbers; the other one binds to an AS number and to a BGP router ID), based on 

X.509 (v3) [55] certificates, to enable BGP speakers to validate the identities and authorisation of BGP 

speakers and of owners of ASes and of portions of the IP address space. The PKI is parallel to the existing IP 

address and AS number assignment delegation system. [54] 

 

Some security solutions use systematic monitoring to protect BGP against malicious or abnormal routing 

behaviours. For instance, ASes can set up dedicated servers that contain a database of route information and 

routing policy configuration. These servers may exchange and serve authenticated data using a new protocol 

other than BGP [56]. The major advantage is that the authentication function is separated from normal routing 

activities. As for the cryptographic approaches, update messages need to carry additional cryptographic data 

for route authentication. 
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BGP extension attributes provide the space to put QoS information into BGP. However, because BGP routers 

can only infer limited QoS information from the advertisement they receive, the inter-domain routing 

decisions consider almost nothing about the real end-to-end QoS metrics, such as delay and bandwidth. At the 

same time, as the Internet is a best effort network, and given the characteristics of inter-domain routing 

described above, it is difficult to provide QoS guarantees by BGP itself. 

 

Several related studies have been done on inter-domain QoS routing. Bonaventure [57] focuses on how to 

distribute QoS information flexibly by BGP in different network scenarios. Cristallo and Jacquenet [58] 

propose a new attribute for the BGP UPDATE message, QOS NLRI, to record QoS related information. 

Abarbanel and Venkatachalam [59] utilise BGP to propagate a Traffic Engineering Weight, which represents a 

summary of the traffic conditions in an AS. In [60] the authors extend MBGP (Multiprotocol Extension to 

BGP4) for inter-domain QoS Multicast. 

 

2.7.3 Trusting Routing in Internet 

In the current Internet routers blindly accept routing advertisements from other routers, which incurs a lot of 

security and service quality problems [61]. For this reason, many attempts have been made to provide trust 

model for distributed systems such as on-line trading (e-commerce), peer-to-peer systems and Extranets. 

Manchala [62] introduces trust metrics and models for the measurement of trust variables and fuzzy 

verification of transactions in e-commerce. Ba [63] demonstrates the application of a community responsibility 

system for building and enhancing trust in e-commerce. Au, et. al. [64] described a new paradigm for 

establishing trust across multiple organisations in Extranets. The trust token is used to propagate trust 

management information. Mui, et. al. [65] proposed a computational trust model based on reputation system, 

and this model is implemented in a real e-commerce system to compute trust and reputation scores of online 

users. Siyal and Barkat [66] showed how trust service can be provided through a network of trust service 

providers (TSP) and design a trust framework to support large scale B2C (Business to Customer) e-commerce. 

Li and Liu [67] created PeerTrust - a coherent adaptive trust model for quantifying and comparing the 

trustworthiness of peers based on a transaction-based feedback system. Kapadia, et. al. [68] created a model 

for discovering routes based on situational trust attributes of routers in ubiquitous computing, high 

performance, and peer-to-peer environments, they also define a "confidence" measure that captures the 

"quality of protection" of a route relevant to various dynamic trust relationships. According to these research 

results, the trust routing model can help network administrator to select trustful path when setting routing 

policies in BGP. The survivability of IP routing infrastructure is improved greatly when attacked, and the 

performance of IP routing infrastructure is improved greatly when part of the network is congested [61]. This 

is an important consideration when the inter-AS credit scheme is introduced in Chapter 7. 
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2.7.4 Routing in Mobile, Ad Hoc Network 

Mobile, ad hoc network (MANET) is a kind of wireless network without centralised administration or a fixed 

network infrastructure, in which nodes perform routing discovery and routing maintenance in a self-organised 

way. 

 

An Ad-hoc network has some similar characteristics to the Internet, one of which is the potentially selfish 

behaviour of each individual node. Each node may try to avoid working as a transit node for others to save 

power while trying to send its own traffic as much as possible. A credit-based mechanism is currently a 

popular solution to encourage cooperation among nodes against the node’s selfish behaviour in ad-hoc 

networks [69][70]. Figure 2.11 is the architecture of the Sprite proposed in [69]. This architecture consists of 

the Credit Clearance Service (CCS) and a collection of mobile nodes. The nodes are equipped with network 

interfaces that allow them to send and receive messages through a wireless overlay network, When a node 

sends its own messages, the node (or the destination, see later) will lose credits (or virtual money) to the 

network because other nodes incur a cost to forward the messages. On the other hand, when a node forwards 

others’ messages, it should gain credits and therefore be able to send its messages later. The research proves 

that the credit based architecture can encourage the cooperation among the mobile nodes in MANET. 

 

 
Figure 2.11 The Sprite Architecture [69] 

 

2.8 Research on Dynamic VPNs 

VPNs already carry advanced IP applications such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM), videoconferencing, and other mission-critical applications that require 

guaranteed performance. Typically the formation and maintenance of VPNs within an operator’s domain is 

achieved using manual intervention to configure the various network resources. This is acceptable for long-

term connectivity such as inter-connection between enterprise campuses. However, new forms of working are 

likely to have resource usage demands that do not fit well with this arrangement. In these cases it is desirable 
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to establish community relationships that may last minutes, or hours through to weeks. 

 

Indeed, seeing these limitations, a number of Dynamic VPN initiatives have recently begun to emerge. 

Examples include Closed User Groups (CUG) [71][72], the work of Kindred and Sterne[73], Jia[74][75]and 

the Defense Research & Development Canada (DRDC) demonstrator[76]. 

 

Closed User Groups (CUG) can be regarded as flexible VPNs for supporting the dynamic formation and self-

management of distributed collaboration networks [72][73]. CUGs are coordinated groups of peers who reside 

in different organisational domains, managed by an administrator. The ability of users to initiate the groups 

themselves is a key feature that differentiates CUGs from traditional VPNs. Figure 2.12 shows the logic 

architecture of the CUG. 

 
Figure 2.12 The CUG Architecture [77] 

 
The circles representing different businesses do not have any topological implication, but only refer to the 

logical structure of the organisation. Members of different groups are distinguished by their colours. 

Departments in the organisation would naturally group their staff in different CUGs. However, clients can be 

members of several groups. 

 

The firewall functionality is localised to each host, which (through a login process) controls personalised user 

access through the firewall at the given host based on the certificates in its possession for identified user(s). 

This enables different working environments to share the same terminal between clients. The firewall enforces 

organisational policy (set by the administrator at the client’s initial setup) and regulates client’s interactions 

within CUGs (on the basis of a group-specific certificate). All hosts then become part of a large distributed 

firewall, also providing all the features offered by a traditional firewall choke point. 
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From the viewpoint of group-work, the CUG model distinguishes two main classes of roles: group members 

and the group manager. 

 

• Group members are peers (clients) who are informed of each other’s identity and location and interact with 

each other on a peer-to-peer basis by using a form of group certificate embedded in the messages they 

interchange. Messages with certificate information that do not match the required group certificate are either 

deleted or ignored without further processing. 

 

• Group manager (Administrator) is responsible for managing group membership and issuing or updating 

group certificates (in terms of group membership and policy). The group managers of one level in the 

organisational hierarchy may themselves be viewed as members of a CUG at a level above the level of the 

teams they manage. 

 

This structure resembles line management in structured organisations. The managers maintain many 

simultaneous groups (distinguished and constrained by the group certificate issued by a manager) in terms of 

group memberships and security policies, and remain responsible from group creation until its termination. 

 

In [78], the author described an interesting scheme to deploy overlay networks that achieve both policy update 

and Layer-3 topology reconfiguration in a scalable manner. The system architecture is shown in Figure 2.13. 

 

 
Figure 2.13 Dynamic CUG Based on Overlay Network [78] 

 
It is composed of a private DNS server and a plug-in module and IPSec is employed to provide security 

communication and authentication. The plug-in module is installed on each member node terminal. An overlay 
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network is provided by these two modules for each CUG. The private DNS server provides similar 

management functionalities. Initially, an administrator defines an overlay network for a CUG with its 

membership and miscellaneous information (e.g., IP address space and domain name space) through a Web 

GUI provided by the private DNS server, where multiple overlay networks can be defined at the same time. 

After this process, each member can request to participate in the closed network through the login client in the 

plug-in module. If the login request is accepted, the private DNS server assigns an inner IP address, a private 

domain name, and an X.509 certificate to the member node. The certificate is signed by the certificate 

authority (CA) server and is used for authentication both in establishing a control channel (TCP/SSL) with the 

private DNS server and in establishing IPSec tunnels with other member nodes. The DNS proxy in the plugin 

module performs IPSec policy resolution as well as normal DNS resolution for domain names associated with 

the CUG via the control channel established with the private DNS server. This scheme can be generally 

applied to a system to deploy overlay networks for a CUG with dynamic membership. [78] 

 

In the 6net [79] project, Defence R&D Canada (DRDC) developed the dynamic virtual private network 

controller (DVC) prototype for the rapid deployment and self-configuration dynamic coalition virtual private 

networks (VPNs) [80]. DVC is the equipment carrying out the dynamic VPN operations. VPNs can be created, 

dismantled, and monitored concurrently. With single Management Console commands, the DVC operator can 

instruct the DVC to establish a VPN to all sites in a coalition or to dismantle the VPN to all coalition sites. A 

single VPN connection encrypts the traffic between two coalition sites. Traffic sent from one coalition site to 

another coalition site is never routed through a third coalition site. The DVC prototype uses secure 

authenticated out-of-band channels to establish, monitor, and dismantle the VPN connections. Each DVC 

maintains a DNS name, an IP address, and a security policy for every potential coalition partner. 

 

Figure 2.14 illustrates an example of this DVC based dynamic VPN approach. The site security officer uses 

the DVC Policy Editor to create and install the security policy. The DVC operator uses the DVC Management 

Console to manage the VPNs. The DVC transmits security policies to remote peers, and receives and evaluates 

security policies from remote peers. When a decision has been made to create or dismantle a VPN, the DVC 

modifies the configuration of the IPSec, firewall, DNS, and routes sub-systems to enforce the local and remote 

security policies. 
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Figure 2.14 DVC Dynamic VPN Architecture [80] 

 

The DVC project has successfully demonstrated a solution for the rapid deployment and self-configuration of 

VPN connections that provide a secure information exchange capability in a dynamic coalition environment. 

Figure 2.15 is the implementation of the Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) agency’s 

Dynamic VPN Controller (DVC) system where DVCs exist at networks (NRNS, UCL, DRDC and UMU). 

 

 
Figure 2.15 DRDC DVC Network Set-up [81] 

Another Dynamic VPN solution and its implementation prototype are demonstrated in [73]. The system 

architecture is shown in Figure 2.16 which is redrawn in accordance with [73]. The Community Manager (CM) 
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manages the membership of VPNs in its community. The community is the set of all the networks managed by 

a CM and the term “Community Manager” loosely refers to both the software components that support 

community management and the human operating the software. The CM is the central authority of community 

membership and distributes community membership information to each firewall of the sub-network. The 

firewall for each member sub-network automatically establishes individual IPSec-based VPN links with all 

other members based on the CM’s membership information. By introducing the central manager-CM, the VPN 

might be operated automatically, which enables fast dynamic VPNs operations while avoiding human 

mistakes in configurations as well as reducing the maintenance costs. 

 
Figure 2.16 CM managed Dynamic VPN architecture 

2.9 Resource scheduling 

Unlike conventional networks that focus on communication among devices, some new applications such as 

grid-computing harness distributed resources in a network for solving problems or supporting group-working 

activities. Typically, a grid system coordinates resources that are not subject to centralised control and uses 

standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces. It allows these constituent resources to be used in a 

coordinated fashion to deliver various qualities of service and meet complex user demands. 

 

These resources may themselves be dynamic and may enter or leave the system at any point of time or fail. A 

scheduling strategy is required to generate schedules, which seek to minimise the total execution time of jobs 

and also adapt to the heterogeneity and the dynamism of the environment. The allocation of a resource to a 

job, involves three basic steps [82]: 

1. Resource Discovery: Identifying the resources that are currently free (without being allocated to any 

jobs) in the system. 

2. Resource Selection: Choosing one of the free resources based on some underlying algorithm to 
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schedule it to a job on the ready queue. 

3. Job Execution: Allocating the chosen resource to a job and executing the job. 

 

The goal of the resource allocation is to achieve an optimal solution such as the shortest completion time. 

There are few publications addressing the resource-scheduling problem for independent jobs [83][84][85][86]. 

Meanwhile, there might be dependences among the tasks of a customer application. For example in Figure 

2.17, task 2 and tasks 3 are the upper dependent tasks of task 4. Task 4 cannot start until task 2 and task 3 

complete. Here, the resource allocation can be converted into the workflow scheduling problem. Workflow 

management techniques aim to support business processes across organisations. Now it is used with many 

other complex parallel multitasking scenarios such as automatic control [87], grid computing and e-business 

[88][89]. There are many studies focused on this topic such as [87][90][91][92][93][94][95][96]. Normally, a 

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [97] is employed to describe a workflow. Figure 2.17 shows a simple DAG 

example. The blue nodes are the tasks and the directed arrows represent the workflow directions and 

dependency relationships. The number above every arrow shows the distance (the amount of data transferred) 

from the upstream task to the downstream task. 

 

CPA (Critical Path Analysis) is a method for finding the optimal solution [92], which searches for the longest 

path from the start point to the finish point among the workflow modelling net (such as a DAG). For example, 

in Figure 2.17, the longest path 1→3→4→5 is the critical path. By minimising the length of the critical path, 

the resource allocation with the shortest completion time can be found. 

 

Figure 2.17 A Directed Acyclic Graph Example 

 

As introduced above, a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is a common tool for representing the dependency of 

tasks. A number of researches have focused on how to allocate network resources to the tasks represented as a 

DAG. For example, a dynamic algorithm named the Hybrid Remapper is proposed in [96]. The algorithm 

architecture is shown in Figure 2.18. Initially, the DAG is partitioned into several blocks numbered 

consecutively from 0 to n-1, where n is the total number of the blocks shown in Figure 2.18 (a). The subtasks 
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within a block are independent, and there are no data dependencies among the subtasks in a block. Once the 

subtasks in the DAG are partitioned, (assuming there are totally B blocks) each subtask is assigned a rank by 

examining the subtasks from block (B -1) to block 0. The rank of each subtask is set to its expected 

computation time on the machine to which it was assigned by the initial static matching. The initial static 

matching indicates the mapping relationship between the tasks and the resources before the Hybrid Remapper 

algorithm commences and provides the algorithm starting point. 

 

Figure 2.18 (b) illustrates the rank assignment process for the subtask Si. The rank of a subtask can be 

interpreted as the length of the critical path from the point the given subtask is located on the DAG to the exit 

node, i.e., the time until the end of the execution of all its descendents. By executing the subtasks with higher 

ranks as quickly as possible, the overall expected completion time for the application can be minimised. 

 

 
Figure 2.18 The Hybrid Remapper Algorithm Architecture [96] 

 

There might be various resources needing to be assigned to the customer applications, such as data 

repositories, in addition to computing resources. For example, the applications can be computationally 

demanding and communication intensive as well. A unified scheduling strategy described in [97] studied how 

to allocate network resources to the DAG to meet various demands in a unified manner. In the paper each 

application job is represented with a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). A job consists of several subtasks and 

the resource requirements are specified at the subtask level. Several scheduling algorithms consider computing 

resources and data repositories that have advanced reservations. The simulation results show that it is 

advantageous to schedule the system resources in a unified manner rather than scheduling each type of 

resource separately. The algorithms have at least 30% improvement over the separated approach with respect 

to completion time. 
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Multithreading is defined as a concept that aims to optimise execution time while keeping the resource 

utilisation near optimal in [98]. In [93] the author aims to address this issue using a two-stage approach, 

resource estimation, which determines the optimal number of resources required to speedup the execution of a 

given application, and scheduling, which orders the execution of the threads of a given application by mapping 

them to the resources while minimising execution time. 

 

To estimate the optimal number of the resources, efficiency is defined as representing the nearness of the 

maximum execution time of the DAG to the best case which is the critical path time of the DAG. 

 

Considering the example in Figure 2.19, if there is one resource, because one resource can only carry out one 

task at a time, the maximum execution time is 3+1+1. While the critical path time of this DAG is 3. As a 

result: 

Efficiency = 3/（3 +1+1）× 100% = 60% (2.1) 

 
If there are two resources, task T14 and T13 can be carried out at one resource while T4 is carried out at 

another one, the maximum execution is max {3, 2} and Efficiency = 3/3 = 100%. Hence, two processing 

elements are needed for the DAG shown in Figure 2.19. 

 

 
Figure 2.19 Example of Resource Estimation [93] 

 

The customer applications might also have time constraints. For example, some tasks may need to be 

completed before a deadline. In [92] the author researched how to manage workflows with time constraints 

such as deadlines by finding the critical path, because the critical path is the longest execution path in a 

workflow which directly affects missing the workflow deadline if the completion of an activity within the 
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critical path is delayed. A method named Innermost Control Structure First (ICSF) is also proposed to find out 

the critical path in the time constrained workflow. 

 

2.10 Optimisation Algorithms for Resource Scheduling 

Resource scheduling in applications such as grid computing is a very complex heterogeneous multi-resource 

and real time scheduling problem and is well-known to be NP-complete problem [17] [18]. Various meta-

heuristics methods might be used to solve the optimisation in NP-complete situations. 

 

Local Search (LS) uses the notion of neighbourhood (where a set of solutions are possible to generate). These 

algorithms start from a chosen initial solution and move from one solution to another by searching successive 

neighbourhoods so that the solution closest to the optimum is achieved. The LS strategy is used to find 

solutions for hard combinatorial optimisation problems [99]. One disadvantage of LS is that, there are chances 

of a LS algorithm getting stuck in a Local Maxima or Local Minima. Simulated Annealing (SA) [99] imitates 

the way in which a metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure (the annealing 

process). SA works by searching the set of all feasible solutions, and reducing the chance of getting stuck in a 

poor local optimum by allowing moves to inferior solutions under control of a randomized scheme. The 

disadvantage of SA is that determining the initial value of control parameter and the method of decreasing its 

value is complex and difficult. Tabu Search (TS) is a meta-heuristic strategy based on neighbourhood search 

whilst overcoming local optimality. Unlike SA, TS tries to model human memory processes. Memory is 

implemented by the implicit recording of previously solutions. This approach focuses on the creation of a 

Tabu list of moves that have been performed recently and are forbidden to be performed for a certain number 

of iterations, so that cycling can be avoided and promote the search in a diversified space. In [99] the authors 

compared the various heuristic algorithms (Opportunistic Load Balancing (OLB), Minimum Execution 

Time(MET) , Minimum Completion Time (MCT), Min-min, Max-min, Duplex and Simulated Annealing 

(SA), GA). Their results show that GA always gives the best scheduling arrangement with the scenarios they 

considered. 

2.10.1 Genetic Algorithm 

A Genetic Algorithm (GA) [100] simulates evolutional phenomenon that the fittest of the natural world 

survives, and maps to a genetic space instead of search space. Then GA codes the possible solutions to a 

vector - chromosomes, and each element of the vector is called a gene. In each iteration, the fitness of each 

chromosome is calculated. The fitness value represents how the chromosomes fit the criteria. The 

chromosomes with bigger fitness tend to survive and the chromosomes with poor fitness are more likely to die. 

This process repeats for a number of iterations then the chromosome with the best fitness value is picked out 

as the best solution. 
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GA operates in three basic steps: Selection, Crossover and Mutation. The three steps are analysed in the follow 

paragraphs: 

1> Selection 

Select a new population of P members to the next generation according to the fitness value: 

Let if  be a measure of the fitness of member I, the fitness function is shown as: 

 
1

/
m

i i k
k

P f f
=

= ∑  (2.2) 

where iP  is the probability of choosing i and m is the number of chromosomes. 

Consider an example where there are 4 chromosomes A, B, C, D in the current population, The relationship 

between the fitness value and the probability of choosing the chromosome into the next generation are shown 

in Table 2.2: 

Table 2.2 Example of The Relationship Between Fitness and Probability Chosen 

Subject  Fitness  Probability of Selecting 
A  1  1/7 = 0.143  
B  1  1/7 = 0.143  
C  2  2/7 = 0.286  
D  3  3/7 = 0.428  

Total  7  7/7=1  
 

2> Crossover 

Randomly select two chromosomes (chromosome parents), designate one point or more to exchange to 

generate two new chromosomes, shown as Figure 2.20. 

 

Parent
Chromosomes

Chromosome A

Chromosome B

11010 110

01011 001

Exchange
Points

New Child
Chromosomes

Chromosome A’

Chromosome B’

11010 001

01011 110
 

Figure 2.20 The Crossover Process 

3> Mutation 

Changes in the natural environment can lead to gene mutations. In binary coding of chromosome, 1 becomes 

0, or 0 into 1. Chromosome mutations produce diversity and avoid premature in evolution sinking into a local 

maximum point. 

 

Figure 2.21 represents the flow chart of the GA process. 
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Figure 2.21 GA Flow Chart 

GA will repeat its three basic processes until a termination condition has been reached. Common termination 

conditions are [100]: 

• A solution is found that satisfies minimum criteria 

• Fixed number of generations reached 

• Allocated budget (computation time/money) reached 

• The highest ranking solution's fitness is reaching or has reached a plateau such that successive 

iterations no longer produce better results 

• Manual inspection 

• Combinations of the above. 

The chromosome with the best fitness is picked out from the population of the last generation. This 

chromosome maps the best solution. 

 

Genetic Algorithms represent a complex phenomenon by natural evolutional mechanism, which can solve 

difficult problems quickly and reliably. GA possesses inherent parallelism and parallel computing capacity. In 

addition, it is scalable and easy to mix with other technologies. GA has two main characteristics as follows: 

 

A. Group search. 

Many of the traditional search methods are point-to-point searching (i.e. start from one point and go in one 

direction in each searching iteration), which usually sink into local peak of the extreme point when searching 

multi-peak distribution of space. On the contrary, genetic algorithms use a method that deals with a number of 
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individuals in a group simultaneously, evaluating many solutions of the search space at the same time. This 

characteristic has a good overall searching performance. 

 

B. Heuristic characteristics of stochastic search. 

Genetic algorithms make use of probability changes to guide the search direction. It seems to be a blind search 

method; in fact it has a clear direction, and inherent parallel search mechanism. Genetic Algorithms search the 

population is parallel, rather than a single point. They do not require supplementary information, needing only 

an objective function of search direction and the corresponding fitness. GA uses probability transformation 

rules, instead of identified changing rules. 

 

A genetic algorithm, as an optimisation method, inevitably has its limitations. The efficiency of genetic 

algorithms often is lower than other traditional optimisation methods. In some scenarios, if it is not configured 

properly, a Genetic algorithm may become to premature convergence, which can find the local optimal 

solution instead of global optimal solution [101]. 

 

2.10.2 Particle Swarm Optimisation 

The PSO (Particle Swarm Optimisation) algorithm was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 

[102][103][104]. It was inspired from the social behaviours of bird flocking and fish schooling; a bird flock is 

searching for targeted food whose position is not known by the birds, i.e. they do know how far is their present 

position from the food. As a result, the most effective way to find the food is to explore the area around the 

nearest birds. Based on such behaviour, PSO, to be an optimisation tool, provides a search procedure based on 

population of particles changing their states with time. In a PSO system, a large number of particles fly around 

synchronously. They can change their direction suddenly, benefiting from the experience of their own and that 

of the other members of the swarm during the search for an optimal target. Each particle adjusts its position 

according to the best position which is encountered by itself and its neighbours. 

 

To simulate the bird flocking for food foraging, the particle vectors are iteratively modified during the PSO 

evolution. According to the fitness values (which indicate the merit of this particle vector such that the swarm 

evolution is navigated towards best particles unless better solutions are discovered) of these particle vectors, 

each particle remembers the best vector it experienced so far, referred to as pbest (personal best vector), and 

the best vector experienced by its neighbours referred to as gbest (global best vector). The gbest is determined 

across all the particles in the entire swarm. During each PSO iteration, particle i adjusts its velocity vij and 

position vector particleij through each dimension j by referring to, with random multipliers, the personal best 

vector (pbestij) and the swarm's global best vector (gbestij) as follows: 

 

 vij = C0 x vij + C1 x rand1(gbestij − particleij) + C2 x rand2(pbestij − particleij) (2.3) 

 particleij = particleij + vij (2.4) 
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where C0, C1 and C2 are the cognitive coefficients and rand1 and rand2 are random real numbers drawn from 

U(0,1). 

 

Figure 2.22 shows the movement of a particle (P). The particle’s position at (t+1) th iteration is affected by the 

personal best vector, global best vector and itself vector of tth iteration. 

 

gbest tgbest t
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Figure 2.22 Particle Movement at Iteration t+1 with the influence of pbest and gbest 
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Figure 2.23 PSO Flow Chart 

 
Figure 2.23 shows the PSO flow chart. The particles are first initialised. Then the fitness value of each particle 

is calculated based on the fitness function and particles are updated. For each particle, if the fitness value is 

better than the best fitness value achieved (pbest) in history, the pbest is set to the current vectors. Next, PSO 

chooses the particle with the best fitness value of all the particles as the gbest, for each particle, the velocity is 

calculated according to equation (2.3) and particle position is updated according to equation (2.4). PSO will 

repeat the above processes until the maximum iterations or some other stopping criteria is met. 

 

Compared to traditional approaches to resource allocation [105][106][107][108], according to the published 

research results, PSO shows the following advantages: firstly, the traditional approach may fail to deliver 

exact solutions within a reasonable time for problems of large size. Secondly, compared to traditional 

approaches, the high-speed searching ability enables PSO to obtain a good solution in a much shorter time. 
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Thirdly, according to its versatility in handling all types of objective function and constraints, PSO can be 

easily combined with traditional methods, and then used to provide efficient solutions to specific problems. 

2.10.3 Comparison between PSO and GA 

PSO and GA have many things in common: both of them are population-based, evolutionary computation 

algorithms. They both use the fitness value to evaluate the system and execute a random search depending on 

it. 

 

In genetic algorithms, the movement of the entire population is relatively homogeneous towards to optimal 

region, that is to say, the GA-based method does not actually reduce the searching space. On the other hand, in 

PSO, only gbest (or pbest) provides information to other particles, so this is a single-direction information 

flow. The whole searching process is directed towards the current optimal solution although a small amount of 

swarm exploration is configurable (i.e. based on rand1 and rand2). So in comparison with the genetic 

algorithm, in most cases, PSO-based algorithms may convergence to a good solution faster. 

 

2.11 Summary 

VPNs provide safe and confidential communications between sites in different locations. Users of a VPN can 

work as if they are within one private network. Meanwhile, a VPN is a low cost and flexible solution 

compared to the leased line and other private network technologies because different customer VPNs can share 

the same underlying backbone network resources and not be aware of each others’ existence. 

 

MPLS is a popular technology that provides reliable and QoS guaranteed communications over IP network. 

BGP4 is the current inter-domain routing protocol used in the Internet to advertise routes crossing domain 

borders. RFC 2547 defined the most mature BGP MPLS VPN solution; MPLS provides the VPN tunnel 

crossing backbone network and the label information is carried by BPG messages. 

 

However BGP4 has reliability issues as well as concerns in terms of QoS and security because the Internet is 

such a complex and distributed system. Several studies have focused on the current BGP shortcomings and 

inter-domain routing problems. Many solutions have been proposed to provide security and reliable inter-

domain communication. Indeed, several approaches appear to provide inter-domain, dynamic and secure VPN 

solution. 

 

The resource scheduling problem is also investigated in this chapter. Scheduling jobs to available network 

resources can be converted into a workflow management problem. CPA is a common approach for workflow 

management because the overall completion time is related to the longest workflow path which is the Critical 

Path. Several resource scheduling algorithms are analysed. Because resource scheduling in a complex and 
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dynamic network is a NP-hard problem, the optimisation algorithms for NP-hard problems are also analysed. 

GA and PSO are introduced as they are robust and feasible optimisation tools. 

 

The chapter has reviewed the technologies and solutions relevant to this thesis. In the following chapter, the 

author will analyse the weakness of the existing solutions and describe the motivation for the proposed 

approach. 
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Chapter 3 Motivation and Requirements for Inter-Provider Dynamic VPNs 

Today, many new applications challenge the existing network technologies. International cooperation and the 

global businesses require a more reliable, flexible and secure “global network”. However the existing VPN 

solutions cannot satisfy these new requirements. For this reason, a new network solution is necessary. 

 

3.1 New Applications 

Grid Computing 

Scientists are using computers to research large and complex problems. Evidence of this fact is the National 

Science Foundation’s Office of Cyber infrastructure [109]. Although CPU performance has improved 

dramatically in the past years, it is still far from adequate for many complex computing intensive applications 

such as weather predictions and scientific calculation [109]. Meanwhile, there are numerous processors (i.e. 

end user computers) idle in the Internet. For this reason, grid computing [110][111] is employed to use these 

idle processors for the computing intensive jobs. Currently global grid computing is becoming a very attractive 

topic as it enables computing intensive jobs to be carried out using the global network resources. The users 

and resources of the grid computing infrastructure are distributed globally and communicate over the Internet. 

 

Grid Computing is a form of networking [112]. However, unlike conventional networks which focus on 

communication among devices, Grid Computing harnesses unused processing cycles of all computers in a 

network for solving problems too intensive for any stand-alone machine. In [113] the authors defined a Grid 

Computing as a system that: 

• Coordinates resources that are not subject to centralised control. Instead, a grid integrates and 

coordinates resources and users that live within different control domains; different administrative 

units of the same company; or different companies; and addresses the issues of security, policy, 

payment, membership, and so forth that arise in these settings. 

• Uses standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces. 

• Allows its constituent resources to be used in a coordinated fashion to deliver various qualities of 

service, relating for example to response time, throughput, availability, and security, and/or co-

allocation of multiple resource types to meet complex user demands, so that the utility of the 

combined system is greater than that of its constituents [112]. 

 

Grid computing is designed to support the access to the idle high-end computation resources. More generally, 

grid computing provides an infrastructure to utilise the dynamic and inexpensive resources in the network to 

achieve common goals，for example scientific calculations or physics simulations. 
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Figure 3.1 Grid Computing Example [114] 

Figure 3.1 illustrates a university grid computing example. One machine works as a master PC where the 

master controller program of the middleware is installed. The master program controls the distribution of the 

tasks and data, and retrieval of the results of the distributed computation from each of the slave machines 

connected to this grid. A slave machine requests jobs from the master. The master machine selects a target data 

set that has not been processed and sends the data and the task to the slave machine. In the university 

environment, the grid machines tend to be uniform and often form a cluster in the same location. However, the 

grid computing can extend out of university campus and even countries. It could also be implemented on a 

mixture of different hardware platforms in a business IT environment. 

 

In [115], the author analysed 5 types of grid computing applications as follows: 

1. Distributed supercomputing applications which use grids to combine substantial computational resources 

in order to tackle problems that cannot be solved on a single system. 

2. High-throughput computing applications, which use the grid to schedule large numbers of loosely 

coupled or independent tasks and put unused processor cycles (often from idle workstations) to work. 

3. On-demand applications, which use grid capabilities to meet short-term requirements for resources that 

cannot be cost-effectively or conveniently located locally. These resources may be computation, software, 

data repositories, specialised sensors, and so on. In contrast to distributed supercomputing applications, 

these applications are often driven by cost-performance concerns rather than absolute performance. 

4. Data-intensive applications, which focus on synthesising new information from data that is maintained in 

distributed geographies. 

5. Collaborative applications which are concerned primarily with enabling and enhancing human-to-human 

interactions. Such applications are often structured as a virtual shared space. Many collaborative 

applications are concerned with enabling the shared use of computational resources such as data archives 

and simulations. 

 

Grid Computing requires that the network resources can be explored and allocated to the end users 

dynamically. QoS, especially inter-domain QoS guarantees are also important because Grid Computing often 
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requires reliable communication and normally spans more than one domain. Meanwhile, it is necessary to 

consider how to organise the available resources to process tasks in the efficient way. 

 

E-business 

New forms of e-business [116] working are becoming popular, such as the formation of extranets, whereby 

users from different organisations choose to work together to achieve some common goals. The partners of the 

e-business might be located in different areas and belong to different organisations. They communicate 

through the Internet. Meanwhile, e-business applications also use common resources located in the Internet. A 

resource might be a database storing huge amounts of data or a super CPU processor. 

 

Service oriented architectures (SOAs) have been adopted for automatic e-business both within and across 

organisational boundaries [117]. A SOA based e-business normally relies on web services (i.e. Web Service 

Description Language (WSDL) [118]) and the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [119]. 

 

Consider an example of a loan procurement application implemented by a company named “AutoLoan” [120] 

in Figure 3.2. After receiving the customer application, a series of tasks start. AutoLoan will leverage several 

trading partners (United Loan and Star Loan) who provide the actual financing. It also needs to work with the 

existing information systems and legacy applications for customer information, credit ratings, etc. In addition, 

AutoLoan requires the system to support interactions with people, such as customer service representatives. 

Here several services are orchestrated to provide the customer an end-end service. Customer information needs 

to be stored in a database (normally a huge storage capacity is necessary for the banking system), the credit 

rating and risk estimation also requires CPU capacity for calculation. There are dependency relationships 

among tasks in the service orchestration. For example, to rate the customer’s credit, customer information 

must be available in the Customer Database and accessed by the rating module. Also, the loan offer can be 

made to the customer leveraging with trading partners, until the credit rating completes and the risk estimation 

is provided. The loan process is represented in Figure 3.3. During the job processing, the communication links 

among different departments and organisations need to be created for the data transactions and message 

exchanges. 
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Figure 3.2 An SOA E-business Scenario [120] 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Loan Process 

 

The above scenario shows an example of the SOA based e-business. Normally the SOA e-business relies on 

Web Services [121]. Currently, the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL) is adapted 

to provide enterprises with an industry standard for business process orchestration and execution. A web 

service is invoked by a BPEL interpreter using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), which defines the 

exchange of messages that are encoded in the eXtended Markup Language (XML) [122]. From a technical 

perspective, BPEL offers a standard language for defining how to send XML messages to remote services, 

manipulate XML data structures, receive XML messages asynchronously from remote services, manage events 

and exceptions, define parallel sequences of execution and undo parts of processes when exceptions occur 
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[117]. Because service orchestration normally spans autonomous domains, WS-Security [123] is often used 

with BPEL to provide the encryption of SOAP messages and proof of origin. 

 

The SOA e-business is a very dynamic environment where the customer applications might arrive at anytime. 

Huge resource (CPU, storage) usage requires the resources (provided by SP) to be involved. The resource 

availability and network reachability also changes dynamically. As a result, a mechanism of providing reliable, 

secure and dynamic communication is necessary. Meanwhile, it is required that the available network 

resources can be explored and allocated for customer applications. A workflow management mechanism is 

necessary for the system to arrange the task processing and resource scheduling. Lastly, this mechanism must 

be automatic and on-demand to be feasible in the dynamic environments. 

 

3.2 Existing VPN Approaches and Limitations 

As IP is not designed to provide secure and reliable communication among a wide range of public networks, 

the Internet itself cannot satisfy the requirements of the new applications mentioned above. VPNs based on 

MPLS provide a solution for these new applications because MPLS-VPN transport is able to provide a 

controllable means of supporting particular QoS requirements among the community members by using 

connection-oriented delivery while the same safety as layer2 can be provided. Additional cryptograph 

technologies can also be implemented such as in IPSec VPN [124]. 

 

Considerable effort has been devoted to the formation and maintenance of VPNs within an operator’s domain. 

These VPNs are typically established by manually configuring various network resources. This is acceptable 

for long-term connectivity such as inter-connection between enterprise campuses. However, new forms of 

working are likely to have resource usage demands that do not fit well with this arrangement. In these cases it 

is desirable to establish community relationships of a transitory nature. 

 

In addition, inter-operator MPLS signalling piggybacked on BGP routing messages provides an opportunity 

for LSPs to straddle provider domains. However, little attention has been paid to the management of these 

inter-domain pathways. The problem is compounded by the lack of inter-operator QoS support, due to limited 

trust that operators possess in each other. Only specific peering relationships exist. For example, a company 

hopes to build a VPN between the branch in London and the branch in Beijing, the VPN has to traverse the 

border of the BT and Chinese Telecom. Although the agreement might be made between the service providers, 

it takes a long time and requires complex human operations. 

 

As analysed in the former chapter, seeing these limitations, a number of Dynamic VPN initiatives have 

recently begun to emerge. Examples include Closed User Groups (CUG) [71][72], the work of Kindred and 

Sterne[73], Jia[74][75] Leetnet [125] and the Defense Research & Development Canada (DRDC) 

demonstrator[76]. 
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As introduced in Section 2.8, Closed User Groups (CUG) can provide flexible dynamic formation and self-

management of distributed collaboration networks. However, mechanisms for resource discovery and 

reservation have not been hitherto integrated into the CUG architecture. 

 

In the case of Kindred and Sterne, the focus is on inter-provider security. Their work examines the issues 

associated with trust in dynamic communities, or enclaves. However, they do not address how the 

infrastructure would be set up to meet particular traffic engineering requirements. In addition the community 

manager is a human operator, which limits the scalability and responsiveness of the system dynamics. A 

similar human control architecture is presented in [78]. 

 

Yuxiao Jia et al have taken a different focus [74][75], concentrating on the traffic engineering aspects of 

VPNs. In their case, the emphasis has been on predicting traffic patterns and using this information to ensure 

the MPLS-DiffServ enabled VPN is able to deliver the required QoS. The VPNs are not dynamic, nor are they 

inter-provider solutions; rather it is the allocation of communications resources that is adapted to meet 

changing user needs. A more flexible VPN framework is considered with Leetnet [125]. This is a dynamic 

network of small networks connected securely via the Internet using IPSec. Managed by a central web 

interface and database, all networks can establish secure IPSec VPN connections via the automated central 

web server. The limitation is really that it is not MPLS based, and does not couple the VPNs with the 

underlying resources. 

 

An approach that is perhaps more similar to the author’s proposal is based on the Defence Research 

Establishment Network (DREnet) [79][80][81] which interconnects the headquarters of the Defence Research 

and Development Canada (DRDC) Agency with its five research centres (section 2.8, Figure2.14). 

Nevertheless, this scheme neither includes provision for negotiating and assigning resources, nor does it 

provide the benefits of managed MPLS inter-connectivity. 

 

A final state-of-the-art example is the architecture put forward by Fujita et al [78]. They describe an 

interesting scheme to deploy overlay networks that achieves both policy updates and Layer 3 topology 

reconfiguration in a scalable manner. Each node retrieves the IPSec parameters required for sending packets to 

a destination node on-demand using an extended Domain Name System (DNS) behaviour, eliminating the 

need for advertisement-based updates when the membership changes. However, once again the approach is 

neither coupled with MPLS and its associated traffic engineering benefits, nor with the inclusion of processing 

resources as specialised group members with particular responsibilities. 

 

3.3 Dynamic Resource Scheduling 

In the Dynamic VPN (DVPN) system, a customer service requirement will trigger a series of tasks which is 

defined as a “job”. A dynamic VPN instance will be created for each individual job. A job will typically 
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consist of a number of tasks. There might be the data dependences among these tasks. At the same time the 

jobs (VPN instances) are independent of each other. Each job can be represented by a DAG [90] which 

consists of several dependent sub-tasks. Resources are necessary for carrying out jobs and the resource 

requirements can be specified at either the job level or the sub-task level. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the 

DVPN Job Scenario. There are two jobs (Job1 and Job2). There is no relationship between Job1 and Job2. 

Job1 consists of 4 tasks and Job2 consists of 3 tasks. The directed lines represent the relationships among tasks. 

For example, T1.2 and T1.3 cannot start until T1.1 completes; T1.4 (the end point of Job1) cannot start until 

T1.2 and T1.3 complete. 

 

Figure 3.4 DVPN Jobs Scenario Example 

 

The goal of the workflow management is to provide service for customer requirements in the most efficient 

way (i.e. the minimum overall completion time), in other words, how to schedule the resources to tasks 

optimally. New applications (such as grid computing and automatic e-business) utilise the network resources 

and orchestrate the equipment involved to complete certain jobs efficiently. This requires that the workflow 

management is automatic and dynamic. 

 

Considering an example in Figure 3.5, User 1 requires service (Job1) from SP, Resource 1 is the current 

available resource in the SP network. During the time SP provides service for Job1, User 2 submits another 

service application (Job2), It also happens that resources (i.e. Resource2) change their status (i.e. from 

unavailable to available). After jobs complete, the resources occupied need to be released. Once the job 

scenario and the resource availability changes, the current in-use resource scheduling scheme might not be 

suitable and needs to be adjusted to react to real time situations. Meanwhile, it is also possible that during the 

time that jobs are processed, the network reachability changes, for example data links failures. The resource 

scheduling algorithm also needs to be feasible under dynamic network environment. 
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Figure 3.5 Dynamic VPN Environment Example 

 

Resource scheduling in such a heterogeneous system has been a well-known NP-complete problem [17] 

[18][95]. A number of researchers have addressed the resource-scheduling problem for static cases of 

dependent / independent mixed jobs [18][84][85] which are similar to the DVPN scenario. However they are 

static in the sense that the characteristics of the jobs (i.e. arrival time, processing complexity) are known in 

advance. 

 

In the DVPN system, the job scenarios are dynamic and consist of dependent and independent tasks together 

where none of the existing static solutions are suitable. In [97] a job can have multiple sub-tasks, and these 

tasks can have data dependencies, which is similar with the scenarios in the DVPN, but each application 

makes its own scheduling decisions and there is no the central coordination. This makes the architecture not 

suitable for the DVPN system where the dynamic VPN manager (DVM, section 4.2) provides centralised 

resource scheduling for the entire network exploiting global knowledge. 

 

3.4 Inter-domain Cooperation 

Newly appearing applications may require services that are provided across multiple AS domains. For 

example, in global grid computing, processors (i.e. CPU processor, storages) located in various domains can 

cooperate to perform certain jobs. VPN links would normally be necessary for the data transaction among 

resources. It is also required that the resources belonging to different domains cooperate to provide the service 

together. For this reason, the cooperation is considered a fundamental requirement within the context of this 

thesis. 

In this thesis, the term domain refers to an Autonomous System (AS) domain. The Service Provider (SP) may 

manage one or several AS domains. Each AS domain has its own policy, which is administrated by the SP. 
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Normally, the individual AS only considers itself. Given the scenario shown in Figure 3.6, a failure happening 

in the communication between AS4 an AS3 due to some physical fault, to continue to provide the 

communication service between AS4 and AS3, an alternative link needs to be created to replace the failed one. 

In this scenario, a possible solution is to build a link along the path AS4-AS1-AS2-AS3. However, it is no 

benefit for AS1 and AS2 to provide this link, they do not receive service while their communication resources 

are occupied. As a result, AS1 and AS2 are likely to refuse to provide such a transit service. The attempt to 

restore the broken communication appears to be impossible. 

 

Figure 3.6 Inter-Domain Connectivity 

The proposed DVPN system is designed to support orchestrated computing. The entities involved might 

located in different ASes which use different policies. On the other hand, reliable and QoS guaranteed inter-

domain communications are required. Some relevant research has been analysed in Section 2.7 and Section 2.8; 

however, due to the lack of automatic trust and negotiation mechanism, none of the exiting solutions can avoid 

the problem arising from the AS selfish behaviours. 

 

3.5 Aims of the Proposed Inter-Provider Dynamic VPN Architecture 

In order to extend the flexibility of VPNs in terms of connectivity with QoS support and in terms of their 

rapid, on-demand, creation, adjustment and removal, a new dynamic VPN solution is necessary. Meanwhile, 

as new applications require on-demand network resource services, service provider can also provide the 

resources (i.e. CPU, Database) as well as bandwidth. For this reason, this architecture will also provide 

functions that exploit available resources and allocate them to the customer applications dynamically. This 

service will bring new revenue for the Service Provider. As new applications require reliable and on-demand 

services that can be provided across the domain borders, the proposed architecture needs to provide a 

mechanism to encourage the cooperation among ASes and make the overall network more reliable and 

efficient. 

 

This new framework is designed to capitalise on existing VPN mechanisms. However, activities that are 

hitherto performed manually are augmented and even replaced by an automated infrastructure capable of inter-

operator negotiation as well as supervising local dynamic configuration management of the VPN. The 

proposed dynamic VPN solution is envisioned to achieve these following aims: 
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1. The extension the use of newly deployed Multi-Protocol Label Switched (MPLS) infrastructure for the 

formation and operation of highly dynamic, automatically administered, VPNs. 

2. The straightforward adjuncts to the control plane that can be used to support extranet-based on-demand 

services compatible with “grid computing” and other distributed, collaborative activities. 

3. The methods for automatic support for generation of the on-demand requests for communication and 

processing resources will be derived from specifications of the business processes. 

4. The mechanism to encourage inter-domain cooperation is needed so that the overall network reliability 

and efficiency can be improved. 

5. The consolidation of technologies that have hitherto been treated separately. In deliberately following this 

strategy, the aim is to provide a clear migration path. 

 

In the following chapters, a new inter-provider dynamic VPN is proposed based on the above analysis and a 

new dynamic resource-scheduling mechanism is studied. The author also proposes a mechanism to encourage 

the cooperation among ASes. 
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Chapter 4 Inter-Provider Dynamic VPN Framework 

This chapter describes a novel dynamic VPN (DVPN) architecture supporting Inter-Domain Distributed 

Computing for applications such as Grid computing and e-business. In the architecture, the Virtual Private 

Network (VPN) might be created and operated dynamically while the security and QoS are satisfied among 

multiple domains. In addition, value-added network resources (i.e. CPU processor or storage farms) can be 

provided according to the requirements of the customer applications. 

 

4.1 Motivating Example: Global Grid Computing 

As introduced in Chapter 3, Grid computing is one of the most important applications proposed to be 

undertaken by the DVPN system. Consider the scenario represented in Figure 4.1, where a job is launched by 

user A. This job consists of several sub tasks, T1, T2, T3, T4, T5 and the result will be transmitted to user D. 

According to the task dependence represented in Figure 4.1, T5 can start when T4 and T3 have both completed; 

T4 can start when T2 has completed, and T2 and T3 can start when T1 completed. Also, T3 is independent of 

T2 and T4. In this example, user A and user D are located in different domains (User A is in AS1 and User D 

in AS2). There are value-added processing resources available at B in AS1 and C in AS2. 

 

Figure 4.1 Global Grid Computing Example 

 

Assume that this job is calculation intensive and extra processing resources are required to carry out the 

calculation tasks. Since some tasks are parallel such as T2 and T3, placing independent tasks on different 
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processing resources may obtain better performance. In this example, a possible scheme is to process T2, T4 in 

resource B and T3 in resource C. 

 

According to the above description, to process this job, a grid involving user A, user D, resource B and 

resource C is required. As mentioned before, a VPN can provide security and low cost links among the grid 

nodes. In order to use the network resources (i.e. bandwidth) efficiently, the VPN links are created only when 

the communications are necessary. After the data transitions are completed, the links are removed. At the same 

time, to better utilise the value-added resources such as processors, these resources can also be provided to the 

grid on-demand and dynamically. Meanwhile, the QoS requirements should be satisfied even when a VPN 

link crosses multiple domains (i.e. AS1 and AS2 in this example). 

 

However, traditional VPNs are static and based on human operations, which limits the scalability and the 

system dynamics. In the above scenario, to perform the grid computing job, given a traditional VPN, user A 

would need to send a request to the network manager to create a VPN and the VPN links would be configured 

by human operators. Once the VPN is created, all the VPN links and the network resources are allocated for 

the whole VPN lifetime. It is difficult to introduce new resources to speed up the grid computing calculation 

although there could still be available redundant resources. Automatic releasing of the unused network 

resources is also impossible, because the network manager is a human operator, there is no such mechanism to 

manage VPN and network resource automatically. 

 

Meanwhile, in this example, the destination (user D) is in a different AS from user A. The VPN includes a link 

that must cross the border between AS1 and AS2, which requires complex processing for the traditional VPN 

technologies. It is also difficult for user A to utilise the resources at C because entities are invisible outside its 

own AS. 

 

Based on the above example, traditional technologies cannot efficiently provide dynamic and inter-domain 

services for the global computing. This scenario highlights a number of issues regarding collaboration of 

entities located in different ASes given that each AS will have its own access control policies and conditions 

of use. The challenges are to provide: 

1. Dynamic resource exploitation and allocation for the customer applications among multiple domains. 

2. Customer-active QoS guaranteed VPN management crossing domain borders. 

3. A negotiation mechanism for providers regarding the dynamic inter-domain services. 

4. Ensure that the providers’ security requirements were fulfilled. 

 

A suitable architecture needs to be able to provide the inter-domain dynamic connectivity and resource 

management; the rest of this chapter describes a novel inter-domain MPLS Dynamic VPN architecture. 
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4.2 The Inter-Provider Dynamic VPN Architecture 

Based on the requirements outlined in Section 4.1, the author proposes a novel MPLS based inter-domain 

dynamic VPN (DVPN) solution. The proposed DVPN framework, shown in Figure 4.2, is designed to provide 

dynamic and multiple-AS VPN reachability while trying to utilise the existing network technologies and 

equipment. The DVM (Dynamic VPN Manager), which is the key contribution of this architecture, forms the 

central manager of the dynamic VPN, supporting user community management. This architecture makes use of 

existing forwarding and signalling methods or schemes as much as possible under consideration in IETF RFC 

documents [28][126]. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Dynamic VPN Architecture with DVM 

 

The DVM is the central manager of an AS. Each DVM may monitor and manage multiple VPNs concurrently, 

some of which will be confined to a single AS, whilst others may span across multiple AS boundaries. The 

users request services from the DVM to build/remove a VPN, join/leave a VPN, select QoS constraints and 

specific service resources. A User Network Interface (UNI) exists between the user and DVM; users send 

information and service requests to the DVM, while the DVM manages the user population and provides VPN 

management services to them. The DVM collects network information such as topology details (for its local 

AS) and the availability of network resources such as CPU, bandwidth and database resources, so that VPN 

links can be suitably configured. Based on the network conditions and the user requirements, the DVM will 

adjust the VPN and allocate resources accordingly. The DVM also provides value-added resources to users, 
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such as databases for archiving and CPU engines to be allocated to specific VPN communities in support of 

their operational needs. 

 

The underlying network of this VPN can consist of different ASes, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The technology 

for each AS might be different. For example, AS1 is an MPLS/IP network, AS2 is a “traditional” IP network 

and AS3 exists on top of an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) infrastructure. There is one DVM for each 

AS and each DVM only manages equipment belong to its own AS. DVMs communicate with others through 

the logical links. For example, to build a path from AS1 to AS3 via AS2, DVM1 will send the service 

requirement to DVM2, and in turn, DVM2 will send the service requirement to DVM3. If DVM2 agrees to 

provide transit services from DVM1 to DVM3 while DVM3 also agrees to provide service for this path, one 

path from AS2 to AS3 and one from AS1 to AS2 are constructed. Each DVM only manages the connection 

tunnel establishment within its own AS. This is done by signalling with the local switching infrastructure 

based on messages native to the cross-connect equipment or via network management, such as Simple 

Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [127], as necessary. In this example it would not be possible to have a 

layer2 link between AS domains due to the different layer2 technologies in use in each of them. The ASBRs 

would need to exchange VPN traffic at layer3.  The VPN tunnels between domain borders are created 

according to the negotiation among DVMs of different ASes. If a VPN path spans across different ASes, the 

DVM in one AS will build a link from the appropriate ASBR (AS Border Router) in its own AS to the 

advertising BGP router in the next AS along this path. How the data forwarding plane is configured for this 

VPN in the next AS is determined by the next DVM. Although QoS constraints may be requested, how a 

given DVM fulfils its commitments is an opaque local decision. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Underlying Network 
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4.3 Dynamic VPN Manager 

4.3.1 DVM Functions 

The DVM acts as an agent, liaising with separate resource and connection management software to deliver the 

infrastructure necessary for the business process action(s) that are to be undertaken. The DVM manages its 

VPN based on the network conditions and user service requirements. As the network status changes due to 

traffic fluctuations or changes in the user population, the DVM is able to make some adjustments according to 

the changes. For example, DVM would be able to order the connection management to perform the LSP path 

re-routing to alter the shape of the VPN by moving LSPs away from congested links. 

 

Figure 4.4 represents the function blocks of the DVM. The DVM UNI (user-network interface) signalling 

provides communication between the DVM and users. Users can submit their applications to the DVM while 

the DVM can send management messages to users. Connection management liaison is for communicating with 

the connection management system, the DVM sends commands to the underlying network devices (where the 

connection management software is) to order the PE to perform VPN actions such as building/removing VPN 

links. The Resource booking function is for the DVM to book network resources for user applications. The 

DVM explores the available network resources and allocates the resources to users according to the user 

applications and the network conditions. Through the NNI (network-network interface), DVMs can find other 

DVMs for VPN discovery and negotiation. For example one DVM might require services from another DVM 

with network resources outside its own AS, or a VPN link bypassing other ASes. To build a VPN link across 

AS borders, a DVM needs to liaise with the ASBR (or the CM managing the ASBR) to build a LSP tunnel 

from the local ASBR to the ASBR in the next hop AS (assuming both Assess support MPLS). The AS Border 

Operations function provides this role. 
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Figure 4.4 The Functions of The DVM 
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4.3.2 The Internal Architecture of the DVM 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the architecture of the DVM and the interactions and data flows among all components 

inside it. 
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Figure 4.5 The DVM Architecture 

 
The user database stores the user information shown in Figure 4.6. The user account stores the user ID and 

certification information; only the users with appropriate account information can access DVM services. The 

user attribute stores information such as user’s location (the address) and the user’s PRI (represent the user 

level and rights), there may be additional attributes. VPN ID lists the VPNs of which a certain user is a 

member. According to the VPN ID, detailed information of this VPN can be investigated in the VPN database. 

The user information will be updated by the “User manage module”. The user manage module also manages 

the users according to the information in the user database, for example it decides what kinds of services a user 

can access (i.e. a user paying a higher service fee might have higher priority). 

 

User Attributes

User Account

User
Database

VPN ID

ID, Certification

User PRI, Location, …

 
Figure 4.6 The User Database 

The job database stores the jobs being served and waiting to be served. A user submits a service application 

(job) to DVM through the DVM UNI. Applications may also come from the DVMs of other ASes through the 
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DVM NNI. The job information is stored in the job database. The information is employed by the “VPN 

policy” to govern the VPN policy. The “VPN policy” will tell the “job manage” its decision (which jobs will 

be served and how they will be served). Then the “Job management” will update the job database according to 

this information. Figure 4.7 shows an example of job database where job1 is submitted by user1, it needs CPU 

resource; the necessary capacity is 13 (representing the CPU capacity), this job starts at 00:30 and its deadline 

is 00:41, the current status of this job is “running”. 

 

Job Applicant Resource 

Requirement 

Capacity Start time Deadline Status 

Job1 User1 CPU 13 00:30 00:41 running 

Job2 User2 CPU 14 00:32 00:38 wait 

Job3 User2 CPU 22 00:40 00:42 wait 

Job …… ...... ...... ...... …… …… 

Figure 4.7 The Job Database 

 
The resource database stores the resource information. Figure 4.8 shows an example of the resource database. 

The resource ID, location (address), type, quality (i.e. robust), capacity and price are listed in the database. 

Remote resources advertised by DVMs of other ASes also are listed. The VPN policy will make decisions on 

which resource and when this resource will be allocated to a certain VPN. The available period represents the 

time period when a resource can be used. As resources will not be occupied permanently by a certain 

applications, the time is divided into a series of periods and resource is booked for specified periods. For 

example, R1 is available between 00:30-00:35, 00:40-00:45 and 00:45-00:50, but during the period 00:35-

00:40, this resource will not be available for the reason that some application will occupy it according to the 

“VPN policy”. 

 
Resource Address Type Quality Capacity Available 

Period 
Price 

R1 10.0.0.3 CPU 1 40 00:30-00:35 
00:40-00:45 
00:45-00:50 

….. 

20 

R2 10.0.4.18 Memory 3 4000 …… 40 
R3 10.0.16.67 CPU 2 33 …… 30 

R… …… … … …  … 

Figure 4.8 The Resource Database 

 
The DVM database stores the information of DVMs in other ASes, shown in Figure 4.9. The information 

includes the DVM account information that is necessary for identification and authorisation. There are also 
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DVM attributes (address, PRI) which will be used by the VPN policy to make the inter-VPN policy. Extension 

attributes may also be available. 
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Figure 4.9 The DVM Database 

 
The VPN database stores the information of all the VPNs. Figure 4.10 shows the architecture of VPN 

database. The VPN ID is globally unique (the AS number added to the local VPN number). For example, for a 

VPN was built by the DVM in AS 100 with the local ID 35 (assigned by the DVM in AS 100), its global VPN 

ID is represented as 100.35. The Host DVM is the DVM which built and managed this VPN, any VPN actions 

related to this VPN such as VPN creation/removal must be performed by this DVM. The Administrator of the 

VPN might be a human operator or a software entity. With an appropriate account, an administrator can 

manage the VPN (his application for administrating this VPN will be accepted by the DVM). Access policy is 

a policies matrix. Each user has different access rights to a certain VPN. For example, the user with 

administrative right is the most powerful user, it can revoke out a user, even terminate the VPN while users 

with normal user rights can only join or leave the VPN and use the resources in the VPN, and users with basic 

user right can only join and leave this VPN but cannot access the resources. Members of these VPNs are also 

stored in the VPN database. The user account stores the user identity information. The user address represents 

the location of this user, the access right defines the user’s right to the VPN and PRI defines how this user will 

be treated when it competes with others. 
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Figure 4.10 The VPN Database 

 
In this DVM architecture, the “VPN policy” makes the whole VPN policy based on the information of the 

databases described above. Then the “VPN policy” tells “user manage” how to manage users. It also triggers 

“job manage” to update the job database, for example, which job will be executed at what time, and the 

resource it will occupy. The “VPN policy” will also tell the “resource schedule” to book resources for VPN 
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services. The resource database will be updated in the case of resource changes (for example some resource is 

booked or released). 

 

The “VPN policy” will tell the “intra-domain VPN manage” how to manage VPN links within the local 

domain, then the “intra-domain VPN manager” sends commands to PE routers (its connection manager) 

asking them to execute VPN actions (such as creation/removal VPN links). If a VPN is an inter-domain VPN, 

“VPN policy” also needs to tell “inter-domain VPN manager” how to configure ASBR for this VPN link 

across the AS border. VPN databases will be updated after successful VPN actions. 

 

DVM also communications with other DVMs in other AS to detect, negotiate, exchange information, these 

actions are executed by the “Inter-DVM action”. The messages between DVMs are sent and received through 

the DVM NNI. The “VPN policy” may also require the “Inter-DVM action” to carry out certain actions. For 

example, if the existing local resources are not enough to meet the users’ requirement, the “VPN policy” will 

ask the “Inter-DVM action” to find and book resources in other ASes by exchanging information and 

negotiating with DVMs in other ASes. 

4.3.3 DVM Connectivity Management 

The DVM liaises with the Connection Management (CM) to perform the connectivity management. The 

Connection Management Entity (CME) supports the DVM UNI/NNI Entity and the DVM Resource 

Management Entity in order to provide network connectivity with Service Level Agreement (SLA) and QoS 

features. The CME employs MPLS to establish Label Switched Paths between endpoints. However, a number 

of novel extensions to the MPLS control plane are specified and implemented allowing the DVM to have a 

very high degree of flexibility in connection establishment. Extensions include third party initiated connection 

establishment, pre-booking and pre-emption of pre-booked resources to provide the flexibility required to 

efficiently support grid computing and other distributed applications. Resource pre-booking constitutes a 

major extension to the control plane because future reservations must be taken into account. To some extent, 

pre-booking can be compared to off-line traffic-engineering, opening new possibilities for efficient planning 

and optimisation. 

 

Conventional MPLS has CM performed in the ingress LSR of the MPLS LSP, however, scenarios also exist 

where a connection between two endpoints could be initiated by a third party, e.g. a grid manager that controls 

transport of data between different clusters. Furthermore, the ability to perform pre-booking of resources is 

considered important for grid applications. In this case the network must reserve bandwidth for future use, e.g. 

when a computation finishes. Implementation of pre-booking is a major research challenge with huge 

implications for existing MPLS connection management procedures. 

This entity provides technology and/or operator specific means of interacting with the MPLS connection 

management software present on the PE devices, i.e. the Label Edge Routers. A typical activity would be to 

request the PE to set up LSPs between itself and a specified series of other PEs, associated with a particular 
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VPN label that is added to the FEC to Label binding table at the ingress. This function is also responsible for 

signalling the removal of LSPs when they are no longer needed. The connection management is informed so 

as to initiate the necessary PathTear messages. It is needed to be clear that how the communication tunnels are 

created is the job of the CM (i.e. located in PE devices). The DVM only requests connection service from the 

CM, it is not the responsibility of the DVM to perform the LSP operations. 

 

4.3.4 DVM Resource Management 

A key function of the DVPN is to enable a user to solve problems on a distributed platform in a reliable and 

confidential (secure) manner within a specified time. User applications could embrace both commercial and 

academic communities. Typical academic applications may involve climate change calculations. These are 

processor intensive but not time critical. Conversely, commercial applications are time sensitive and must have 

guaranteed confidentiality. An example might be the evaluation of airflows over a new commercial airframe. 

Clearly, the data supplied and the results obtained would be strictly confidential. The operator and the resource 

infrastructure must have mechanisms in place to guarantee the isolation of this data from anyone outside the 

VPN, possibly including the operators themselves. 

 

Distributed and parallel computations, mostly scientific ones, need to locate and access large amount of data 

and to identify appropriate computing platforms on which to execute. Most often, applications need to be 

carried out dynamically across distributed computing platforms such as clusters and grids. Therefore, it is also 

necessary to consider the resource management function itself. Techniques such as over-booking of finite 

resources and the pre-emptive scheduling of tasks of differing priorities will need to be addressed. In the latter 

case, it could be that a pre-booked low priority task could be interrupted by a transient high priority one. 

 

The DVM can contain a Resource Manager or it is an agent that acts on behalf of the VPN users, liaising with 

separate resource management islands that may, or may not, be owned by the operator. The Resource Manager 

(RM), illustrated in the Figure 4.11, focuses on performing the management of the resources under its 

responsibility. However, a DVM may have access to a number of Resource Managers both within and beyond 

its own Autonomous System. Associated with a given Resource Manager there will be a number of RM 

modules that will perform distributed resource management tasks. The resources involved are classified into 

the following three categories: 

1. Computational Resources (CR) including both processors and cache and main memories. 

2. Data Storage (DS) resources that include any types of storage devices (hard disk, DVD, and so on). The 

main measure is the capacity but the characteristics of the device can also to been taken into account 

when making the resource allocation decisions. 

3. Bandwidth (BW) referring to the communications capacity required locally between the RM modules. 

This is separate from the VPN communication resources, which are handled by the operator’s connection 

management / traffic engineering system. 
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Figure 4.11 Resource Management Architecture 

 

Usually an application will ask the RM for multiple types of resources – via the DVM. A typical situation to 

consider is when the user does not know in advance (or at least not exactly) the required resources. In this case 

the RM and RM modules will provide mechanisms for monitoring the used resources (with the possibility of 

predicting future needs) and mechanisms to limit the amount of allocated resources. 

 

The RM is in charge of the resource management; the DVM’s role is simply to request those resources on 

behalf of the VPN users. The DVM usually asks for specific functions of the RM (ask for booking/releasing 

resources, etc). However in several cases the RM may also take the initiative and notify the DVM of any 

unexpected change/problem in the resources monitored (e.g. a hard disk failure). The RM module will also 

deal with prioritised scheduling of tasks, security and auditing. 

 

The RM module also has to interact with specific local resources i.e. with the operating systems running in the 

computers where the resources are. This could be performed directly using any available service or 

functionalities offered by Operating Systems and other management software, but the possibility of placing an 

RM agent (proxy module) on computers where the resources reside is also considered in order to give better 

functionality, control and performance. The RM architecture is therefore decentralised to ensure robustness, 

scalability and efficiency. Each computational platform under the RM could be equipped with a RM agent and 

those agents organise themselves in various virtual network topologies sensitive to the underlying physical 
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environment and trigger application reconfiguration when necessary. However, it is beyond the scope of this 

thesis to consider this matter of that. 

 

In the DVPN, a VPN is formed according to DVM’s decisions. The DVM decides which user and resource 

nodes should be in the same VPN based on the user requirements and network conditions. During the VPN 

lifetime, it is possible that the resource availability and the customers’ requirements change. According to the 

real time status, DVM will re-arrange its VPNs and resources allocations. For example if a customer 

application needs more resources than original requested, the DVM might arrange additional resources to this 

VPN. 

 

As analysed above, the resource booking liaison is responsible for the resource exploration and booking. In the 

DVPN system, network resources are managed dynamically. The DVM determines the best way to assign 

these resources to the user jobs. The DVM will also automatically adjust the resource allocation scheme 

according to the real time status. 

 

The DVM keeps a database record of the network resources. The data in the database is updated by the 

resource advertisement periodically or when resources are running out. The DVM also keeps a database 

recording all of the jobs submitted by users. The DVM decides VPN policy (i.e. when to build or remove VPN 

links, how many resources should be included in one VPN, when to add or remove certain resources into or 

from a VPN). The resource and job databases are updated constantly, and the DVM manages VPNs according 

to the real time information. 

 

In Figure 4.12 an example is shown. User1 and user2 submit their job applications to DVM, these jobs are 

stored in the job database. For example, job1 is submitted by user1, this job needs extra CPU. “Capacity” 

represents the required resource capacity (i.e. CPU). “Start time” represents the job start time and “Deadline” 

represents the deadline of this job. Meanwhile Resources send advertisements to DVM to update themselves. 

Figure 4.12 shows part of the resource database. The “Quality” implies the resource’s QoS (i.e. time delay, 

reliability) and “Capacity” is the resources capacity (i.e. the speed of the CPU). “Price” represents the cost of 

using a certain resource. The DVM will try to guarantee that every job can meet its deadline in an efficient and 

cheap way. 
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Figure 4.12 How the DVM Makes VPN Policy 

4.3.5 Inter-Domain VPN Support 

A key aspect of this work is to enable dynamic MPLS VPNs to be supported between provider domains 

without divulging sensitive operator information. To demonstrate this principle an example will be considered, 

as shown in Figure 4.2. It is assumed that the user “A” has created a VPN including the special resource(s) 

located at “B”. This was achieved by the user contacting the DVM. The DVM then liaises with the connection 

management software at the ingress LSR point(s) to establish LSPs from A to B and from B to A. The path 

taken by the LSPs is not known to the DVM, however, it has the ability to specify connection QoS 

requirements. This allows Layer-2 resilience path switching to be carried out transparently to the DVM. 

 

At some later time the user “C” wishes to join the VPN group. It starts this process by contacting its local 

DVM. Due to inter-domain DVM advertisements, C’s local DVM is aware that the target VPN exists and that 

it is managed by the DVM in AS1. It then uses inter-domain Network-Network Interface (NNI) signalling to 

negotiate the joining operation on behalf of C. If this request is permitted, the DVM in AS2 uses local 

connection management to establish LSP(s) from C to the relevant AS boundary router. The DVM in AS1 also 

sets up LSP(s) from its local VPN group member users and resources to its own AS boundary router. In both 

cases the TSpec (Traffic Specification) can be used to ensure QoS constraints are observed. So far, two 

incomplete MPLS tunnels have been created, each terminating at the local AS border router. The final stage is 

for the border routers to exchange labels to enable the splicing together of the tunnels. This can be done by 

piggy-backing MPLS labels on BGP routing messages, although other means are also possible. The crucial 

point is that the operator of AS2 has no knowledge of the LSP tunnel path taken in AS1. The complete LSP is 

not created in a true end-to-end fashion; rather it is formed from the concatenation of separate tunnels. The 
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CR-LDP or RSVP-TE signalling messages need not contain the complete source-routed path, only that portion 

of the path associated with a given segment. 

 

As described above, As 2 is a “black box” to DVM1, to get service from AS2, DVM1 only submits its service 

application to DVM2, it will never see the detail information (such as routing information) inside AS2, which 

meets the security requirement of service provider. The current inter-domain routing protocol BGP could be 

the candidate of inter-AS label distribute protocol. Labels for the inter-domain LSPs might also be distributed 

directly by DVMs. 

 

The complete process of an inter-domain LSP creation example is illustrated in Figure 4.13. User A and user B 

are two users in different ASes that wish to communicate via a dynamic LSP that is to link these two VPN 

members. 
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Figure 4.13 Inter-domain LSP Creation 

 

4.3.6 Inter-domain Path Selection 

All data packet transmissions across the AS border are via the ASBR routers (BGP router). When a packet 

arrives at the BGP router, if an inter-domain LSP has been established, a normal label swapping operation 

takes place. However, if the adjacent domain is unable or unwilling to accept continuation of the LSP, then the 

BGP router processes each packet at the conventional network layer, choosing the next hop as appropriate. 
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Assuming MPLS is employed across domains, the BGP router’s Next Hop Label Forwarding Entry (NHLFE) 

table information must be set up with values learnt from the BGP router(s) in the neighbouring ASes. To some 

extent this is a selectable DVM operation, as there may be alternative means of “connecting” with remote VPN 

members. The DVM will try to select an optimal “inter-domain route” by considering Service Level 

Agreements (SLAs), cost and reliability factors. 

 

In the scenario of Figure 4.14, a site in AS1 wants to build a VPN link to AS4. There are two choices, one is 

bypassing the AS2 which is an IP over MPLS network, and the other is bypassing the AS3 which is a pure IP 

network. When DVM1 submits its VPN link requirement to DVM2, DVM2 agrees to provide the service and 

QoS guarantee while DVM3 agrees to provide the link but does not support QoS guarantee. Considering the 

QoS requirement, DVM1 decides to select AS1-AS2-AS4 as the inter-domain route. 

 

One the other hand, this DVPN architecture also provides the ability for automatic inter-domain route 

restoration. Assuming an AS path has been established from AS 1 to AS 4 bypass AS 4 in the scenario of 

Figure 4.14 and this path failed during the VPN lifetime. Under this condition, DVM1 will try to create a VPN 

link to AS4 bypass AS2 automatically. If AS2 agrees to provide this service after the negotiation between 

DVMs, a new VPN link will replace the failed link to provide service while the customers need not be aware 

of what happened. 

 

Figure 4.14 Inter-AS Routing Management 

 

For scalability and security requirements of the SP, a DVM only has the detailed knowledge of its own AS. 

Other ASes are just “black boxes” as mentioned above, and the DVM can only see and talk with the DVMs in 

other ASes by NNI. It just submits its service requirements and other DVMs will decide whether or not to 

provide the service and return the information about the QoS and the price and reachability. A DVM does not 
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care about and will never know the details of other domains. How to build a LSP and perform data transport in 

other ASes is not a concern of the DVM. 

 

4.4 Dynamic VPN Processes 

This chapter has described how the proposed dynamic VPN operates. Figure 4.15 illustrates a general scenario 

where the DVPN works across two domains. 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Example Multi-Domain DVPN Scenario 

 

The users in this figure maybe human operators or software entities. If User1 in the site1 attached to PE1 in 

AS1 wants any service (such as building/removing a VPN link to user2 in the site2 attached to PE2 in AS2 or 

joining/leaving a VPN), it needs to submit a service application to DVM1 through the UNI (in the test-bed 

described in Chapter 5, the user submits its applications through a web page). A service application message 

will be transmitted to DVM1. The message format is represented in Figure 4.16: 

 

user identity Service request 
Name IP Authentication service type service attribute 

Figure 4.16 The Service Application Message Format 

By checking the user’s identity information such as user name, IP address, and authentication against the 

information in the user information database, the DVM knows whether this user is eligible to submit this 

service application. The service request represents the service request details submitted by user. Service type 

represents what kind of service the user requires. The service attribute is a set of detailed requirements for this 

service. Different service types map to different service attributes. For example, if the service type is “to build 

VPN”, the service attribute set is {SRC, DES, QoS}. SRC is the source address set of the VPN link and DES 
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is the destination address set of this VPN link, QoS is the quality of service requirement set of this VPN link. 

In each message, the user can require to build more than one VPN links among several sources and 

destinations. The basic service types and the relative service attributes are listed in Table 4.1 

Table 4.1 Service Types and Service Attributes 

Service Type Service Attribute 
Build VPN {SRC, DES, QoS 
Join VPN VPN ID 

Leave VPN VPN ID 
Remove VPN VPN ID 

 

Receiving an appropriate application, DVM1 will undertake different actions in accordance with the service 

type and service attribute. In this example, user1 requires a VPN link to user2, DVM1 finds that user2 is in 

AS2 (by checking the address prefix of DES in the “VPN build” message from user1). It then sends a service 

application to DVM2 who is the controller of AS2. Receiving such an application, DVM2 also checks the 

applicant’s identity firstly, then decides whether to provide this service or not. If DVM2 agrees to provide the 

VPN service to user2, it will send a message back to DVM1 saying “I agree to provide this VPN link to 

user2”. DVM1 is a customer of DVM2 in this scenario and AS2 is a black box to DVM1. DVM1 does not 

know any detailed information of AS2, it only knows that DVM2 is the controller of AS2 and whether DVM2 

can provide a service required or not. Then DVM1 builds a VPN link from user1 to BGP router A and DVM2 

builds a VPN link from BGP router B to user 2. The LSP between ASBRs (A and B) is built according to the 

negotiation between DVM1 and DVM2 or some other inter-domain LSP build mechanism. Finally, the three 

segments are spliced together to form an inter-domain VPN from user1 to user2. 

 

In the following paragraphs, the author will consider the communications among the DVMs, users, and 

underlying network devices (PEs and ASBRs) in detail. The four basic DVPN actions (build/remove, 

join/leave) and a network resource booking process will be employed to demonstrate the author’s analysis. In 

this thesis, it is assumed that Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is employed to guarantee the messages are 

redelivered successfully; issues of packets loss and re-delivery are considered outside the scope of this thesis. 
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4.5 VPN Basic Actions 

4.5.1 VPN Building Action 

 

Figure 4.17 VPN Building Process 

 

To setup a VPN service from the DVM, users need to send a service application message to the DVM in their 

own AS. The user’s service application message format was described in section 4.4. The user identity and 

service request information is in this message. To set up a new VPN, the user sends a service application 

message (M1) with its identity and service type “set up a new VPN” to DVM1. After receiving this 

application, DVM1 checks the user’s identity firstly. If it is not eligible, an “illegal user” message will be sent 

back to the applicant (user). If this user is eligible for this service, DVM1 will investigate whether it can 

provide such a service meeting the requirement represented by “service attribute”. For example, the user may 

require certain network resources and QoS. If DVM1 concludes that such service requirements cannot be met, 

it will return a denial message to the user. 

 

It is also possible that DVM1 needs to require the service from other DVM outside its own AS. For instance, a 

user requires a VPN link to another user located outside of its own AS. In this case, DVM1 needs to send a 
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service request (M2) to the other DVM (DVM2 in Figure 4.17). The format of the service request message 

among DVMs is shown in Figure 4.18. They include the DVM’s identity, the applicant’s (user) identity and 

service request information in this message. If DVM2 agrees to provide this service to DVM1, it will send an 

ACK message (M3) to DVM1. Finally DVM1 determines that it can provide the user this inter-domain VPN 

service. If DVM2 refuses to provide such a service, it will return a denial message to DVM1. DVM1 will also 

send a denial message to the user after receiving the denial message from DVM2. 

 
DVM identity Applicant identity Service request 

ID Address Authentication Name IP Authentication service attribute 

Figure 4.18 The DVM’s Service Request Message Format 

 
On the understanding that the user’ service requirement can be met, The DVM1 will assign a VPN ID for this 

newly created VPN. The VPN ID is a global unique number represents the name of this VPN. As mentioned 

earlier, the VPN ID consists of the AS number (where the VPN is created originally) and the local VPN ID 

(only unique in local AS). The format of the VPN ID is shown in the Figure 4.19. For example, a VPN is built 

by DVM1 whose AS number is 0001 and this VPN is local numbered as 0035, so that the global VPNID of 

this VPN is 0001.0035. 

 
AS number Local VPN number 

Figure 4.19 The VPN ID Format 

 
DVM1 then sends a command (M4), ordering the PEs (to which the VPN source nodes i.e. users are attached) 

to build VPN links to the destinations. The format of this message is shown in Figure 4.20. Only a command 

message with a legal DVM identity can be accepted by the PE. “VPN command” describes this command in 

detail. “Command type” represents the kind of job the DVM ordered the PE to do. (i.e. 1 is to build VPN link 

and 2 is to remove VPN link). The command attribute is different according to different command types. For 

building a new VPN, there are the source and destination addresses, QoS requirements and VPN ID. The 

command types and command attributes are list in Table 4.2 

 

DVM identity VPN command 
ID Address Authentication Command type Command attribute 

Figure 4.20 DVM Command Message Format 

 

Table 4.2 The Command Types and Command Attributes 

Command Type Command Attribute 
Build VPN {SRC, DES, QoS} 

Remove VPN VPN ID 
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Receiving the “build VPN command”, (command type is 1), PE determines how to build the VPN link(s) and 

initiates the VPN link building process. To build a VPN link, the PE needs to do the following (which is 

described in RFC 2547 [5]): 

1. Build a LSP from ingress to egress PE, 

2. Create the VRF (Virtual Routing and Forwarding table), 

3. Exchange routing information with CE and other PEs related to this VPN. 

After completing these jobs, the PE sends an ACK (M5) back to the DVM, informs the DVM that the “job is 

done”. If the VPN link is an inter-domain one, the DVM also needs to communicate with the ASBR to splice 

the LSP segments as described in section 4.3. 

 

After all of the above jobs are completed, the VPN is created. The DVM will also assign a user account for 

each user of this VPN. The information will be updated in the user database and VPN database of DVM. The 

passport is maintained by the DVM. The DVM is also responsible for advertising valid passports and 

withdrawing passports. However, the DVM does not manage the VPNs owned by other DVMs. For these 

remote VPNs, the DVM only keeps its DVPN ID in the VPN database and the DVPN’s owner DVM identity. 

 

Finally, the DVM1 will send an ACK message (M6) to the applicant (user), saying its applicant is accepted 

and the VPN has been created successfully. The DVM also advertises this new VPN (M7) to other DVMs 

outside its own AS. Receiving the notification, the user can start the “hello” session to other users in the same 

VPN. 
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4.5.2 Join VPN Action 

 

Figure 4.21 Join VPN Action 

 

A user can also join an existing VPN. The join VPN action is described in the Figure 4.21. Before submitting 

the application, the user needs to know the VPN’s ID. The user can get the VPN ID from the VPN 

administrator or through others means. To join a certain VPN, the user needs to send a “join VPN” request 

message (M1) to DVM. This message’s format is the same as the “create VPN” request message and the 

“service type” is set to “Join VPN” and the service attribute is also set to the VPN ID of the VPN which the 

user wants to join into. After receiving this message, DVM1 will check the user identity first, if this is a legal 

user, DVM1 then investigates the VPNID to check if this is a remote VPN. If it is, DVM1 will send the join 

VPN request (M2) to the DVM who is the owner of this VPN. The DVM owning this VPN will return the 

ACK (M3) if it agreed for this user to join the VPN. If the VPN is a local one, the DVM1 will decide whether 

to permit the user join into this VPN. 

 

If this application is accepted (locally or remotely), DVM1 will send a VPN build links command (M4) to the 

PE (the user attached). The necessary VPN links involving this new user are represented in this command. For 

example, there are already 2 users: user1 and user2 in this VPN, if user3 wants to join (a full mesh), two bi-

direction VPN links user1-user3 and user2-user3 are necessary. 

 

After the PE completes its job, it will send an ACK (M5) to DVM1, in the local case, DVM1 will update this 

new user in the user database and VPN database, in the remote case, DVM1 will send an update message (M6) 
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to the owner DVM (DVM2), then DVM2 can update its user and VPN database, and return an ACK (M7) 

back to DVM1. 

 

At last the DVM1 sends an ACK (M8) to the user who sends the “join VPN” request. Finally, this user can 

start to say hello to the other members in this VPN. 

4.5.3 Leave VPN Action 

 

Figure 4.22 Leave VPN Action 

 

A user can leave a VPN by submitting a “leave VPN” request. This process is described in the Figure 4.22. 

The user sends leave VPN request (M1) to its DVM (DVM1) first. The service type is set to “leave VPN” and 

the VPNID which the user wants to leave is represented in the service attribute. If this application is a legal 

one, DVM1 will look into the service type and service attribute. If this VPN is a remote one, DVM1 will send 

a leave VPN request message (M2) to the owner DVM (DVM2). There are user identity information and the 

VPNID in this message. For a legal request message, DVM2 will delete this user from the VPN database, and 

withdraw the VPN passport of this user. Then it sends an ACK (M3) to DVM1. 

 

Receiving this message from DVM2, DVM1 will send a command (M4) to the PE, telling it to remove all the 

VPN’s links related to this user. PE will return an ACK (M5) back to DVM1 after completing these tasks. 

Finally, DVM1 sends an ACK (M6) to the user saying that “you have left this VPN successfully”. 
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4.5.4 Remove VPN Action 

 

Figure 4.23 Remove VPN Action 

 

A VPN can also be removed according to a user’s request. The user needs to send a “remove VPN request” 

message (M1) to the DVM (DVM1). In this message, the service type is set to “remove VPN”, and the 

DVPNID is included in the service attribute. DVM1 will check the user identity. If this is a legal request, the 

service type and attribute will be investigated by DVM1. According to VPNID, DVM1 can get the information 

whether this VPN is local or remote. For the remote one, DVM1 will send a request message (M2) to the 

owner of this VPN (DVM2). Receiving this message, DVM2 will check the DVM1’s identity first. DVM2 

also needs to check whether this user has the right to remove this VPN in the VPN database. If this user has 

the right, DVM2 will accept this request. It will delete this VPN from the VPN database, and advertise (M3) 

this removal of the VPN to other DVMs (including DVM1). Receiving such a message, the DVMs will 

investigate its user database, pick out all the users related to this VPN, and order (the VPNID is in this 

message) the PEs relating to these users to delete these VPN links of the VPN (M4) and receive ACKs (M5) 

from the PEs (assuming PEs operate properly). (DVM2 also does the same within its AS). Finally, DVM2 will 

send an ACK (M6) back to the DVM1 saying that this user’s remove VPN request has been accepted and this 

VPN is removed. Consequently, DVM1 will send an ACK (M7) to the user when the VPN removal action 

finished. 
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4.5.5 Resource Booking Action 

As described in the previous chapter, reserving network resources for user’s applications is one of the most 

important functions of the DVM, which is also one of the key novelties of the DVPN architecture. Figure 4.24 

describes an example of the resource booking process. 

 

 

Figure 4.24 DVM Booking Network Resource for Users 

 

In this scenario the resource manager is located at the resource node itself. The user sends a service request 

message (M1) to its local DVM. The user identity information and the service requirement details are in this 

message. Receiving this message, the DVM will check the user’s identity first. If this is a legal message, the 

DVM will investigate the requirements in detail. The DVM calculates how to schedule the workflow and 

resource allocation according to the user’s application and network conditions. If the DVM cannot find 

enough network resource to meet this user’s requirement, it will return a “service deny” to the user. An illegal 

service application will also be denied; for example an application coming from a user with incorrect identity 

information, or a user has no right to receive this service (For example a user with insufficient privileges, or a 

user that has not paid the bill for previous DVPN service). If the DVM can find enough network resource to 

meet the user requirement, it will decide the resource allocation -which resource to be included into this user’s 

VPN and the time the resource begins to serve in this VPN. After that, the DVM will send a “resource 

booking” message (M2) to the resource node with the DVM identity information. In the DVPN system, the 

resources outside the local AS can also be utilised. To book a resource from another AS, the DVM needs to 
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send request to the DVM of the AS where the resources is located. This resource node checks the DVM 

identity first. If it is legal, the resource will be booked for that time and that VPN. Then an ACK message 

(M3) is returned to the DVM to confirm this booking. After DVM receives this ACK message, it knows that 

the resource is booked successfully. It then updates the resource database. At the same time, the DVM sends a 

“VPN build” message (M4) to the PE attached to that resource. In this message, the DVM includes the 

information about the VPN and the time for the resource to join the VPN and the time for it to leave. The PE 

will return an ACK message (M5) to DVM if it receives a legal command from the DVM. Receiving this ACK 

message, DVM will return the user an ACK (M6) to confirm its request is accepted and tell the user the 

resource booking information (such as available time, location, capacity). 

 

When it comes to the reserved time, the PE attaches the resource to the VPN users by setting up links to all the 

other users in that VPN and sends a notice message to DVM (M7). Then DVM updates the related databases 

and sends a message (M8) including a valid VPN passport to the resource node. The DVM will also send a 

notice message (M9) to the user informing that this resource has been introduced into the VPN. Then the 

resource can start to serve in this VPN. 

 

4.6 Orchestrated Computing 

In this section, how the orchestrated computing works in the DVPN system is described along with all the 

DVM messages required to perform the various VPN activities. 

4.6.1 Ticket Identifiers 

A unique ticket is assigned (by the DVM) to each task to distinguish it from others. The format of a task’s 

ticket is “DVM1id.userjobid.DVMjobid.taskid”. The DVMid indicates which DVM assigned this ticket. The 

userJobid.DVMJobid consists of two parts and indicates which job the task belongs to. The user assigns the 

userJobid and the DVMJobid is assigned by the DVM to which the user submitted the job. For example a 

10.12 implies that this job is the 10th job of this user and 12th job of this DVM. Taskid indicates which task of 

the job this task is. For example a ticket 1.10.12.23 represents task number 23 of job 10.12 submitted to 

DVM1. 

 

4.6.2 DVPN Message Types 

The messages that carry the DVPN control information are defined as follows: 

1. Service request message  (Users to the DVM) 

A user sends a “service request” message to the DVM to request service. The user’s identity and job 

information are included in this message. 

 

2. Service accepted message: (DVM to the user) 
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If the DVM can provide the service requested by the user, the DVM will return a message defined as 

“service accepted” message back to the user. Included in this message a unique task identifier, known as a 

ticket, is provided for each of the tasks that comprise the job submitted by the user. 

 

3. VPN link set up message: (DVM to CM) 

To set up a VPN link, the DVM sends the “VPN link set up” message to the CM. The source and 

destination address of the VPN link are included in this message. The VPN QoS requirements are also 

included in this message. 

 

4. VPN link set up confirm message: (CM to DVM) 

The CM always returns a confirm message after the VPN link request by the DVM is set up, defined as 

“VPN link set up confirm” message. DVM will assign a VPN ID for this new VPN link after receiving this 

message. 

 

5. VPN link remove message: (DVM to CM) 

To remove an exiting VPN link, the DVM sends this message to tell the CM to remove a VPN link. The 

VPN ID is included in this message to identify the VPN link. 

 

6. VPN link remove confirm message: (CM to DVM) 

After the VPN link is removed, the CM sends the DVM a message to confirm that this VPN link has been 

removed. The VPN ID is included in this message to identify the VPN link. 

 

7. Inter-domain VPN link setup message: (DVM to DVM) 

To use an inter-domain message, the DVM sends an “inter-domain VPN link setup” message to the DVM 

of the remote AS. The destination of this inter-domain VPN link and the QoS requirements are included in 

this message. 

 

8. Inter-domain VPN link confirm message: (DVM to DVM) 

If a DVM can provide the inter-domain VPN link service to another AS, this DVM will return an inter-

domain VPN link confirm message. The label for the inter-domain LSP is included in this message. 

 

9. Inter-domain VPN service request message: (DVM to DVM) 

To use an inter-domain service, the DVM sends an “inter-domain VPN service request” message to the 

DVM of another AS. The destination of this inter-domain VPN link and the QoS requirements are 

included in this message. 

 

10. Inter-domain label request message: (DVM to CM) 
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To provide an inter-domain VPN link service to another AS, the DVM needs to request a label for the 

inter-domain LSP. To request this label, the DVM sends an “inter-domain label request” message to the 

CM. 

 

11. Inter-domain label reply message: (CM to DVM) 

The CM returns an “inter-domain label reply” message including the label for the inter-domain LSP to the 

DVM; this message is sent in response to an “inter-domain label request” message. 

 

12. Inter-domain LSP setup message: (DVM to CM) 

To create the inter-domain LSP, the DVM sends an “inter-domain LSP setup” message to the CM to create 

the inter-domain LSP. The message contains the label received from the DVM of the destination AS, 

which is the label for this inter-domain LSP (provided by the DVM of the destination AS). 

 

13. Inter-domain LSP setup confirm message: (CM to DVM) 

The CM returns a confirm message to the DVM after the inter-domain LSP is created. The VPN ID is 

included in this message to identify the VPN link. 

 

14. Inter-domain VPN link remove message: (DVM to DVM) 

The DVM sends an “inter-domain VPN link remove” message to the DVM providing the inter-domain 

VPN link service. The VPN ID is included in this message to identify the VPN link. 

 

15. Inter-domain VPN link remove confirm message: (the DVM to the DVM) 

The DVM returns this message after the inter-domain VPN link is removed. The VPN ID is included in 

this message to identify the VPN link. 

 

16. Inter-domain LSP remove message: (DVM to CM) 

DVM sends a message to CM to remove the inter-domain LSP for the inter-domain VPN link. The VPN 

ID is included in this message to identify the VPN link. 

 

17. Inter-domain LSP remove confirm message: (CM to DVM) 

The CM returns an “inter-domain LSP remove confirm” message after the inter-domain LSP is removed. 

The VPN ID is included in this message to identify the VPN link. 

 

18. Inter-domain label release message: (DVM to CM) 

After the DVM revive the “inter-domain VPN link remove” message, it sends a message to the CM to 

release the label assigned for the inter-domain LSP, the VPN ID is included in this message to identify the 
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VPN link.. The CM will order the ASBR to release this label and the resources after receives this message. 

This message is defined as “Inter-domain Label release message”. 

 

19. Resource booking message: (DVM to Resource) 

To book a resource to perform a task, the DVM sends a message defined as the “resource book” message 

to the resource (or RM) located within its own domain. The task’s ticket is included in this message. 

 

20. Resource booking confirm message: (Resource to DVM) 

The Resource returns a “resource book confirm” message to the DVM to confirm with the DVM that the 

resource has been booked for this task. The confirmation includes the ticket number. 

 

21. Inter-domain resource booking message: (DVM to DVM) 

In the DVM need to book a resource located in another AS, it will a send an “inter-domain resource 

booking” message to the DVM of the AS where the resource is located. 

 

22. Inter-domain resource booking confirm message: (DVM to DVM) 

The DVM will return an “inter-domain resource booking” message if it successfully books the resource 

acquired by the DVM of the remote AS. 

 

23. Data transfer message: (DVM to Data Supplier i.e. User/Resource) 

After the VPN link is set up from the data source (user or resource) to the destination (user or resource), 

the DVM sends a message to the data resource to notify the resource to send the necessary data to the 

destination. The destination address is provided in this message. The task ticket, which this data is for, is 

also included in this message. This message is defined as “data transfer” message. 

 

24. Data transfer complete confirm message: (Data Supplier to DVM) 

After the data transfer completes, the data resource (sender) returns a “data transfer complete confirm” 

message back to DVM. The task’s ticket is also included in this message. 

 

25. Inter-domain data transfer message: (DVM to DVM) 

In the case when a resource3 or user in a remote domain is ready to send some data to a user or resource in 

a local domain, the remote DVM informs the local DVM of this situation. At this time the local DVM then 

issues this “inter-domain data transfer” message to the remote DVM to tell it where the data should be 

delivered to. 

26. Inter-domain data transfer complete message: (DVM to DVM) 

                                                      
3  i.e. when a task has finished being processed 
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After the DVM4 that hosts the destination of the data transfer is informed that the transfer has finished, this 

local DVM must inform the remote DVM, where the data originated, that the transfer has completed 

satisfactorily. 

 

27. Task completed message: (Resource to DVM) 

After a task completes, the resource sends a “task completed” message to the DVM to report that the task 

is finished. The task’s ticket is also included in this message. 

 

28. Inter-domain Task completed message: (DVM to DVM) 

If the “task completed” message received is for an inter-domain task, the DVM will send an “inter-domain 

task complete message” to the DVM of the AS where this task originated. 

 

4.6.3 VPN Link Setup 

Orchestrated computing requires that the VPN links can setup dynamically. In this thesis, the VPN link setup 

process consists of the LSP creation and updating of the VPN Label Forwarding Table. Figure 4.25 represents 

how a VPN link from site1 to site2 is setup. In this example, two actions are carried out. The first is the setting 

up of the LSP from PE1 to PE2; the other one is the setting up the Label Forwarding Table entry at PE1 (The 

egress PE (i.e. PE2) always pops the labels). Assume that the address of site2 is 192.168.1.0/255. PE1’s 

interface to CE1 is 1. Label 6 is assigned for this VPN link. The Label Forwarding Table will look like as 

Figure 1. It implies that all the IP packets (with destination of 192.168.1.0/255) coming into the interface 1 (in 

PE2) will be en-capsulated into MPLS packets with label 6 and sent to PE2 along the LSP. The LSP might be 

an intra-domain or inter-domain LSP. 

 

It is also possible that VPNs share a common a LSP. However, each VPN will be assigned an individual label 

at the ingress PE and traffic of different VPNs will be encapsulated with different labels. Label stacking (to a 

label depth of two) is employed; the label assigned to VPN is the bottom label while the LSP’s label is on the 

top of the label stack. In this example, the VPN from site1 to site2 is assigned a label 6 and the VPN from site3 

to site4 is assigned label 8. 

 

                                                      
4  Referred to as the local DVM 
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Figure 4.25 The VPN link Setup 

 
Moreover, it is also possible that a user belongs to multiple VPNs at the same time. The traffic are separated 

according to the different destinations and membership and assigned with different labels. For example, as 

shown in Table 4.3, from the same user the VPN to the 192.168.1.0/255 is assigned label 6 and the VPN to 

192.168.2.0/255 is assigned label 12. 

 

Table 4.3 VPN label forwarding table example 

Destination Ingress Interface VPN Label 
192.168.1.0/255 1 6 
192.168.2.0/255 2 12 

 

4.6.4 User Task Allocation to Resources 

In the following paragraphs, the mechanism by which resources are accessed by the users is illustrated, 

showing the sequence of actions that are undertaken. Two situations are considered. In the first instance, the 

resources and the user exist within the same domain. In the second example, the message interactions that arise 

when the resources and user are in separate domains are described. This includes the messages that are 

required to setup an inter-domain LSP and release it when the task processing has completed. 
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A) Intra-domain Scenario 

 

Figure 4.26 Intra-domain 

 

1. User1 sends a service request message to DVM1, the detailed job information is included 

2. DVM1 accepts this application and returns user1 a service accepted message including a set of tickets 

assigned to the tasks to distinguish the tasks from others. 

3. DVM1 sends resource book message to R1 to book the resource for task1. Also, the ticket of task1 is 

attached in this message. 

4. R1 returns the resource book confirm messages to DVM1 

5. DVM1 sends VPN setup message to CM1 to order CM1 to create a VPN link from User1’s R1. 

6. CM1 returns DVM1 a VPN link setup confirm message after the VPN link is created 

7. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to user1 to tell user1 to transfer data for task1 to R1 

8. User1 returns a data transfer complete message back to DVM1 after the data transaction completes 
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B) Inter-domain scenario 

 
Figure 4.27 Inter-domain 

 
1) User1 submits service request to DVM1 

2) DVM1 decides to allocate the task at R1 in AS2 

3) DVM1 sends an inter-domain resource book message to DVM2 to book resource from R2 for task3 

4) DVM2 sends a resource booking message to R2 to book the resource for task3 

5) R2 returns a resource booking confirm message to DVM2 

6) DVM2 returns an inter-domain resource booking confirm message to DVM1 

7) DVM1 sends an inter-domain VPN link request (to R2) message to DVM2 

8) DVM2 sends a VPN link setup message to CM2 to create a VPN link from ASBR2 (attached to 

ASBR1 of AS1) to R2 

9) DVM2 sends an inter-domain label request message to CM2 to request a label for the inter-domain 

LSP 

10) CM2 returns an inter-domain label reply message (including the label for the inter-domain LSP) to 

DVM2 

11) DVM2 returns an inter-domain VPN link confirm message including this label to DVM1 

12) DVM1 sends an inter-domain LSP setup message to CM1 to create LSP to ASBR2 with this label 

13) CM1 returns an inter-domain LSP setup confirm message 

14) DVM1 sends a VPN link setup message to CM1 to create VPN link from user2 to ASBR1 

15) CM1 returns a VPN link setup confirm message to DVM1 

16) DVM1 sends a data transfer message to user2 to send the necessary data to R2 

17) User2 returns a data transfer complete message back to DVM1 after the transaction completes 
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4.6.5 Scenario Illustration 

To analysis the control messages of a typical orchestrated computing in the DVPN system, the example of 

Figure 4.28 is considered. The intra-domain scenario is firstly analysed by employing Figure 4.28 (a), then the 

inter-domain scenario is analysed by employing Figure 4.28 (b). For simplicity, all the SP’s underlying 

equipment (CM, PE, CE entities) are not shown in Figure 4.28. 

 
(a) Intra-Domain 

 
(b) Inter-Domain 

Figure 4.28 DAG Processing in the DVPN System 

 
In the analysis, it is assumed that all the service requests are legal and will not be denied.  The DVM control 

messages for processing the job of user1 are listed step by step as follows: 

1. User1 sends a service request message to DVM1, the detailed job information is included 
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2. DVM1 accepts this application and return user1 a service accepted message including a set of 

tickets assigned to the tasks to distinguish them from others. 

3. DVM1 sends resource-booking message to R1 to book the resource for task1. Also, the ticket of 

task1 is attached in this message. 

4. R1 returns the resource booking confirm messages to DVM1 

5. DVM1 sends VPN setup message to the CM to order the CM to create a VPN link from User1 to 

R1. 

6. The CM returns DVM1 a VPN link setup confirm message after the VPN link is created 

7. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to user1 to tell user1 to transfer data for task1 to R1 

8. User1 returns a data transfer complete message back to DVM1 after the data transaction completes 

9. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to the CM to remove the VPN link between user1 and 

R1 

10. The CM returns the VPN link remove confirm message after the VPN link is removed. 

11. R1 sends the DVM1 a task complete message to report that task1 has completed 

12. DVM1 sends a resource booking message to R1 to book the resource for task2 

13. R1 returns a resource booking confirm message back to DVM1 

14. DVM1 sends a resource-booking message to R2 to book the resource for task3. 

15. R2 sends back a resource booking confirm message back to DVM1 

16. DVM1 sends a VPN link setup message to the CM to create VPN link from User2 to R2 

17. A VPN link setup confirm message is returned by the CM after the VPN is setup 

18. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to user2 to instruct user2 to send the necessary data to R2 

19. User2 returns a data transfer complete message back to DVM1 after the transaction completes 

20. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to the CM to remove the VPN link from the User2 to 

R2. 

21. The CM returns VPN link remove confirm message back to DVM1 after the VPN link is removed 

22. R1 sends a task complete message to DVM1 to inform it that task2 has finished 

23. R2 sends a task complete message to DVM1 to inform it that tasks3 has finished 

24. DVM1 sends a resource booking message to R1 to book the resource for task4 

25. R1 returns back a resource booking confirm message to DVM1 

26. The DVM1 sends the message to the CM to build VPN link from R2 to R1 to transfer the result 

data of task3 from R2 to R1 

27. The CM sends a VPN link setup confirm message back to DVM1 after the VPN link is created 

28. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to R2, tell it to send the result of task4 to R1 

29. R2 returns a data transfer complete message to DVM1 after the data transaction completed 

30. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to the CM to remove the VPN link from R2 to R1 for 

the data transaction 

31. The CM returns a VPN link remove confirm message after the VPN link is removed 

32. R1 returns a task complete message to DVM1 after task4 is completed 
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33. DVM1 sends a VPN link setup message to the CM to create a VPN link from R1 to user 1 for 

final data transaction (task5) 

34. The CM returns a VPN link setup confirm message after this VPN link is created 

35. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to R1 to transfer the result data to user1 

36. R1 sends a data transfer complete message to DVM1 after the data transaction is completed 

37. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to the CM to remove the VPN link from R1 to User1 

38. The CM returns a VPN link confirm message back to DVM1 after the VPN link is removed 

 

The inter-domain is also examined considering the scenario shown in Figure 4.28 (b), where R2 is within AS2. 

DVM1 knows the existence of R2 since DVMs advertise the availability of resources to other DVMs. The CM 

in AS1 is named CM1 and CM in AS1 is named CM2. The ASBR in AS1 is ASBR1 and ASBR2 is used to 

represent the ASBR in AS2. It is assumed that ASBR1 is attached to ASBR2. All the PE routers, ASBRs and 

CMs are not shown in Figure 4.28 (b). The DVM control messages for processing the job of user1 in the inter-

domain scenario are list step by step as follows: 

1. User1 submits a service request to DVM1; the detailed job information is included 

2. DVM1 accepts this application and returns user1 a service accepted message including a set of tickets 

assigned to the tasks of this job 

3. DVM1 sends a resource booking message to R1 to book the resource for task1 

4. R1 returns the resource booking confirm messages to DVM1 

5. DVM1 sends a VPN link setup message to the CM1 to tell CM1 to create VPN link from user1 to R1 

6. CM1 returns DVM1 a VPN link setup confirm message after the VPN link is created 

7. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to user1 to transfer the necessary data to R1 

8. User1 returns a data transfer complete message back to DVM1 after the data transaction is finished 

9. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to CM1 to remove the VPN link between user1 and R1 

10. CM1 returns the confirm message after the LSP is removed. 

11. R1 sends a task complete message to report to DVM1 that task1 has completed 

12. DVM1 sends a resource booking message to R1 to book the resource for task2 

13. R1 returns a resource booking confirm message back to DVM1 

14. DVM1 sends an inter-domain resource booking message to DVM2 to book resource from R2 for task3 

15. DVM2 sends a resource booking message to R2 to book the resource for task3 

16. R2 returns a resource booking confirm message to DVM2 

17. DVM2 returns an inter-domain resource booking confirm message to DVM1 

18. DVM1 sends an inter-domain VPN link request (to R2) message to DVM2 

19. DVM2 sends a VPN link setup message to CM2 to create a VPN link from ASBR2 (attached to 

ASBR1 of AS1) to R2 

20. DVM2 sends an inter-domain label request message to CM2 to request a label for the inter-domain 

LSP 
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21. CM2 returns an inter-domain label reply message (including the label for the inter-domain LSP) to 

DVM2 

22. DVM2 returns an inter-domain VPN link confirm message including this label to DVM1 

23. DVM1 sends an inter-domain LSP setup message to CM1 to create LSP to ASBR2 with this label 

24. CM1 returns an inter-domain LSP setup confirm message 

25. DVM1 sends a VPN link setup message to CM1 to create VPN link from user2 to ASBR1 

26. CM1 returns a VPN link setup confirm message to DVM1 

27. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to user2 to send the necessary data to R2 

28. User2 returns a data transfer complete message back to DVM1 after the transaction completes 

29. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to CM1 to remove the VPN link from the user2 to ASBR1 

30. CM1 returns a VPN link remove confirm message after the VPN link is removed 

31. DVM1 sends an inter-domain LSP remove message to CM1 to remove the inter-domain LSP 

32. CM1 returns an inter-domain LSP remove confirm message 

33. DVM1 sends an inter-domain VPN link remove message to DVM2 to remove the inter-domain VPN 

link to R2 

34. DVM2 sends an VPN link remove message to CM2 to remove the VPN link from ASBR2 to R2 

35. CM2 returns a VPN link remove confirm message to DVM2 

36. DVM2 sends an inter-domain label release message to CM2 to withdraw the label for the inter-domain 

LSP 

37. CM2 returns an inter-domain label release confirm message 

38. DVM2 returns an inter-domain VPN link remove confirm message to DVM1 

39. R1 sends a task complete message to DVM1 to inform it that task2 has finished 

40. R2 sends a task complete message to DVM2 to inform it that tasks3 has finished 

41. DVM2 sends an inter-domain task complete message to DVM1 to inform it that task3 has finished 

42. DVM1 sends a resource booking message to R1 to book the resource for task4; attached is the ticket 

for task4 

43. R1 returns a resource booking confirm message back to DVM1 

44. DVM1 sends an inter-domain VPN link setup messages to DVM2 to create inter-domain VPN link 

from R2 to R1 

45. DVM2 sends the VPN link setup message to CM2 to create the VPN link from the R2 to ASBR2 

46. CM2 returns a confirm message after the VPN link is created 

47. DVM1 sends an inter-domain label request message to CM1 to request a label for the inter-domain 

LSP 

48. CM1 return an inter-domain label reply message including the label 

49. DVM1 sends an inter-domain VPN setup confirm message with this label to DVM2 

50. DVM2 send a inter-domain LSP setup message to CM2 with this label 

51. CM2 returns a confirm message 

52. DVM1 sends message to CM1 to create VPN link from ASBR1 to the PE 
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53. CM1 returns a VPN link setup confirm message 

54. DVM1 sends an inter-domain data transfer message to DVM2 to ask R2 to transfer data from task3 to 

R1 

55. DVM2 sends a data transfer message to R2 to transfer data of task3 to R1 

56. R2 sends a data transfer complete message to DVM2 after the transaction has finished 

57. DVM2 sends an inter-domain data transfer complete message to DVM1 to inform it that the 

transaction has finished 

58. DVM1 sends an inter-domain VPN link remove message to DVM2 to remove the inter-domain VPN 

link from R2 to R1 

59. DVM2 sends a VPN link remove message to CM2 to remove the VPN link from R2 to ASBR2 

60. CM2 returns a VPN link remove confirm message 

61. DVM2 sends an inter-domain LSP message to ASBR2 to remove the inter-domain LSP 

62. ASBR2 returns an inter-domain LSP remove confirm message 

63. DVM2 sends an inter-domain VPN link remove message to DVM1 to confirm that the VPN link has 

been removed 

64. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to CM1 to remove VPN link from ASBR1 to user1 

65. CM1 returns a VPN link remove confirm message 

66. DVM1 sends an inter-domain label release message to CM1 to withdraw the label for the inter-domain 

LSP 

67. R1 returns a task complete message to DVM1 after task4 has completed 

68. DVM1 sends a VPN link setup message to CM1 to create a VPN link  from R1 to user1 for the final 

data transaction (task5) 

69. CM1 returns a VPN link setup confirm message after this VPN link is created 

70. DVM1 sends a data transfer message to R1 

71. R1 sends a data transfer complete message to DVM1 after the data transaction has completed 

72. DVM1 sends a VPN link remove message to CM1 to remove the VPN link from R1 to User1 

73. CM1 returns a VPN link remove confirm message back to DVM1 after the VPN link is removed 

 

4.7 Separation of VPN Control Planes 

The proceeding VPN message passing figures also imply the separation of the VPN control plane from the 

data plane. Shown in Figure 4.29, in this DVPN architecture, the communication between the user and the 

DVM, the communication between the DVM and its local underlying devices and the communication between 

DVMs are separated. The user requesting a VPN service only needs to contact its local DVM. From the user’s 

point, it submits an application, receives a denial or an ACK, but it doesn’t know about the communications 

between two DVMs and between the DVM and the PEs. Users never communicate (signalling) with a PE 

directly. There is no message exchange between the PE and the users. At the same time, there is also no 

message exchange between a DVM with any network devices of other ASes. DVMs only communicate with 
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other DVMs. Indeed, a DVM can talk with a user outside its own AS directly, but it will never see any PEs or 

other backbone devices outside of its own AS. This approach satisfies the SP’s security requirement: keep its 

network confidential so the user cannot attack the SP’s backbone through DVPN signalling. 

DVM DVM

DVM-Underlying Device Plane

User-DVM Plane
DVM-DVM Plane

DVM DVM

DVM-Underlying Device Plane

User-DVM Plane
DVM-DVM Plane

 

Figure 4.29 The DVPN Control Planes 

4.8 Motivating Example Revisited: DVPN-Enabled Global Grid Computing 

Referring back to the example shown in Figure 4.1 from section 4.1, we can now consider it from the 

perspective of the DVPN architecture. 

 

At the beginning, user A sends a service application to the DVM1. The job information is included in the 

application message. Considering the destination D is in the AS2, DVM1 sends a request to DVM2 for a inter-

domain VPN service from A to D. After receiving this request from DVM1, DVM2 sends DVM1 a message to 

confirm that this service is accepted. Then the MPLS VPN links between user A and user B are created via the 

process described in the previous section 4.3.5. 

In the current scenario, resource B is located in AS1 and resource C is located in AS2. Because each DVM 

advertises the available resource information of its AS to others from time to time, both B and C are aware of 

DVM1. Based on the user A’s application and the current resource availability, DVM1 decides to involve B 

and also the extranet resource C into this VPN to provide more powerful processing capacity for the User A’s 

job. Then DVM1 sends the request to DVM2 for this resource. If DVM2 agrees to provide this service, 

resource C will also be involved in this grid computing VPN. The process of involving a resource into a VPN 

is similar as involving a user. In this example, to fulfil the job as fast as possible, T3 is sent to resource C 

while T2 and T4 are processed in resource B. These processes are illustrated in Figure 4.30. 

 

After the job finishes, all these network resources (resources B, C) and VPN links will be released. During the 

VPN lifetime, resources might be involved or released according to real time status changes. It is also possible 
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that VPN members join or leave the VPN dynamically. In the DVPN system, VPN members (resources and 

users) can be located in different ASes; the inter-domain VPN link might be created/released according to the 

negotiations among DVMs. The inter-domain QoS can also be guaranteed through the DVMs’ negotiations. At 

the same time, each VPN only manages the network entities of it own AS. Any service regarding the extranet 

entities is achieved through requesting service from the DVMs in other ASes. In the above example, DVM1 

creates the inter-provider VPN link through the negotiating with DVM2, and it never signals with any other 

entities in AS2. 

 

 

Figure 4.30 A Dynamic VPN Example 

 
After studying the above example, the conclusion can be drawn that the proposed DVPN architecture can 

provide a dynamic VPN service with automatic resource exploitation and allocation. Meanwhile, the inter-

domain QoS and resources exploration are achieved through DVM negotiation. The example demonstrated 

that this architecture can meet the requirements of the new Internet applications. 

 

4.9 Novelty and Contribution 

Although there is already considerable interest in leveraging MPLS as a technology for supporting VPNs, to-

date the focus has been on providing a relatively static meshed infrastructure provided by a single carrier or 

service provider, supplying points of inter-connectivity between community stub networks. The operator 

provides the transport infrastructure together with means of ensuring VPN isolation across the shared core. 

The proposed architecture delivers a number of novel components that will enable new forms of highly 

dynamic groups working to exist. These new features are achieved through extensions of the existing protocols 

or by consolidating technologies that have hitherto been treated separately. In deliberately following this 

strategy, rather than proposing fundamentally new approaches, the aim is to provide a clear migration path 

leading to the realisation of truly dynamic VPNs and the support of flexible group working. The key novel 

contributions can be summarised as follows: 
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• The formation and maintenance of VPNs is administered by a new functional entity known as a 

Dynamic VPN Manager (DVM). This entity acts as an agent liaising between the VPN users and the 

network connection management. It also takes a key role in inter-provider discovery and VPN 

formation. 

• The DVM concept not only acts as an agent for communications infrastructure booking. It is able to 

coordinate the resource management of services available within the provider’s network, including 

computational resources and facilities for archival management. 

• The DVM provides a means whereby automated VPN community members, such as software 

processes can request distributed VPN infrastructure and resources to be established and released in 

response to workflow activities. 

• By coupling the DVM with BGP/MPLS signalling, inter-provider Label Switched Path tunnels can be 

spliced together to produce end-to-end pathways where TSpec requirements can ensure that traffic-

engineering constraints are met. 

 

Overall, with the inclusion of the DVM entity, this DVPN architecture provides a novel VPN solution which is 

the dynamic, customer-active, inter-provider, QoS guarantee MPLS VPN solution. 
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Chapter 5 Dynamic VPN Prototype 

5.1 The Object of the Test-bed 

To examine the proposed DVPN and make this architecture practical and close to an industry implementation, 

the author built a test-bed to represent the DVPN architecture. Only the VPN link setup and remove processes 

are demonstrated in the test-bed experiment since they are the most important VPN actions for the orchestrated 

computing. A typical test-bed scenario is represented in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1The Architecture of The Test-bed 

The following functions are exhibited in the test-bed experiment: 

 The communications between User and DVM: User might send service application to DVM and receive 

reply through UNI. 

 DVM’s CM liaison with the External connection management: The DVM might send control message to 

external connection management in order to fulfil VPN operations (i.e. create/release VPN link). 

 The on-demand automatic MPLS VPN Operations: The DVM can deal with user’s application and create 

the VPN link according to user’s requirement. The VPN link can also be automatically released when it is 

not required. 

 The different QoS options: There are several QoS options for users; DVM will provide different QoS 

levels according to the user’s requirements. 

5.2 MPLS Forwarding and Automatic Control 

In this experiment, an MPLS VPN tunnel is created across an IP network. To achieve the MPLS forwarding 

function, the PE/P routers are developed on the Linux based PCs by using an open source MPLS forwarding 

software MPLS-2.3 of X-net [128]. MPLS-2.3 [128] is an implementation of MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label 

Switching) for Linux 2.3.99-pre7 and 2.4.0, supporting IPv4 switch paths over ATM and Ethernet. MPLS-2.3 

is developed in C programming language, necessary to be compiled into the Linux kernel. The MPLS works 

as a Linux module that can be configured by command line or modified directly from other programs by 
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creating a special “netlink” socket. A Linux system with MPLS-2.3 can work as a simple MPLS switch 

providing the basic MPLS forwarding functions such as ingress mapping, egress mapping, switch mapping, 

and MPLS packet forwarding functions. MPLS-2.3 can work in PC, and support MPLS switch paths over 

Ethernet. MPLS-2.3 is employed to provide the underlying MPLS mechanism in the test-bed experiment. 

 

The MPLS tunnel cannot be operated automatically, because MPLS-2.3 only provides the MPLS forwarding 

mechanism. The label mapping and interface forwarding need to be configured by human operators. However 

the DVPN requires the dynamic and automatic MPLS operations. For this reason, the author developed an 

MPLS signalling tool to perform the automatic MPLS operations. This MPLS Controlling Tool (MCT) works 

as the connection management entity in the test-bed. Figure 5.2 illustrates the architecture of the MCT. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 The Architecture of MPLS Controlling Tool 

 

The MCT communicates with the DVM through an interface to the DVM. Here a simple RSVP signalling 

scheme is developed to process the Label advertisements. The MCT operates the MPLS link by sending 

configuration messages to the MPLS Forwarding Entity through the interface provided in MPLS2.3. Figure 

5.3 illustrates how an MPLS path is created. Receiving a “VPN build” (i.e. from network 192.168.1.0/255 to 

192.168.2.0/255) message from DVM, the path from ingress PE to the egress PE is selected according to the 

QoS requirement. In this test-bed, each PE router keeps a routing table. The routes to all the destinations and 

their QoS are stored in the PE’s routing tables by employing the “IP table” tool provided by Linux. In this 

example, the selected path is Ingress PE-P-Egress PE. Firstly, Ingress PE sends a label request message 

(including the path information) to its next hop, P. Then, P sends a label request to its next hop, egress PE. 

Egress PE assigns a label (i.e. 4) for this MPLS path, adds this label into its forwarding table as this MPLS 

path’s in label, then sends this label back to P. P used this label as the “out” label, and assigns an “in” label (i.e. 

2) for this MPLS path, configures the forwarding table, then sent label 2 back to the label requester, Ingress PE. 

Ingress PE then uses this label to configure its forwarding table, and the MPLS tunnel is created. The data 

packets entering ingress PE with destination address of 192.168.2.0/255 from 192.168.1.0/255 will be 

encapsulated into MPLS packets with label 2. The label is swapped with label 4 at P and the packets are sent 
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to Egress PE. Finally, MPLS packets are de-capsulated into IP packet at Egress PE and forwarded to the 

destination IP address. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Label Advertisement Example 

5.3 Test-bed Demonstration 

To evaluate the DVPN architecture, a small test scenario was implemented on eight PCs, representing VPN 

user entities, CE, PE and P routers as well as a DVM, as shown in Figure 5.4. 

 

The DVM is implemented as a web service. Its interface is advertised using Web Service Definition Language 

(WSDL) [129] and clients written in any language can invoke the operations advertised by the WSDL, as the 

requests come as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [130] messages compliant with the advertised 

interface. Requests to the DVM from web service clients are served by the Axis server [131] and this calls 

Java methods (corresponding to the WSDL descriptions) to perform actions, e.g. setting up a VPN between 

points of attachment. The Java methods call the JNI (Java Native Interface) and invoke the appropriate C 

functions of the DVM itself. Via a web browser, a user can communicate over HTTP with its Web Service 

Client located on a Customer Edge (CE) router. The web service client is a JSP running in the Tomcat web 

server [132]. The WS client could communicate directly with the DVM using SOAP over HTTP, but in the 

scenario chosen several such web service clients communicate with a BPEL processing engine (which is also a 

web service) also located in the CE that choreographs the interaction with the DVM. The location of the BPEL 

engine does not need to be in the CE. This is simply for convenience. The BPEL process forwards appropriate 

VPN requests to the DVM over the IP infrastructure again as SOAP messages over HTTP. Effectively its 

communication with the DVM is via a Web Service Choreography Interface with the DVM’s WS server. 
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Figure 5.4 Dynamic VPN Test Scenario and the actual Test-bed 

 
The RSVP-TE protocol is implemented by the author. The layer 2 technology is Ethernet, which is easy to 

employ in the PC. The LSP processes (creation, adjustment, removal) are triggered by the commands from the 

DVM. The result will be returned to the DVM, either as execution success or failure. User can view the result 

in a web-browser such as Netscape. 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Test-bed Topology 

Figure 5.5 represents the topology of the test-bed. The DVM entity is realised in computer 3. Computers 2 and 

4 are PE routers and 3 is a P router. Computers 1 and 5 are CE routers. During the experiments Ethereal [133] 

is employed as the packet sniffer. 

 

In the first experiment, the user chooses to create a VPN link from computer 1 to 5 with service level 1 (a 

higher PRI) (on the web-browser at computer 1). The VPN link from 1 to 5 is created successfully and the 

LSP is created along the path 2-4. After “remove this VPN link” is selected by the user, this VPN link is 

removed. In the second experiment, the user chooses service level 2 (a lower PRI) for the VPN link from 
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computers 1 to 5. The VPN link from 1 to 5 is created successfully and the LSP is setup along 2-3-4. After 

“remove this VPN link” is selected by the user, this VPN link is removed.  

 

Figure 5.6 is the photograph of the test-bed. 
 

 
Figure 5.6 The Prototyping Test-bed 

 
As mentioned before, the DVM is responsible for controlling VPN membership. It is also responsible for 

liaising with separate operator owned connections and resource management to selectively interconnect 

community members via MPLS LSPs between their Provider Edge (PE) router points of access to the core 

network. It also determines access to operator or third-party resource islands that it can make accessible to 

specific communities. In the test scenario, a user entity joins a community and is then able to communicate 

over a dynamically configured LSP with a remote member of the same community. This is achieved by the 

DVM liaising with connection management software located in the ingress PE router, which sets up an LSP 

between the identified PE endpoints. The path taken by the LSP is chosen by the connection management 

software based on the QoS constraints identified by the DVM. In one instance it is direct communication 

between the PE routers (when a latency sensitive pathway is requested) or, alternatively, via an intermediate P 

router, when a longer path can be tolerated. However, it is important to note that the DVM does not select the 

path itself; this is a connection management task. 

 

This test-bed is the first practical dynamic IP/MPLS VPN example, it not only demonstrates the feasibility of 

the DVPN concept but also provided a platform for the further research. With this test-bed, the author can 

carry out experiments which are difficult and complex to accomplish in simulations. For instance it is easy to 
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examine the DVPN system performance against DoS attacks. There are many DoS tools available in the 

Internet Hping, Trinoo, the author could run the DoS attack tools at the users and obverse the behaviour of the 

test-bed with the system monitor tools available in Linux. (Ethereal-catch packet; system monitor-system 

performance monitor). Because the test-bed is developed based on open source code, it is also not difficult to 

make modifications and further development. The above is an example of further development to the existing 

open source code. Moreover, the author could access this test-bed via the Internet and invite other researchers 

and hackers to examine the DVPN architecture against attacks. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the author describes the DVPN test-bed. A prototype is developed with Linux PCs. Open 

source MPLS forwarding software is employed to provide the MPLS forwarding and an MPLS control tool 

with a simple RSVP signalling is developed by the author. The user can submit service requests through the 

web interface to the server located at DVM. The MPLS VPN link can be created/released automatically 

according to the user request satisfying QoS. This test-bed demonstrates the basic DVPN processes. It also 

provides an open platform for further development and research. 
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Chapter 6 Dynamic Job Scheduling 

6.1 Dynamic Resource Scheduling Algorithm Architecture 

The DVPN architecture is designed to support services for applications that require access to on-demand and 

dynamic resources (i.e. orchestrated computing). Figure 6.1 shows an orchestrated computing example in the 

DVPN system. User1 and user2 are human users. User 1 needs to perform a science calculation job. This job 

can be represented as a DAG. CPU processors are required to carry the tasks of this job. In this example, tasks 

2 and 3 cannot start until task 1 completes. Task 3 also requires user 2 to provide necessary data. After tasks 2 

and task 3 complete, tasks 4 can start. The final task, tasks 5, is to sending the results back to user1. 

 

There are two resources R1 and R2 available in this example scenario. Assuming task1 is carried in R1, a VPN 

link is created from user1 to R1 for transferring data. After the data transaction completes, this VPN link is 

removed. After task 1 completes, tasks 2 and tasks 3 can start. Since there is no dependence between these two 

tasks, tasks 2 and 3 can be processed in different resources at the same time. As shown in Figure 6.1, task 2 is 

carried out in R1 and task 3 is carried out in R2. Meanwhile, a VPN link is created from user2 to R2 for the 

data transaction from user2 to R2. This VPN link is removed after the data transaction finishes. After tasks 2 

and 3 complete, task 4 can start. Assuming task 4 is allocated to R1, a VPN link is created from R2 to R1 for 

transferring result data of task 3 from R2 to R1. As in the former case, this VPN link is removed after the 

transaction finishes. After task4 completes, a VPN link from R1 to user1 is created out and the final result data 

is sent back to user1. 

 

In the above example, the calculation tasks (Task 2 and Task 3) are allocated to network resources R1 and R2. 

In the DVM based DVPN system, there might be several jobs co-existing, which makes the resource 

scheduling a dependent/independent workflow management problem. The job scenario, network condition and 

customer requirements are dynamic. As analysed in Chapter 3, none of the existing solutions are suitable for 

this job scenario. For this reason, a new resource-scheduling algorithm is proposed. 
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Figure 6.1 The Orchestrated Computing Example 

 

The architecture and process flowchart of this scheme is shown in Figure 6.2(a) and (b), respectively. The jobs 

are represented as DAGs and the information (i.e. tasks dependency) of the jobs is stored in the Jobs Set (JS). 

The Resource Set (RS) records the resource information including: availability, capacity and the currently 

allocated tasks. 

 

The algorithm is designed to operate with dynamic scenarios where new tasks/jobs can arrive at any time. As 

there are typically dependencies among tasks comprising each job, the tasks are separated into different layers 

in accordance with their dependency constraints. The tasks in the succeeding lower layer are always compared 

with their preceding upper layer dependent tasks. 

 

A task is “ready” for scheduling only if all of its upper dependent tasks are already scheduled and their 

completion times are known. The scheduled tasks are the yellow nodes and the ready tasks are represented in 

blue. The red nodes indicate “un-ready” tasks that have some incomplete upper dependent tasks and so cannot 

be scheduled yet. The ready tasks are input into the Ready Tasks Set (RTS). All the tasks in the RTS are 

independent because none of them have any un-scheduled dependent uppers, even though some of them may 

be associated with the same job. 
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(a) The Algorithm Architecture 

 
(b) The Algorithm Process Flowchart 

Figure 6.2 The GA-Based Resource Scheduling Algorithm 

 

A “standard DAG” is defined in this thesis as representing a DAG whose tasks can be separated into levels 

according to their dependency relationships. Occasionally, it happens that the job scenario can not be 

represented as a standard DAG. For example refer to Figure 6.3. This proposed algorithm is also feasible in 

this case, because only the ready tasks are put into the RTS in each of iteration. Considering the example in 
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Figure 6.3, the algorithm processes as follows: in the first algorithm iteration, task 1 is the ready task. After 

task 1 completes, task 2 is ready while task 3 is not ready until tasks 2 completes. After tasks 3 completes, 

tasks 4 is ready to be scheduled. 

 

Figure 6.3 A Node-Standard DAG 

 

The ready tasks are scheduled using an optimisation engine. In this thesis, both a GA [134] and PSO 

[135][136][137][138] approaches are considered as they are currently regarded as the robust and efficient 

stochastic searching mechanisms for various optimisation problems [135] [138]. 

 

Whenever jobs arrive they are placed within the Jobs Set and arranged into layered tasks, bearing in mind their 

dependencies. From these jobs, tasks that have no dependent uppers may then be transferred to the RTS in 

preparation for a scheduling cycle. The scheduling processing cycle is initiated when there are tasks waiting in 

the RTS. While it executes, trying to find a suitable allocation of ready tasks to the available resources, no 

further tasks may enter the RTS. At the end of a scheduling cycle, the tasks in the RTS are assigned to the 

identified resources along with their start time. Also at this point the algorithm re-examines the Jobs Set, 

which may contain additional jobs that have arrived during the previous processing cycle as well as the 

residual tasks of the jobs that are currently being processed. 

 

Tasks effectively enter the RTS in a step-wise fashion. Various mapping arrangements onto the available 

resources are attempted until the one with the smallest overall completion time is found within a given number 

of iterations of the GA (or PSO). The task resource allocation information is updated, and then another GA 

scheduling cycle starts. The processing mechanism loops until all the tasks are scheduled, which means that no 

more tasks/jobs enter the network and the RTS is empty. The process is represented in Figure 6.2 (b). 

 

The advantage of this approach is that the optimisation engine does not need complete information of all the 

jobs that will arrive; but only considers the tasks in the RTS; it possesses no foresight. The RTS updates in 

accordance with the current job information before each GA instance starts. The algorithm can accommodate 
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new unexpected jobs entering the system. It is also possible that the resource availability can change whilst the 

algorithm is processing. The ability to accommodate these situations makes this algorithm feasible for use 

within the dynamic DVPN scenario. 

 

6.2 Optimisation with GA and PSO 

Alternative GA and PSO optimisation engines are considered for scheduling the ready tasks in the RTS at each 

resource-allocation cycle. Their performance is examined using simulations. 

 

To illustrate the resource allocation mechanism and the role played by the optimisation algorithm, consider the 

simple scenario depicted in Figure 6.4. This shows an example job dependency DAG and corresponding job 

scheduling arrangement in Figure 6.4 (a) and Figure 6.4 (b), respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Example Job Scheduling Arrangement 

 

In this example, a job consists of five tasks and is represented as a DAG. There are 3 network resources. The 

tasks are separated into different layers and numbered in accordance with their specific dependencies as shown 

in Figure 6.4 (a). A task’s number can never be smaller than the tasks in its upper layers. A task cannot start 

until all its dependent uppers have finished execution. Considering the job scenario shown in Figure 6.4 (a), a 

possible scheduling arrangement might look like Figure 6.4 (b). T0 (T1, T2) is the completion time of 

Resource0 (1, 2). 
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6.3 GA Optimisation Engine Implementation 

6.3.1 GA Chromosome 

GA [92] attempts to obtain an optimal solution by simulating the natural evolutionary process. The 

chromosome architecture employed in the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Table 6.1. Each chromosome 

consists of a number of genes, where each gene represents a particular ready task awaiting scheduling. The 

value of the gene indicates which resource is under consideration for allocating this task to. The size of 

chromosome (the number of genes) equals the number of ready tasks in the RTS. In the example of Table 6.1, 

because there are 5 tasks in the RTS, the chromosome includes 5 genes representing the 5 ready tasks. 

Assuming that there are 3 available resources (resource 0, resource 1 and resource 2), the allocations of the 

current ready tasks are shown in Table 6.2 in accordance with the chromosome shown in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 The Chromosome Architecture 

 

Table 6.2 The Relationship between The Tasks and the Resources Represented by Table 6.1 

Tasks to be scheduled Available resources 
Task 1 Resource 1 
Task 2 Resource 0 
Task 3 Resource 2 
Task 4 Resource 1 
Task 5 Resource 0 

 
The chromosome only contains the mapping information of tasks to the resources; however, the dependencies 

are considered when the fitness is calculated and tasks are assigned to resources. All the tasks are separated 

into different layers and numbered in accordance with their specific dependencies as shown in Figure 6.4 (a). 

A task cannot start until all its dependent uppers have finished execution. Considering the job scenario shown 

in Figure 6.4 (a), in accordance with the chromosome illustrated in Table 6.1, the scheduling arrangement is 

shown in Figure 6.4 (b). 

6.3.2  Computing the Fitness of Chromosome Fitness 

The goal of GA is to find the minimum Overall Completion Time. How a chromosome fits this requirement is 

represented with the Fitness. Here, a greater fitness value implies a lower the overall completion time. The 

fitness is calculated as follows: 

Firstly, calculate the completion time of each resource 1 2, ,...... nT T T  which means the time spent by resource 

n to execute all tasks assigned to it (refer to Figure 6.4 (b)). 

Secondly, set the overall completion time (T) as when all the resources have finished their tasks: 
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 T=max( 1 2, ,...... nT T T ). (6.1) 

Thirdly, the fitness is calculated: 

 fitness=C-max ( 1 2, ,...... nT T T ) (6.2) 

where C is a large constant integer. 

6.3.3 Crossover Process 

The crossover operator selects several chromosomes randomly from the population and “mates” them by 

picking genes and then swapping them between two of chromosomes randomly. In each crossover, a random 

gene location is picked, and then this gene and all genes to the "right" of it (those with greater location) are 

swapped between the two chromosomes. For example, two original parent chromosomes shown in Figure 6.5 

are selected for crossover. 

0 2 1 0 2 
 

1 3 1 2 3 

Figure 6.5 Original Parent Chromosomes 

A random gene location (3rd) is picked for crossover, shown as Figure 6.6: 

0 2 1 0 2 
 

1 3 1 2 3 

Figure 6.6 Crossover 

 

In this example, the 3rd gene is selected as the position for crossover, the two parents chromosomes swap their 

3rd , 4th, 5th genes. After the crossover, two new child chromosomes are produced: 

 

0 2 1 2 3 
Child Chromosome 1 

1 3 1 0 2 
Child Chromosome 2 

Figure 6.7 New Child Chromosomes 

 

In this thesis, the crossover rate is defined to represent the probability that chromosome crossover will occur. 

Unless otherwise stated, the crossover rate is set to 50% (with is default in JGAP [139] and shows a good 

performance). 
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6.3.4 Mutation Process 

The genes of chromosomes maybe mutate randomly. Because of mutation, it will cause new chromosomes to 

arise, possibly including ones closer to the optimal chromosome, and so avoid the undue influence of the local 

maxima/minima. The mutation rate is defined as representing the percentage of total genes that mutate at each 

of GA iteration. How the mutation rate affects this proposed algorithm performance is studied in the later 

sections. 

6.3.5 Evolution Process 

The evolution process selects a new population of P members preferentially by choosing the better members 

according to the fitness of each chromosome. 

 Let if  be the fitness of member i 

 
1

/
m

i i k
k

P f f
=

= ∑  , where iP  is the probability of choosing i. (6.3) 

In order to ensure the excellence chromosomes with greater fitness value are passed to the next generation, 

roulette wheel selection [140] is used, which represents the fitness process in the natural world. 

6.3.6 Simulation Scenarios 

To evaluate the algorithm performance, simulations are carried under random generated job scenarios. In this 

thesis a job scenario consists of tasks separated into multiple levels. Each task consumes a certain amount of 

the CPU resource. In this thesis, the task burden is defined as: 

 Task Burden = Task Computation Time x CPU Capacity (6.4) 

 

For example, if a task with burden 4 is allocated to a resource with “capability” 2, the task will take two time 

units to complete. For simplicity, we assume that tasks have no specific resource requirements and so can be 

potentially allocated to any of the available resources. In this thesis, unless otherwise stated there are 3 

resources (R1, R2, R3); the CPU capacity of each resource is 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Every task might have 

zero or more upper dependent tasks located in the upper level. A task cannot start until all of its dependent 

upper tasks finished. Figure 6.8 shows an example of a 3 levels job scenario. 
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Figure 6.8 Job Scenario Example 

 

The job scenario is generated as follows. Firstly, N tasks (for example N=60) are generated. The burden of 

each task is uniformly randomly distributed (i.e. between 1 and 240). Then these tasks are separated into L 

levels (L=3 in Figure 6.8). The tasks 1 to i are located into level 1. i is a uniformly randomly-generated 

number between 1 and N-2. The tasks i to j are located into level 2, where j is a uniformly randomly-generated 

number between i+1 and N-1. The rest of the tasks are located in level 3. Thus there are i tasks in level 1 

(Numbered from 1 to i), j-i tasks in level 2 (Numbered from i+1 to j), and N-i-j tasks in level 3 (Numbered 

from j+1 to N). The tasks in top level have no dependent uppers, and each task in the other levels (level2 and 

level3) has on average D (i.e. D=5) Normally distributed (with mean=1, variance=1) dependent tasks in its 

preceding upper level. As a result, tasks are randomly arranged into several jobs that consist of a set of 

dependent tasks. The Random Number Generation (RNG) used in the simulations is provided via the Java 

function (java.util.Random), and the system time is used as the RNG seeds when repeating independent runs. 

 

6.3.7 Simulation Results Analysis 

The proposed algorithm is studied through simulations under different job scenarios that are randomly 

generated. Unless otherwise stated, the GA parameters are set as same as the JGAP’s [139] default 

configurations, however, these parameters are also studied with simulations: 

• Crossover rate: 50% 

• Mutation rate: 10% 

• Survival rate: 95% 

Unless otherwise stated, all computation time measurements given in the simulation figures are expressed in 

milliseconds. However, the simulated time units (i.e. the time it takes to complete a set of tasks) are 

represented in multiples of a unitary none-specific time length 

In Figure 6.9, the proposed dynamic GA based algorithm is compared against a static GA algorithm, both with 

a fixed chromosome population in this simulation. The static GA algorithm requires complete information 
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concerning the whole scenario, specifically when each and every job will arrive and its burden. In the static 

case all the DAG tasks and the available resource information are read in before the GA starts. A similar 

chromosome arrangement is used in both the proposed dynamic algorithm and the static GA. The proposed 

algorithm outputs the scheduling arrangements for each set of ready tasks and terminates only when no more 

jobs enter the system. Conversely with the static GA the final scheduling is output only once. This static 

algorithm provides a useful upper bound on the performance, as this complete knowledge of the job arrival 

sequence would not normally be available in a dynamic scenario. 

 

In the simulation, the number of generations for both algorithms is set to 10 (which can provide good 

performance and short time consuming according to the simulation results). Five job scenarios were examined. 

All of them contain 100 tasks while the average number of upper dependent tasks of each task is different in 

each case. For example, the green line demonstrates the simulation results under the scenario where each task 

has on average 4 dependent uppers; the black one is for the job scenario whose tasks have on average 28 

dependent uppers. The results shown are the average of 100 independent trials, where different RNG seeds are 

used for the heuristic optimisation process. 

 

Figure 6.9 Overall Completion Time Performance 

 

From the simulation results, we can draw the conclusion that the dynamic algorithm’s performance is similar 

to the static one in scenarios where the upper dependent task number is small, and the dynamic algorithm 

performs worse when the upper dependent task number of each task increases. As expected, the dynamic 

algorithm works well if the tasks are not very dependent, otherwise this algorithm will lead to a worse 
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scheduling compared to the static case, where it has the luxury of a complete job forecast. The reason is that 

the dynamic GA only considers the ready tasks, while the static GA schedules according to the whole 

scenario; the dependent relations are considered along with knowledge of when all jobs will arrive. As a result, 

if these tasks are very dependent, the lack of the dependency information will lead to worse scheduling 

performance with the proposed algorithm. 

 

The relationship between chromosome population size and performance variability is studied with the results 

shown in Figure 6.10. The chromosome population is set from 1 to 40 for each scenario and the simulation 

with same population number is carried out 20 times (each “x” represents the simulation result of one time). 

According to the results we can draw the conclusion that increasing the chromosome population to a certain 

extent will reduce the variability in the results while a too large population does not reduce the variability 

further, implying that increasing the chromosome population beyond certain values is of limited or no benefit. 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Impact of Population Size Job on Completion Time Performance-with a Fixed Chromosome 
Population Size 

 
From the above simulation results, we can find that the proposed algorithm achieves a better performance 

when the chromosome population number increases over a certain range. As analyzed above, the task number 

in the RTS changes from time to time and the GA’s performance is related to the ratio of population versus the 

ready tasks, as implied by the Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. Therefore, the GA algorithm was modified to adjust 

its population size according the current number of ready tasks in the RTS. The population ratio is introduced 

as the parameter representing the ratio of chromosomes to the number of ready tasks. For example, with the 

population ratio 0.5, the chromosome number should be 10 if there are currently 20 ready tasks waiting for 
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scheduling. This adaptation ensures the complexity of the GA calculation is kept small when the presence of 

fewer ready tasks makes it appropriate to do so. The GA with an adaptive chromosome population size was 

compared against the one with fixed population size. The simulation results are shown in Figure 6.11. 

 

Figure 6.11 Adaptive Chromosome Population Scheme 

 
In the simulation, the job scenarios each contain 100 tasks in total and 3 resources are available. Each task has 

on average 10 dependent uppers. The horizontal axis is the consumed CPU time (i.e. how long the CPU 

spends calculating the scheduling arrangement) and the vertical axis is the chromosome population. In this 

thesis, all the simulations are carried on an IBM ThinkPad X61 PC Notebook with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2 GHz 

processor and 1GByte RAM. Two simulations with the fixed population sizes (5 and 60) are carried out along 

with one simulation where the GA has the adaptive population size. As already defined, the population ratio is 

the ratio of chromosomes to number of tasks in the current assignment level. The population ratio was set to 1 

for the adaptive population GA in this simulation, which means that the population number always equals the 

current number of ready tasks. 

 

The simulation results show for the GA with a fixed population size, too small a fixed population number 

leads to poor scheduling, whilst too large a population number causes the CPU to spend too much time 

calculating the assignment although its output scheduling is somewhat better than the GA with the smaller 

population number. 

On the other hand, the GA with adaptive-population size (red line in Figure 6.11) consumes less CPU time 

whilst outputting a better scheduling result compared with both GA cases with fixed chromosome population 

sizes. Its population size changes over time in order to maintain an appropriate population size according to 

the number of instantaneous ready tasks. We can conclude that the GA with adaptive population size is more 
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efficient than schemes with a fixed population size when considering the consumed CPU time and the 

resultant scheduling allocation. 

 
(a) Impact of Population Ratio on Overall Job Completion Time Performance 

 
(b) Impact of Generation Number on Overall Job Completion Time Performance 

Figure 6.12 Impact of GA parameters on Overall Job Completion Time Performance 

Figure 6.12 examines the relationship between the GA parameters (population ratio and generation number) 

and the scheduling allocation performance. Five scenarios with 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 tasks are considered. 

Again there are 3 available resources. Shown as Figure 6.12 (a), in each scenario, simulations with different 

population ratios are performed and 20 repeats are carried out with the same population ratio (where a random 
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number generator is used to create various job arrival permutations). Based on the results in Figure 6.12 (a), 

we see that increasing the population ratio over a certain range can improve the algorithm’s scheduling 

performance and reduce the performance variation; however, further increases in the population ratio have a 

minimal impact. Figure 6.12 (b) represents the relationship between the Algorithm behaviour and GA 

generation number. Similarly, simulations with different generation number are performed and 20 repeats are 

carried out with same generation number under the same job scenario. The population ratio is set to 1 for all 

the simulations. A similar conclusion can be made that a too large the generation number (over 30) does not 

improve the overall completion time in the DVPN scenario. This is the reason why the generation number is 

set to 10 in Figure 6.12 (a) rather than a larger value. 

 

As the population ratio or generation number increases, the time spent calculating the scheduling also 

increases. Figure 6.13 shows the relationship between the computation time and the overall job completion 

time for the proposed algorithm. In Figure 6.13(a), the population ratio varies from 0.1 with a step length 0.1 

and the number of generations is kept as 10. As can be seen from the vertical axis, the range of job completion 

times achievable by different resource scheduling arrangements is limited in all cases. Also, especially when 

the RTS has more tasks for processing, increasing the chromosome population ratio can have a significant 

impact of the CPU time taken to arrive at a result for a given number of GA generations (i.e. from the 

increasing spread of values along the horizontal axis as the number of tasks mounts). This impact has little 

performance benefit as seen by the eventual plateau. Meanwhile, shown as Figure 6.13 (b), the proposed 

algorithm demonstrates a similar behaviour when the generation number varies from 1 with step length 3, with 

a fixed population ratio of 0.5. This result is quite useful for configuring GA parameters. As the DVM needs to 

achieve a good result in a limited time, we have the ability to trade off between Computation Time and GA 

scheduling performance. 

 
(a) Fixed Generation Number 
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(b) Fixed Population ratio 

Figure 6.13 Relationship Between Overall Job Completion Time Performance and Computation Time 

Two of the GA parameters that affect the GA’s performance are the survival rate and mutation rate. The 

survival rate is defined as how many chromosomes of the original population will be considered for selection 

to the next population. For example 0.5 survival rate means half of the chromosomes are considered. The 

fitness values are employed as a guide. Usually fitness is treated as a statistical probability of survival (the 

Normal distribution was employed in the simulations). Therefore, Chromosomes with higher fitness values are 

more likely to survive than those with lesser fitness values, but it's not guaranteed. When the survival rate 

equals to 1 it means that all of the original chromosomes will be considered for selection for the next 

generation population. The survival rate determines how many chromosomes will be selected into the next 

generation. A series of simulations are carried with different survival rates. In Figure 6.14 the horizontal axis 

is 1/(survival rate) and the vertical axis is the job completion time. The mutation rate is set to 0.1, which means 

10 percent of the genes mutate. The results show that too small a survival rate will degrade the GA’s 

performance. This is reasonable as the survival rate means a small ratio of the chromosomes in the current 

generation will be passed into the next generation and a large percentage of chromosomes will be introduced 

through crossover to maintain the population size. As a result, a lot of “good” chromosomes cannot be selected 

into the next generation, which leads the GA to be inefficient. 
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Figure 6.14 Completion Time with Different Survival Rates 

 

The mutation rate defines the percentage of the genes that will mutate. This is also an important parameter to 

the GA. [141] showed that low level of mutation serves to prevent any given bit position from remaining 

forever converged to a single value in the entire population. A high level of mutation yields an essentially 

random search. The higher mutation rate also helps prevent premature convergence to local optima, which is 

quiet important when the population size is small and the search space is very large. The GA with the lower 

mutation rate converges more quickly but it is more likely to lead to a suboptimal solution. 

 

Previous research has confirmed that the mutation rates might affect the GA performance and the optimal 

mutation rate should be selected in accordance with the individual problem [142][143][144][145][146][147]. 

Normally, the optimal mutation rates are obtained by experiments [148]. 

 

Simulations with different mutation rates are carried out to study how the mutation rate affects the GA 

performance. In the Figure 6.15, the horizontal axis is the 1/(mutation rate) and the right hand side corresponds 

to a smaller mutation rate. The result shows that the algorithm’s performance is not very related to the 

mutation rate. As described above, the extent to which the mutation rate affects the GA performance is related 

to the individual problem. The conclusion that can be drawn is that the mutation rate does not affect the GA 

performance very much for the scenarios under study. 
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Figure 6.15 Completion Time Performance and Mutation Rate 

6.3.8 Comparison with a Random Scheduler 

The GA’s performance is also compared with a random scheduler. In the random scheduler, the ready tasks 

allocation algorithm is not the GA-based but a random assignment where each selected resource is chosen with 

equal probability, irrespective of its busyness. For example, in the simulation scenario shown in Figure 6.4, 

where 3 available resources exist, the chances are the same for ready tasks to be allocated onto resources 1, 2 

or 3. 

 

The simulation results are shown in Figure 6.16. In Figure 6.16 (a), the GA’s generation count is set to 10 and 

the population ratio increased in steps from 0.1 to 1.9 (Horizontal axis), 20 repeats for each population ratio. In 

Figure 6.16 (b), the GA’s population ratio was set to 0.3 and the generation count increased from 3 to 21 

(horizontal axis), 20 repeats for each generation number. In both figures, GA demonstrates shorter completion 

time (vertical axis) and smaller variance compared with the random scheduler allocation. 

The simulation results also imply that improved Job Completion Time performance can be obtained by 

increasing the population ratio or the number of generations. However, both of these only provide benefit in 

terms of the overall job completion time up to a certain point. Further increases give rise to a worsening 

computation with no obvious benefits. This observation provides useful guidance for configuring the DVM, 

such that the GA parameters should be chosen in accordance with the job scenario and operator requirements. 

For example, if there are a large number of jobs waiting for scheduling and a ‘quick answer’ is required whilst 

the requirement for an efficient overall job completion time is not very stringent, the DVM might choose 

either a low population ratio or a reduced number of GA iterations in order to reduce the computation time. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 6.16 Performance Comparison of Proposed GA Scheme against a Random Scheduler 

 

In Figure 6.16 (c), the average completion time achieved by GA and the random scheduler are examined in 7 

different randomly generated job scenarios. The smallest one has 10 tasks while the largest one has 70 tasks in 

total. 20 trials are carried out under each job scenario and the average completion time of the 20 trials is 

recorded. As expected, the simulation results show that the GA achieves a shorter completion time than the 

random scheduler under these conditions. The simulation results shown in Figure 6.16 (c) indicate that the 

GA’s completion time is about 40 percent less than that for the random scheduler. Indeed, the GA’s 

performance could be further improved by optimizing the GA population ratio and generation number based 

on the preceding results, such as those presented in Figure 6.12 (a) and (b), respectively. Meanwhile, the 

performance of the random scheduler varies greatly according to the job scenario. Figure 6.17 shows the 

performance of GA and random scheduler in a particular scenario where 3 network resources exist and the 

capacity of the 3 resources are 1, 1, and 4 (The capacities were set to 1,2,3 in the former experiments shown in 

Figure 6.16). The results show that GA achieves around 70 percents shorter completion time than the random 

scheduler case. 
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Figure 6.17 Comparison between GA and Random Scheduler in Particular Scenarios 

 

Additional tests, not detailed in the thesis, confirmed that the performance difference between the GA 

approach and that of a random assignment scheme became more pronounced as the imbalance between 

processing capability levels of the available resources increased. 

6.4 Alternative PSO Optimisation Engine Implementation 

The GA scheduler can also be replaced with alternative optimisation algorithms. Particle Swarm Optimisation 

(PSO) [136] [135] is one of the latest evolutionary optimisation techniques. As analysed in Chapter 2, it 

simulates the process of a swarm of birds preying and has worked well on many global optimisation problems 

[138]. 

6.4.1 Particle Architecture 

PSO is employed as the alternative scheduler in this thesis. The overall dynamic resource scheduling algorithm 

is still setup as in Figure 6.2, while the PSO engine replaces GA as the optimisation tool. The architecture of 

the particle is similar to the GA’s chromosome. A particle has n vectors, where n equals to the number of the 

tasks waiting for scheduling. Figure 6.18 is a particle example. Each vector maps a certain task and the value 

implies which resource this task is allocated to. A Job scheduling arrangement shown in Figure 6.4 (b) 

represents the particle of Figure 6.18 and the mapping relationship between the tasks and resources is 

demonstrated in Table 6.3. In this example, each element of the vector might be 0,1,2 which maps to available 

resource1,2,3. As with the GA implementation, PSO particles only imply the relationship among the tasks and 

resources, the dependences among tasks are considered when the fitness value is calculated. 
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Figure 6.18 A Particle Example 

Table 6.3 The Relationship between the Tasks and the Resources Represented in Figure 6.18 

Tasks to be scheduled Available resources 
Task 1 Resource 1 
Task 2 Resource 0 
Task 3 Resource 2 
Task 4 Resource 1 
Task 5 Resource 0 

 

The goal of PSO is also to find the minimum Overall Completion Time. How a particle fits this requirement is 

represented by its Fitness. The greater fitness value the less the overall completion time is. The fitness of a 

particle is calculated as: 

 fitness=C-max (T1, T2, ……Tn)  (6.5) 

where C is a large constant number and 1 2, ,...... nT T T  means the completion time of resource n executing all 

tasks assigned to it. When the fitness is calculated, the dependences among tasks must be satisfied, a task can 

start only when all its upper dependent tasks were completed. 

6.4.2 Performance Evaluation 

The PSO performance as an optimisation engine in the dynamic resources scheduling algorithm is studied with 

a series of simulations. Three swarm parameters regulate the PSO behaviour: 

• C0, Particle's inertia (to keep prior velocity) 

• C1, used to update particle's velocity towards global best position 

• C2, used to update particle's velocity towards local best position 

Unless otherwise stated, the three parameters are set as follows in this thesis [137]: 

• C0=0.95; C1=0.9; C2=0.9 

 

However, the above parameters are also studied in this section. 

 

The author compares the PSO performance against GA as the optimisation engine with the same job scenario. 

20 trails are carried out with the same population/particle ratio and generation/iteration number in the same job 

scenario. This job scenario consisted of 100 tasks and 3 resources, each task has average 5 dependent upper 

tasks. The PSO also adjusts its particles number according to the current ready tasks number and Particle 

Ratio is defined as the ratio of particles to the number of ready tasks. The simulation results are shown in 

Figure 6.19. 

 

The PSO approach shows similar performance to the GA scheme. A shorter overall completion time is 

obtained by increasing the iteration count or the particle ratio over a certain range. Both GA and PSO 
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converge to similar optimal/near optimal solutions (shortest overall completion time) if the population/particle 

ratio and generation/iteration number are large enough. However, GA can achieve a better solution when the 

population/particle ratio and generation/iteration number are small. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.19 Performance Comparison of Static GA and Static PSO Resource Scheduling Algorithms 
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(a) Completing time and overall completion time while PSO iteration number=30 and particle ratio changes 

 
(b) Completing time and overall completion time while PSO iteration number changes and particle ratio fixed 

Figure 6.20 Relationship Between Completion Time and Computation Time 

 

Considering Figure 6.19, we find that increasing particle ratio and iteration number can improve the 

completion time performance, although more computation time has to be spent. The relationship between the 
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PSO performance and particle and iteration number is represented in Figure 6.20. The simulation job scenario 

contains 90 tasks and each task has an average of 5 upper dependent tasks. 20 trials are carried under same 

particle ratio and iteration number. In Figure 6.20 (a), the iteration number is 30 and particle ratio changes 

from 0.1 with step length 0.1. In Figure 6.20 (b), the particle ratio is 0.3 and the iteration number changes from 

1 with step length 5. According to Figure 6.20 (a) and (b), the conclusion can be drawn that to improve the 

performance (shorter completion time and smaller confidence interval) more computation time will be spent 

on calculating the resource scheduling by PSO. Yet too large a particle ratio or iteration number will result in 

huge computation times consuming but bring no significant performance improvement. 

 

As the scheduling algorithm must operate in a dynamic environment, the speed of the optimisation engines 

must also be considered. The computation time of GA and PSO approaches are compared under the same job 

scenario. According to the simulation results given in Figure 6.21, with same population/particle ratio and 

generation/iteration number, it can be seen that GA requires considerably more computation time than the 

equivalent PSO scheme. 

 

 

Figure 6.21 Computation Time Comparison between GA and PSO 

6.4.3 Swarm Parameters 

As stated above, there are three parameters that can affect the particle behaviour in the swarm. The 

relationship between these parameters and PSO behaviour are studied with simulations where the iteration 

count is fixed to 10. The results are shown in Figure 6.22, Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24. For all these 
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simulations; the job scenario contains 90 tasks and each task has an average of 5 upper dependent tasks. 20 

independent trials are carried out under the same conditions due to the heuristic nature of the PSO optimisation 

algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 6.22 Relationship between Particle Inertia (C0) and PSO Performance 

 
According to Figure 6.22, too small a PSO Inertia (C0) leads to worse performance. The reason is that a small 

inertia means that a particle’s current vector is considered little when the particle’s new vector is calculated. 

As a result, the PSO has insufficient “memory” of the results of former iterations. In other words, the 

algorithm does not depend much on the outcome of former iterations; the former iterations have little effect on 

the following iterations, which leads to the poor convergence. However, beyond an inertia value of 1, the 

inertia value is sufficient. Further increases in inertia have minimal effect on the PSO performance5. 

  

The results shown in Figure 6.23 imply that when the PSO Global Velocity (C1) is set to an appropriate value 

(i.e. between 2 and 3 in the scenarios considered) good performance can be obtained; meanwhile, too small or 

large a C1 value will lead to inferior performance. This is because a particle’s vector is decided by the current 

                                                      
5  Given the limited iteration count, increases in inertia above 1 appear to have no effect. However running simulations with a very large inertia, not 

shown, do yield a deterioration in PSO performance. However, if we run more iterations, the PSO performance can compensate for this sluggish 
convergence to good results. 
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particle vector, gbest and lbest. If C1 is very small, the effect of gbest will be too small, which leads to the 

global best location being considered very little when the next particle vector is calculated. On the other hand, 

if the C1 is too large, the effect of gbest will be dominant and the local best location will not be considered 

sufficiently for the next particle vector calculation, which also degrades the PSO’s performance. 

 

 
Figure 6.23 Relationship between Global Velocity (C1) and PSO Performance 

 

Similarly, according to Figure 6.24, when the PSO Local Velocity (C2) is set to an appropriate value, a good 

performance can be achieved. Too large or small a C2 value both lead to an imbalance between the gbest and 

lbest influence and result in the degraded PSO performance.  
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Figure 6.24 Relationship between Local Velocity (C2) and PSO Performance 

The performance of the PSO is seen to vary with different swarm parameters setting. The swarm parameters 

should be set to appropriate value to achieve better performance according to the above simulation results. The 

optimal PSO parameters may well differ for different scenarios. Appropriate PSO parameters might be 

obtained by introducing the machine learning technologies; however, this is considered a potential topic for 

future work. 

 

6.5 Inter-Domain Resource Allocation 

As analysed in Section 4.1, the DVPN architecture is designed to provide inter-domain services for 

orchestrated computing. Through negotiation among DVMs, available resources can be shared across the 

domain borders. 

 

Normally, using the inter-domain resources will incur extra cost, which is different from the local scenario. To 

make the dynamic resource-scheduling algorithm proposed in this thesis also applicable to the inter-domains 

case, the fitness function needs to be extended to consider the inter-domain cost. In the following paragraphs, 

the inter-domain cost is introduced into the fitness function and the behaviours of the proposed algorithm 

under multiple domain scenarios are studied through simulations. 
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6.5.1 Simulation Scenario 

The simulations are carried under a two-domain scenario shown in Figure 6.25. This is the same as for former 

Sections (i.e. Figure 6.4) differing in only that processing resources CPU 1, 2, 3 are located in AS1,and CPU 

4, 5, 6 are located in AS2. The capacity of each CPU resource is listed in Table 6.4: 

Table 6.4 The Resources 

Resource Name Capacity 
CPU1 1 
CPU2 2 
CPU3 3 
CPU4 1 
CPU5 2 
CPU3 3 

 

 

 Figure 6.25 Two-Domain Scenario 

During the simulation, DVM1 and DVM2 exchange resource availability information together with resource 

regular usage updates. For simplicity, the jobs are only submitted to DVM1 (the DVM of AS1). Tasks 

allocated to CPU1, 2, 3 are performed locally; tasks allocated to CPU 4, 5, 6 are performed remotely, which 

incurs an inter-domain cost. The inter-domain cost might take into account various factors, such as latency, 

inter-domain charging (fees charged for using resources); however, only the inter-domain charging fee is 

considered in these simulations and is represented as the cost parameter in the simulation experiments. 

 

6.5.2 Fitness Function 

As analysed above, if a task is carried out at a resource outside the local AS domain, an extra fee will be 

charged. For this reason, the optimal resource-scheduling scheme needs to achieve both a low overall 

completion time and total cost. The fitness function is therefore extended as follows: 

 

 Fitness=a*(Overall Completion Time) +b* (Overall Cost) 
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Where a is a time factor and b is a cost factor. Various values of a and b reflect how important the Overall 

Completion Time and Overall Cost are. For example, the bigger b is, the more important the inter-domain cost 

is regarded by the fitness function. 

 

In the simulation, all the local resources cost 0 units and all the inter-domain resources cost 1 unit / burden. In 

this thesis, the cost is calculated as 

 

 Cost=Resource Capacity x Occupied Period 

 

Where the Occupied Period is the time that the resource spends carrying out this task. 

 

Another assumption is that all the jobs are submitted to the DVM in AS1, so if a task is carried out at any CPU 

resource in AS1, the cost will be 0; however, if a task is allocated to a CPU resource of AS2, an inter-domain 

cost is charged. For example, assuming the burden of a task is 1 the cost will be 1x1=1, if the burden is 10, 

then the cost for this task is 10x1=10 credit units. 

 

6.5.3 Simulation Results 

In the simulation, the total task number is set to 100, the mean task burden is 240 (with normal distribution, 

variance 100) and each task has 5 uppers on average (normal distribution, variance=1). In each simulation 

trial, the generation number is set to 30 and the population ratio is set to 1. 

 

In the first simulation experiment, the time factor “a” is always set to 1, the cost factor “b” is set to 0, which 

simulates the scenario where there is no inter-domain cost. The simulation results are shown in Figure 6.26 10 

independent trials are carried out. The total task number located within AS1 and AS2 are the same on average. 

The conclusion can be drawn that the algorithm treats the local and remote resources the same in this scenario 

where the inter-domain cost is 0, as expected. 
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Figure 6.26 Task Distribution in the Scenario without Inter-Domain Costs 

 
In the second experiment, the inter-domain cost is considered. The cost factor b is set to 1. The simulation 

results are shown in Figure 6.27. As the inter-domain cost is considered when the fitness is calculated, the 

number of tasks located within AS1 (local AS) is more than the tasks located within AS2. This is because that 

the algorithm tries to avoid using the inter-domain resources, which incur the extra cost. The average number 

of tasks is 65.300 for AS1 and 34.700 for AS2 across 10 experiments. 

 
Figure 6.27 Task Distribution in the Scenario where the Inter-Domain Cost is Considered (b=1) 
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The relationship between the overall completion time and the inter-domain cost factor b is also studied through 

simulations. Each simulation is repeated 20 times with same cost factor and the average overall completion 

time is recorded. The results are shown in Figure 6.28. As the cost factor increases, the overall completion 

time also increases. This is because a higher cost factor makes the cost a more significant factor for the fitness 

value. The algorithm is more likely to allocate tasks locally when the inter-domain cost is higher. Meanwhile 

the upper bound of the overall completion time is same as the scenario where only local resources are 

available, because only the local resources will be employed if the cost factor is very large. 

 

 
Figure 6.28 Relationship between Overall Completion Time and Cost Factor “b” 

 
According to the above simulation results, the conclusion can be drawn that the dynamic resource-scheduling 

algorithm is also appropriate for the inter-domain scenario. By introducing the inter-domain cost into the 

fitness function, a DVPN operator can regulate the extent to which inter-domain resources are employed for a 

given offered task load relative to the estimated overall completion time. 

 

6.6 Verification 

6.6.1 Verification of the Algorithm Architecture 

The whole dynamic resource scheduling architecture is verified by tracking the algorithm behaviour in a 

simulation under a very simple job scenario. The job scenario employed for the verification is show in Figure 

6.29. There is only one job consisting of 5 tasks. The number above the each task implies the burden of this 

task. For example, the T1’s burden is 10, which means that if the task T1 is carried out a resource whose 
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capacity is 1, 10 time unit will be spent to completion this task. In this scenario, there are two resources, R1 

and R2. R1’s capacity is 2 and R2’s capacity is 1. 

 

Because the job scenario is small (only five tasks and two resources), it is feasible to examine all the possible 

arrangements and pick out the best one in each iteration. Meanwhile, the verification that focuses on testing 

the whole algorithm architecture and the optimisation engines are not studied here. For this reason, in each 

algorithm iteration the completion time of each possible arrangement for the ready tasks is calculated and the 

one with the shortest completion time is picked as the best arrangement. 

 

 
Figure 6.29 verification Job Scenario 

 
The tracking result is recorded in Table 6.5. At the first iteration, T1 and T2 are the ready tasks, R1 is 

allocated to T2 and R2 is allocated to T1, the R1’s completion time is 15 and R2’s completion time is 10. At 

the second iteration, T3 and T4 are the ready tasks and scheduled to R1 and R2 separately. Finally, T5 is 

scheduled to R1. The overall competition time is 40. These arrangements are illustrated in Figure 6.30. 

 

Table 6.5 Algorithm Process Tracking 

Iteration R1 
Completion 

Time 

R2 
Completion 

Time 

R1 R2 Completion 
Time 

1 15 10 T2 T1 10 
2 35 25 T3 T4 35 
3 40 25 T5 -- 40 

 

 

Figure 6.30 Scheduling Arrangement 
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By tracking the behaviour of the algorithm, it is proven that the ready tasks are picked out and the completion 

time is calculated correctly at each iteration. The dependency relations are also satisfied when the tasks are 

allocated to the resources. The algorithm architecture works in accordance with the author’s proposal. 

6.6.2 Behaviour Verification of the Algorithm for Particular Scenarios 

To study the relationship between the job scenarios and the proposed algorithm’s performance, simulations are 

carried in a scenario where the tasks are linked in a single line as 1→2→3→4→5 and each task has only one 

dependent upper except the first task. There are totally 100 tasks. The dynamic algorithm’s completion time 

performance is compared with that of the static one. To compare with the static algorithm, the proposed 

algorithm employs a fixed chromosome population size for each simulation. The average of 20 simulations 

results is recorded as the result for each selected chromosome population size. The results are shown in Figure 

6.31. The proposed dynamic algorithm and the static one perform similarly in this job scenario, as expected 

 
Figure 6.31 Completion Time Performance for a Simple Tandem Task Job Scenario 

 
Figure 6.32 represents the performance of the two algorithms under a scenario where all the tasks are 

independent, i.e. there are no dependent relationships among the tasks. The total task number is 100. The result 

shows that both algorithms perform similarly. 
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Figure 6.32 Completion Time Performance for an Independent Job Scenario 

The results shown in Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.32 represent the performance of the dynamic algorithm under 

two particular job scenarios. The goal of carrying the simulations in these two scenarios is to examine whether 

the proposed algorithm performs in the way we expect. One explanation of the similar behaviours of the 

proposed algorithm and the static one is because that both of these scenarios are “lightly” dependent scenarios. 

In the Figure 6.31, each task has 1 dependent upper task while in the Figure 6.32 each task has 0 dependent 

upper task. Based on the conclusion drawn from the Figure 6.9, the proposed algorithm’s completion time 

performance should be similar with the static algorithm when the number of each task’s dependent uppers is 

small, which is verified by the above experimental results. 

 

To test whether the GA performs differently under different task relationships, simulations are carried out 

using different scenarios. Among these scenarios the total number of tasks are the same, the dependent uppers 

number of each task and the task’s burden, the total layers and the task number in each layer are also the same. 

Meanwhile, the relationships among the tasks are different. For example task 5 might have dependent uppers 

task 1 and 3 in one scenario while task 5 might have dependent uppers 2 and 4 in another scenario. In Figure 

6.33, simulations are carried out in 8 different scenarios with 40 tasks with same average number of dependent 

uppers. 20 simulations are carried out for each scenario and the average results are recorded (each scenario is 

shown in a different colour). The results show that the GA’s performance is similar in these different scenarios, 

so that we can be reasonably confident about the consistency / generality of the previous results and 

conclusions obtained. 
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Figure 6.33 Completion Time Performance Scenarios with Different Tasks Relationships but the Same 

Scenario Size 

 
The algorithm behaviour when the resource capacities are varied is also studied with simulations. Figure 6.34 

shows the task numbers allocated to each resource at each simulation. The job scenario contains 100 

independent tasks and the burden of each task is 4 units. In Figure 6.34 (a), the capacity of each resource is 1. 

The 100 simulation results show that the average number of tasks scheduled to each resource are similar. In 

Figure 6.34 (b), the capacity of resource R1 is 1 while R2 and R3’s capacities are 4. The 100 simulation results 

show that more tasks are scheduled to the resources R2 and R3 whose capacities are bigger and that the tasks 

are allocated in proportion to the resource capability. This experiment also verifies that this resource 

scheduling mechanism operating properly. 

 

 
(a) Mean Number of Tasks: R1=33.5, R2=33.2, R3= 33.3, Resource Capacity: R1=1, R2=1, R3=1 
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(b) Mean Number of Tasks: R1=11.51, R2=43.77, R3=44.74, Resource Capacity: R1=1, R2=4, R3=4 

Figure 6.34 Resource Capacity Verification 

6.6.3 Verification of the Random Number Generator 

In the simulation studies, the random number generator initially included in Java (java.util.Random class 

[149]) is employed to produce random numbers. An instance of this class is used to generate a stream of 

pseudorandom numbers. The class uses a 48-bit seed, which is modified using a linear congruential formula 

[149]. The system real time is used as the seed for this generator. Figure 6.35 represents the distribution of the 

1,000,000 numbers. The results imply that the Java pseudo-random number generator appears to produce the 

quasi-uniform distributions. 

 

Figure 6.35: Distribution of Random Numbers 
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6.7 Summary 

The DVPN architecture is designed to provide value-added network resources to customers’ applications such 

as Grid Computing. The complex and dynamic DVPN job scenarios require that the network resources to be 

scheduled dynamically and efficiently. To achieve this a novel dynamic resource-scheduling algorithm is 

proposed, GA and PSO are employed as the optimisation engines. The algorithms are examined using 

simulations. The results show that this algorithm is feasible and should operate efficiently within a typical 

DVPN scenario. The GA and PSO optimisation engines are also compared. Both of them converge to similar 

overall completion times when a large generation/iteration number and a sufficient population/particle ratio are 

used. However, with a small generation/iteration number and population/particle ratio, GA can typically obtain 

better results although the PSO approach requires a much shorter computation time. The author also studied 

the relationship between the parameters of GA and PSO and the algorithm performance. The results can 

provide an engineering guideline for parameter value selection. 
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Chapter 7 The Credit-Based Inter-Domain MPLS Mechanism 

7.1 The Credit based inter-AS management Mechanism 

Applications such as global grid computing benefit from global resource sharing (i.e. bandwidth, processors). 

To achieve this, it is expected that cooperation is necessary between Autonomous System (AS) domains. 

Considering a MPLS VPN service from AS1 to AS3 in the scenario of Figure 7.1, if the direct connection is 

impossible for this service, an alternative AS-path will be necessary, for example AS1-AS2-AS3. To use this 

path, AS2 needs to provide a transit service for this VPN link. However, an AS operator normally tends to 

consider only their own situation and refuses to provide such transit services because the transit service 

provider does not use this service while its network resources are occupied. As a result, customer service 

applications will be declined if the transit service is necessary and the overall network resource utilisation 

efficiency will degrade. 

 

Figure 7.1 Example of How the Credit Based Inter-domain Management Mechanism Works 

 

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a wireless network that has neither fixed infrastructure nor fixed 

basestations. There is also the “selfish behaviour” problem in MANETs with the Internet. Because ad hoc 

networks were originally designed to be used in dangerous places such as rescue operations and battlefields, 

thus most of routing schemes were designed based on the assumption that nodes belong to a single authority. 

The most prominent routing protocols are AODV [150] and DSR [151], and there are also some routing 

schemes for load balancing: Load-Balanced Ad hoc Routing (LBAR) [152], Dynamic Load-Aware Routing 

(DLAR) [153], and Simple Load-balancing Approach (SLA) [154]. 
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Nowadays, however, MANETs are expected to support various civilian applications, and in that situation 

nodes may not belong to a single authority. Thus, some selfish nodes may not cooperate with others and may 

attempt not to forward others’ control and data packets in order to save their own energy [150]. The selfish 

behaviours of individual nodes might degrade overall network performance. Several research efforts have 

focused on how to remove this problem as analysed in section 2.7. In [155] Packet Purse Model (PPM) and 

Packet Trade Model (PTM) were proposed, where nodes need to pay for packet forwarding in virtual currency 

named nuglet. Since nuglets are required to originate data packets. Nodes have to earn nuglets by forwarding 

others’ packets. Sprite [69] also utilizes credit to give incentives for nodes to forward packets. The Protocol-

Independent Fairness Algorithm (PIFA) was proposed [150]. It is also the same type of credit-based scheme as 

PPM/PTM and Sprite. In PIFA, all nodes periodically send a central server reports about their contribution to 

packet forwarding, and the server manages credit information for each node after checking the report 

messages. 

 

The reported results show that the above solutions can effectively induce selfish nodes to participate in packet 

forwarding, resulting in the prevention of network performance degradation due to selfish behaviour [69] in 

MANETs. However no similar solution has proposed for inter-domain wire networks. 

 

 

Figure 7.2 The Credit Based Inter Domain Management Architecture 

 

The DVM is the manager of the AS while it also communicates with other DVMs regarding network resources 

and services. A novel Credit Based Inter-AS Management (CIM) mechanism is designed to work in the DVM 

based DVPN system to stimulate cooperation among the ASes and a new entity named the Credit Centre is 

introduced. 

 

In the CIM system, if an AS uses the transit service, its credit will be charged while the credit will be paid to 

the ASes who provide this transit service. The overall framework of this credit based inter domain 

management mechanism is shown in Figure 7.2. The CC is the credit management centre equipped with the 
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network interfaces allowing it to communicate with DVMs. The credit of each AS is managed by the CC, the 

DVM of every AS also keeps its own credit information. When credit payment or charge occurs, the relevant 

DVMs will update their credits through signalling between themselves and the CC. ASes using the transit 

service will incur a credit charge. A DVM will decide whether to try to employ such a service or not according 

to how much credit it has. An AS is not going to use transit service if it has not enough credit. Alternatively, 

the decision of whether to provide a transit service for other ASes is made by the DVM of the transit AS. If 

this AS has little credit, it will try to increase its credit by providing transit services, and it will probably refuse 

to provide transit services if it already has a large amount of credit. In CIM, there are two methods for a AS to 

get more credit. First, the AS can buy credit with real money. The second, is for an AS to obtain credit by 

providing transit services for others. 

 

Figure 7.1 demonstrates an example of how this proposed mechanism works. If DVM1 needs to build an 

MPLS tunnel to AS3, it will try to access this service from DVM3 directly. If it is not possible to establish a 

direct link to the destination AS, DVM1 will turn to DVM2 (or DVM4). Assuming DVM2 (or DVM4) agrees 

to provide this transit service, DVM2 will then require DVM3 to establish an MPLS tunnel from AS2 to AS3. 

If this request is in turn accepted by DVM3, an MPLS tunnel from the ingress in AS1 to the egress in AS3 will 

be built. Due to the fact that AS2 provides a transit service for AS1, its credits will increase after this service 

completion in accordance with the QoS parameters (e.g. Bandwidth) and service duration while the AS1’s 

credits will reduce because it has used the transit service. Because AS3 is the termination point AS of the 

MPLS tunnel, there is no change to its credit status. All the credits are managed by the Credit Centre. 

 

Figure 7.3 demonstrates the credit scheme operating in a scenario with 3 ASes. After service completion, 

DVM2 will send a receipt to CC to notify CC that it has provided a MPLS VPN tunnel for its upstream AS 

(AS1) and this is a transit service for the VPN link from AS1 to AS3. The successor of DVM2, DVM3 will 

also send a receipt to CC for the service it supplied and confirm that its upstream is AS2. DVM1 does not need 

to send a receipt to CC because it is the consumer of this service. 

 

CC performs the credit payment and charge. With the AS-path information in the receipts, the CC knows 

which ASes need to be charged or paid. In this example, because AS1 used transit service from AS2, credit 

will be charged from AS1 and paid to AS2 as AS2 provided transit service. For AS 3, there will be no credit 

payment/charge for the reason that AS3 is the last AS, it did not use the transit service nor provide any transit 

service for others. The payment/charge amount is calculated according to QoS requirements and service 

duration. 
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Figure 7.3 The Credit Charge/Payment Process 

7.2 Simulation Scenario 

This CIM approach has been evaluated with simulations under Matlab [156]. Simulations are carried out in the 

scenario shown in Figure 7.4. There are four fully-meshed Autonomous Systems (i.e. AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4) in 

total. In the simulations, the bandwidth, credits and time are represented as integer units. 

 

 
Figure 7.4 Example Simulation Scenario 

 
The bandwidth of all the links among ASes are set to 5 units, the initial credits of each AS are set to 5 units. 

Each AS generates job applications randomly (i.e. MPLS tunnels with bandwidth requirements and specific 

durations). The format of a job is shown in Table 7.1. The destination AS is the egress AS of the MPLS 

tunnel. The bandwidth expresses the bandwidth requirements of a given job and the time is the duration over 

which this bandwidth will be occupied by this service. Table 7.1 shows an example of an AS building an 

MPLS tunnel from its own AS to AS3. The bandwidth required is 1.67 units and the duration is 22 time units. 

Table 7.1 The Job Format 

Destination AS Bandwidth Duration 
AS3 1.67 22 
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In the simulation, the destination AS is selected randomly. In the scenario of Figure 7.4, the probabilities are 

same for each AS (1,2,3,4) to be selected as the destination. If the destination is the AS itself, the DVM will 

not require any service from other ASes. The bandwidth and duration are generated randomly according to a 

normal distribution. The mean value of the bandwidth requirement is set to 1 unit and the variance is 1. The 

mean value of the duration is set to 30 time units and variance is square root of 5. 

 

Firstly, the ingress AS tries to create the MPLS tunnel to the egress AS (destination) directly. If a direct path to 

the destination AS is not possible, the ingress AS will try to create the MPLS tunnel to the destination AS via 

transit AS(es), which means that this AS will try to use a transit service. An AS decides whether to accept or 

refuse a service application based on the available bandwidth between the two ASes and how much credit it 

has currently. 

7.3 Decision Policy 

More available bandwidth and fewer credits will make an AS more likely to accept the transit service 

applications. Two factors affect the decision in this simulation: 

• The current available bandwidth 

With more bandwidth available, the transit service is more likely to be accepted, because an AS can increase 

its credits using the unoccupied bandwidth without concerns that its bandwidth is not enough for other 

services. 

• The current credits 

The more credits an AS has, the more likely it is to refuse a transit service request, because additional 

credits bring little obvious benefits since it has a surfeit of them. 

 

In the simulations, 3 decision policies are examined. 

a) Decision Based on Exponential Function 

In this simulation, an exponential function is employed in the decision policy because this is regarded as a 

function that simulates certain human behaviours [157]. R, the Transit Service Acceptance Probability, reflects 

the probability of accepting a service application. It is defined as: 

 R= L x ((exp(B x bandwidth)) / (exp(C x credits))) (7.1) 

Hence 

 R=L x exp(B x bandwidth – C x credits) (7.2) 

where B is defined as the bandwidth factor and C is defined as the credit factor. L is defined as the transit 

service acceptance factor. 
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Figure 7.5 shows the relationship between the Transit Service Acceptance Probability, the available bandwidth 

and owned credit when L=0.05. B=0.5 and C=0.5 

 

Figure 7.5 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability, Available Bandwidth and Owned 

Credit. 

 

 

Figure 7.6 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability and the Credit Factor 
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The credit factor reflects how the amount of credits affects the AS decision making process, which is 

examined through simulations shown in Figure 7.6. A bigger credit factor leads to less accepted transit service 

applications in accordance with equation (7.2). In Figure 7.6, 10 simulations with different credit factors 

(horizontal axis) are undertaken, where each simulation lasts for 5000 time units. As expected, the results 

confirm that increasing the credit factor will reduce the Transit Service Acceptance Probability. 

 

Figure 7.7 shows the relationship between the Transit Service Acceptance Probability and the bandwidth 

factor, B (horizontal axis). Increasing B causes the DVM to be more likely to accept transit service 

applications. 

 

 

Figure 7.7 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability and the Bandwidth Factor 

 

Increasing the transit acceptance probability means more transit service applications will be supported, which 

should lead to an increase in the bandwidth utilisation across the whole network. 

 

b) Decision based on bandwidth and credit limits 

The decision scheme is represented in Table 7.2 where LB is the bandwidth low bound, UC is the credit upper 

bound and LC is the lower bound and UC>LC. If the available bandwidth is lower than LB, the DVM will 

refuse to provide the transit service to protect itself from resource shortage. Meanwhile, if a DVM has more 

than UC credit, it will also refuse any transit service application since it has enough credit. The DVM will only 

agree to provide the transit service under the condition where the Credit <=LC and Available Bandwidth>LB. 
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The relationship between the credit and available bandwidth is represented in Figure 7.8. A similar decision 

policy is used in [69] for a MANET. In [69], “a node is power-conservative if its remaining power allows it to 

send (and forward) only a limited amount of messages; a node is credit-conservative if it refrains from sending 

any new message when its credit balance is insufficient to cover the charge for sending a message.” The 

author’s simulation results prove that it is an effective decision policy. For this reason, the author also studies 

this decision policy. 

 

Table 7.2 The Decision Scheme 

Bandwidth & Credit Decision 
Available Bandwidth<=LB Refuse 
Credit>UC Refuse 
Credit<=LC & Available Bandwidth>LB Accept 

 

Figure 7.8 gives the transit service acceptance probability distribution of the decision policy b) (UC=3, LC=2 

and LB=3). 

 

Figure 7.8 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability, the Credit and Available 
Bandwidth 

 

Increasing the LB will reduce the transit service acceptance probability. Figure 7.9 shows the relationship 

between the transit service acceptance probability and the bandwidth lower bound (LB). 
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Figure 7.9 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability and Bandwidth Lower Limit 

 

At the same time, the higher the credit upper limit (UC) the bigger transit service acceptance probability is. 

Figure 7.10 shows the relationship between the transit service acceptance probability and the credit upper limit 

(UC). 
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Figure 7.10 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability and Credit Upper Limit 

 

c) Fixed transit service acceptance probability 

If the fixed acceptance transit service acceptance probability is employed, the transit service will be randomly 

accepted with a constant probability when the available bandwidth is enough. For example, if the transit 

service acceptance probability is set to 0.1, 10 percent of the transit service applications will be accepted if 

there is the enough bandwidth. The credit does not affect the DVM’s decision under this policy and the system 

works as a normal multiple domain wires network. 

 

7.4 Performance Analysis 

Increasing the transit service acceptance probability means more transit service applications will be approved, 

which should lead to an increase in the bandwidth utilisation across the whole network. Figure 7.11 illustrates 

the relationship between the transit service acceptance probability and the mean available bandwidth. A 

reduced mean available bandwidth means more bandwidth is in use, which is generally considered desirable in 

this scenario. 
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Figure 7.11 Relationship between the Mean Available Bandwidth and the Transit Service Acceptance 

Probability 

 

The AS will try to use a transit service if its attempt to create MPLS tunnel directly to the destination AS fails. 

If the Transit Service Acceptance Probability is 0, the network acts as a traditional multi-AS scenario where 

the credit mechanism does not operate and no AS provides transit services between other ASes due to its 

selfish behaviour. In Table 7.3, simulation results are listed for a traditional network and the network with the 

credit mechanism operating. The bandwidth usage is 21.9% for the network with the Transit Service 

Acceptance Probability of 0.5448 whilst the traditional network only provides 17.68% bandwidth usage. 

Table 7.3 The Bandwidth Utilization under Different Transit Service Acceptance Rates 

Transit Service Acceptance 
Probability 

Bandwidth Utilization 

0.5448 21.9% 
0 17.66% 

 

The credit mechanism’s performance is also studied under different Direct Connection Probabilities. The 

Direct Connection Probability is defined as the probability of a direct connection being available. The 

exponential decision policy (Policy a) and the random decision policy (Policy c) were simulated. (Policy b is 

not studied at this point. The reason why Policy b is also introduced in the former section is to show that 

different policies could be employed in this proposed architecture). During the simulation of Policy a, the 

L=0.05. B=0.5 and C=0.5. The Transit Service Acceptance of the Policy c is set to 0.4. 
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The simulation results shown in Figure 7.12 indicate that when Policy a was employed, the Transit Service 

Acceptance Probability will increase in the credit-based architecture if the Direct Connection Probability 

decreases, which means that the credit architecture provides some compensation when direct connections are 

not available. However, the random decision approach (Policy c) does not provide such benefit. 

 

 

Figure 7.12 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability and Direct Connection Probability 

7.5 Payment/Charge Rate 

The Credit Centre can also affect the network behaviour through changing the payment/charging rate. The 

payment/charging rate is defined as how much credit will be paid/charged for per transit service bandwidth x 

time. Simulations were carried out with different payment/charging rates for the same scenario and decision 

policy under different Direct Connection Probabilities. The Policy a was employed and B=0.5, C=0.5, L=0.5 

for all the simulations. The direct connection fail rate is 90 percent in the Figure 7.13 (a). The result indicates 

that, the Transit Service Acceptance Probability and the Bandwidth Utility both improved while the 

payment/charging rate increased. In other words, the Credit Centre has the ability to control the extent to 

which transit services are used across the overall network by simply adjusting the payment/charging rate. 

 

Simulations were also carried with the 50 and 10 percents direct connection fail rate shown in Figure 7.13 (b) 

and (c). The results suggest that increasing payment/charging rate can improve the Transit Service Acceptance 

Probability under high Direct Connection Probabilities while the bandwidth utility will not improve 

significantly. The explanation is that most of the bandwidth usage came from the direct connection and the 

transit service only occupied a small portion of the total bandwidth. As a result, increasing the Transit Service 
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Acceptance Probability does not affect the total bandwidth usage when the Direct Connection probability is 

high. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 7.13 Relationship between Transit Service Acceptance Probability and Payment/Charge Rate 

7.6 Summary 

In a multi-domain system, an individual AS tends to demonstrate selfish behaviours, which might degrade 

overall performance and network resource utility. To encourage the cooperation among the ASes, a novel 

credit based inter-domain management mechanism is proposed and is designed for the DVM based DVPN 

architecture, where the DVM provide negotiation and communication among ASes. An independent 

equipment entity called the “Credit Centre” is introduced to perform the credit management. Its performance is 

studied through simulations. From the preceding results we can conclude that the credit based inter-AS 

management architecture is more efficient, controllable and robust than without it. 
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Chapter 8 Discussion, Conclusions and Further Work 

8.1 Discussion 

The author proposes a new service architecture (in Chapter 4) that extends the use of a Multi-Protocol Label 

Switching (MPLS) infrastructure for the formation and operation of dynamic communities, incorporating 

value-added resources allied to the tasks being performed. The approach introduces a new operator-owned 

control-plane entity called the Dynamic VPN Manager (DVM) for managing customer communities and 

liaising with the operator’s infrastructure. With the help of the DVM entity, an inter-AS BGP/MPLS VPN can 

be built and managed automatically. This architecture has more merits than traditional BGP/MPLS VPNs. In 

this network, it is possible to provide QoS guaranteed MPLS VPN links among different ASes, because before 

an inter-AS routing decision is made, there is the negotiation among the DVMs. The route is built based on the 

result of the negotiation. At this same time this architecture is able to provide dynamic failure recovery for 

inter-AS path. The BGP edge routers can act as proxy ingress points to the adjacent domains and may have 

pre-established backup LSPs that are AS diverse. In the event of a failure, the DVM receives the failure report 

through information exchanges with other ASes and sends commands to the CM to tell the egress BGP router 

to perform path switch-over, though this may isolate small clusters of the VPN community within the affected 

AS. 

 

The communities take the form of dynamic VPNs that can be used to support extranet-based on-demand 

services compatible with “grid computing” and other distributed, collaborative activities. The significance of 

the approach is further strengthened by supporting methods that allow automated business processes to 

dynamically request communication infrastructure and processing resources that are compatible with state-of-

the-art commercial standards in distributed computing. 

 

The potential argument to this architecture might focus on the security. To satisfy the security requirements, in 

the proposed DVPN architecture the control planes are separated. Users can only exchange message with 

DVM and network edge equipment. The core network routers and equipment are never visible from the view 

point of end users. Meanwhile, a DVM cannot see any SP’s equipment of other ASes. It can only 

communicate with DVMs regarding the inter-domain service requirements. An AS looks like a “black box” to 

the DVMs of other ASes. As a result, this DVPN architecture does not add security risks. Another issue is the 

scalability. Being an AS manager, a DVM needs to deal with a lot of requests coming from users and other 

DVMs. It also needs to store a lot of information, for example, the network resource availability. It also needs 

to do intensive computation to calculate the VPN allocations, which requires considerable CPU capacity. The 

failure tolerance issue is also necessary to be considered. Once the DVM does not work, the DVPN system 

will fail. Considering this point, the DVM can be a cluster of sub-DVMs, the sub-DVMs cooperate to provide 

the DVM management functions, if one sub-DVM dies, others can continue working. However, there is still 
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one DVM to the end users and other DVMs. The available network resources can also be utilised by the DVM 

for intensive computation and information storage. 

 

To demonstrate the DVPN idea, a test-bed was developed and described in Chapter 5. Prototypes of the DVM, 

PE, CE were developed over Linux PCs. In this thesis, a simple experiment is carried out to demonstrate the 

basic DPVN actions and the feasibility of the DVPN architecture. This test-bed provides a platform to perform 

further experiments and developments. It also shows the potential industry utilisation of this DVPN 

architecture. BT (British Telecom) has shown a great interest in it. 

 

Meanwhile, the author also studied the resource scheduling problem for the reason that the orchestrated 

computing is one of the most important potential applications. A dynamic resource scheduling algorithm is 

proposed in Chapter 6. The advantage of this approach is that the algorithm does not need of complete 

information when jobs arrive, but only considers the tasks in the RTS, and possesses no foresight. 

 

Compared with a static scheme where full knowledge of the jobs is known at the time when their efficient 

placement is being determined, this proposed dynamic algorithm has shown that the lack of foresight does 

have a negative impact on the efficiency of the job placement. This problem is notably worse when there is 

considerable dependency between the tasks that make up each job. A potential solution is to make the 

algorithm to take into account foresight for several steps, which needs to be trade off with the dynamic ability. 

Predication technologies can also be used to improve the algorithm efficiency. 

 

Both GA and PSO use the “fitness” to represent whether a potential arrangement is close to the optimal 

solution. For simplicity, this thesis assumed that tasks have no specific resource requirements and so can be 

potentially allocated to any of the available resources. However, various constraints and requirements can be 

applied by modifying the fitness function so that an appropriate solution can be selected by the algorithm. 

 

In Chapter 7, a credit based Inter-AS management architecture is proposed. The “credit” is introduced as 

“virtual money” for the transit service. The simulation results show that this CIM system improves 

cooperation among ASes and increases the overall network efficiency while the self benefits are also 

considered. The potential issue is the overhead of the CIM signalling. The CIM is built over the DVM based 

DVPN system. The CIM signalling messages are exchanged among the DVMs and the Credit Centre. The 

CIM signalling is separated from the underlying network. As a result, the CIM signalling will not affect the 

bandwidth competition communications among the underlying network equipment. There might be also 

argument concerning the scalability. At this point, the Credit Centre can also use the cluster solution and 

utilise the available network resources as the DVM might. 

 

In this thesis, the author designed a novel Dynamic VPN architecture through the introduction of a new entity-

DVM. The DVPN is an open system where various functions can be further developed. The test-bed and 
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simulation model developed during this research aimed to assess the basic functionalities and performance, 

and to investigate the potential concerns of this new architecture. A number of issues and points of further 

interest have been outlined and addressed through the discussion above. 

 

8.2 Scalability Analysis 

The control messages constitute an overhead in the DVPN system. In this section the scalability characteristics 

of the DVPN control message interactions are considered. 

 

8.2.1 DVPN Control Messages 

The number of the DVPN control messages is dependent on the size and pattern of the scenario including, for 

example, the number of tasks, dependency relationships and the resources employed. The number of control 

messages is also dependent upon whether inter-domain services are required. In the following description, six 

typical scenarios shown in Figure 8.1 are examined in terms of the number of control messages (overhead) 

they give rise to. The results are listed in Table 8.1 
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 (a) Intra-Domain; Single Resource (b) Inter-Domain; Single Resource 
 Simple Tandem Task Sequence Simple Tandem Task Sequence 

 
 (c) Intra-Domain; Single Resource (d) Inter-Domain; Single Resource 
 Long Tandem Task Sequence Long Tandem Task Sequence 

 
 (e) Intra-Domain; Single Resource (f) Inter-Domain; Single Resource 
 Concurrent Task Sequence Concurrent Task Sequence 

Figure 8.1 Scenario Examples 
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Table 8.1 Number of Control Messages Produced 

 Scenario 
Message type a b c d e f 

1. Service Request  1 1 1 1 1 1 
2. Service Accepted  1 1 1 1 1 1 
3. VPN Link Setup  2 4 2 4 4 6 
4. VPN Link Setup Confirm 2 4 2 4 4 6 
5. VPN Link Remove 2 4 2 4 4 6 
6. VPN Link Remove Confirm 2 4 2 4 4 6 
7. Inter-domain VPN Link Request 0 2 0 2 0 2 
8. Inter-domain VPN Link Confirm  0 2 0 2 0 2 
9. Inter-domain label Request 0 2 0 2 0 2 
10. Inter-domain label Reply  0 2 0 2 0 2 
11. Inter-domain LSP Setup 0 2 0 2 0 2 
12. Inter-domain LSP Setup Confirm 0 2 0 2 0 2 
13. Inter-domain VPN Link Remove 0 2 0 2 0 2 
14. Inter-domain VPN Link Remove Confirm 0 2 0 2 0 2 
15. Inter-domain LSP Remove 0 2 0 2 0 2 
16. Inter-domain LSP Remove Confirm 0 2 0 2 0 2 
17. Inter-domain Label Release 0 2 0 2 0 2 
18. Resource Book  3 3 6 6 4 4 
19. Resource Book Confirm 3 3 6 6 4 4 
20. Inter-domain Resource Booking  0 3 0 6 0 1 
21. Inter-domain Resource Booking Confirm 0 3 0 6 0 1 
22. Data Transfer  2 2 2 2 4 4 
23. Data Transfer Complete Confirm 2 2 2 2 4 4 
24. Inter-domain Data Transfer  0 1 0 1 0 1 
25. Inter-domain Data Transfer Complete 0 1 0 1 0 1 
26. Task Complete  3 3 6 6 4 4 
27. Inter-domain Task Complete 0 3 0 6 0 1 
Total Messages 23 64 32 82 38 73 

 

According to the above data, the conclusion can be drawn that the scenario size will affect the DVPN overhead 

(the number of control messages). Generally, a bigger size scenario containing more tasks and resources 

requires more control messages than a small one. The number of necessary control messages increases 

approximately lineally according to the increasing of the scenario size. The scenario pattern (i.e. the mean 

upper dependent tasks) also affects the number of control messages. For the same size scenario, the one whose 

tasks have more upper dependent tasks will require more control messages. This is because more VPN links 

are necessary for the data transactions from the upper dependent tasks to the downstream tasks. On the other 

hand, the inter-domain service requires more control messages than the intra-domain case. This is because that 

the inter-domain service requires the messages for inter-domain negotiations and information exchange which 

is not necessary for an intra-domain service. Meanwhile, an inter-domain VPN link also requires more 

processes to be setup/removed than an intra-domain one (this is because an inter-domain VPN link is formed 

by splicing several intra-domain VPN segments), which also increases the number of control messages. 
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8.2.2 VPN Action Performance for Various Scenarios 

The number of the control messages is related to how many VPN actions (create/remove VPN links) are 

required. The number of VPN actions necessary is in turn dependent upon the scenario patterns (i.e. the DAG 

structure and how the DVM decides to map the tasks onto the available resources). How the scenarios affect 

the number of VPN actions necessary is studied in this section. 

 

A VPN link is created before a data transfer and this VPN link will be removed after the data transfer 

completes. For this reason, the VPN create and remove actions are considered in the following simulations. 

The VPN actions defined in this section refer to both the intra/inter domain VPN actions. 

 

The relationship between the number of VPN actions and the mean number of dependent uppers is studied 

through simulations; the results are shown in Figure 8.2. In the simulations, the total number of tasks is 100; 

there are 3 available resources. 20 job scenarios are generated each with 1 to 25 mean dependent uppers, thus 

there are 500 scenarios, though each experiment is only conducted once in this case. The job scenario is 

generated in the same way as described in Section 6.3.6. The number of VPN actions (Create/Remove VPN) is 

recorded for each simulation and the average results of 20 simulations are calculated. The results imply that 

the number of VPN actions increases linearly with respect to the mean number of dependent uppers. 

 

Figure 8.2 Mean VPN Actions versus Mean Number of Dependent Uppers 

The number of VPN actions is related to how many tasks are included in the job scenario. This relationship is 

also studied through simulations. 20 simulations are carried with the same number of tasks (100) in a 3-
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resource environment and mean number of dependent uppers tasks is set to 5. The resource capability is set to 

1, 2 and 3 for the three resources. The average number of the VPN actions is recorded. The results suggest that 

the number of VPN actions also increases in a linear manner relative to the total task number as shown in 

Figure 8.3. 

 

 

Figure 8.3 VPN Actions Vs Total Tasks Number 

 

The relationship between the number of VPN actions and the number of resources is studied. In the 

simulations, 20 independent trials are carried out with the same number of resources, again with the processing 

capability being set to 1, 2 and 3. The job scenario consists of 100 tasks; each task has average 5 dependent 

uppers. The results imply that the number of VPN actions increase with the number of resources; however, the 

speed of increase reduces quickly, shown in Figure 8.4. The reason why the number of VPN actions increase 

with the number of resources is that, as the resources number increases, tasks will be allocated to more 

resources. As a result more VPN links are required for data transactions among dependent tasks (from one 

resource to another where the downstream task is located). However, when the number of resources is bigger 

than the total task number, an upper bound is reached, allocating each task to a different resource leads to the 

maximum number of VPN actions. Increases in the resource number beyond this point will not require 

additional VPN actions. 
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Figure 8.4 Mean VPN Actions versus Number of Resources 

 

8.2.3 Number of Tasks versus Computation Time 

The computation time required for calculating the resource scheduling is also considered as a potential 

scalability issue for the DVPN system. The relationship between the computation time and the total number of 

tasks is studied with simulations. 20 trials are carried out for the same scenario6, and the average results are 

recorded. For all the simulations, the generation number is set to 10 and population ratio is set to 1. The results 

suggest that the computation time increases with the total tasks number in a linear manner as shown in Figure 

8.5. 

                                                      
6  In this case it is only the heuristic output from the scheduler that will vary as the seed for the RNG is altered for each trial. 
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Figure 8.5 Mean Computation Time for Various Numbers of Tasks 

8.2.4 Summary 

According to the above appraisal, the DVPN architecture is not an NP-hard system. The overhead typically 

increases in a linear manner with increasing scale of the scenario. Considering this point, if the performance 

were to become an issue, the DVM could be configured into a cluster arrangement so that the VPN processing 

could be partitioned across multiple DVMs within an AS domain. Alternatively, as considered in Section 6.3, 

the resource scheduling processing burden can be reduced by regulating the number of iterations permitted in 

the optimisation mechanism. A further refinement is for the DVM to exploit some of the processing resources 

itself and use them to assist it in calculating the scheduling arrangements. 

 

8.3 Conclusions 

New applications (such as grid computing and global e-business) can employ orchestrated services and 

computing to carry out complex and computation-intensive jobs. They require that QoS guaranteed 

communications be provided over the Internet dynamically and automatically, which challenges existing 

network technologies. In this thesis, the author carried out an in-depth study on the technologies of BGP 

MPLS/IP VPNs and related technologies. The shortcomings of the existing technologies and the limitations of 

current proposed solutions are also analysed. 
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In this thesis, the author proposes a dynamic VPN architecture. The most important- component of this 

architecture is the DVM, which is the manager of the VPN. With the help of the DVM entity, inter-AS 

MPLS/BGP VPNs can be built and managed automatically. This architecture has more merits than traditional 

BGP/MPLS VPNs. This architecture is more flexible than current inter-AS VPN schemes in that it provides a 

suitable framework for automated VPN management, together with the ability for operators to integrate VPN 

management with value-added service resources such as processor “farms”, archival systems and so forth. A 

DVPN test-bed is built up successfully to demonstrate how the DVPN works, while showing its potential 

commercial usage. 

 

The resource-scheduling problem for the orchestrated distributed computing is also studied in depth. A 

dynamic resource scheduling mechanism is proposed. GA and PSO are employed as the heuristic optimisation 

engines. The algorithm is examined using simulations. Both the GA chromosome population and PSO particle 

number are adapted to the current tasks number in RTS, which improves the optimisation efficiency. The 

results show that this algorithm is feasible and should operate efficiently within a typical DVPN scenario. The 

performance of GA and PSO variants are compared though simulations. For a given number of iterations, 

although GA tends to give a better solution, it takes considerably more computation time than PSO. 

 

The selfish behaviour of the individual AS degrades the whole network performance. The DVPN system 

provides the negotiation mechanism among the ASes through the communication between DVMs. A Credit-

based CIM mechanism is proposed to build up on the DVM based DVPN system. The simulation results imply 

that the CIM can improve the overall network efficiency through cooperation incentives among the ASes. 

 

Nevertheless, the satisfactory operation of the DVPN architecture has been demonstrated. In embryonic form 

it offers a framework that facilitates management of dynamic VPN operations, suitable to support orchestrated 

computing and services across the domains over the Internet. 

 

8.4 Further Work 

There are several directions where the work presented in this thesis could be developed further. 

 

One of the plans is to extend the current test-bed to explore the interaction with the Resource Management 

entities and to evaluate the inter-provider discovery, negotiation and LSP splicing mechanisms. This DVPN 

architecture can be further developed to be installed within a Service Provider (i.e. BT) experimental network. 

All kinds of tests can be launched and the performance can be examined in the Internet environment. 

Meanwhile, the simulation models could also be extended to explore its performance in large-scale scenarios. 

 

The resource-scheduling algorithm could be further studied. In the current version, the optimisation engines 
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only consider the tasks in RTS. The simulation results show that the algorithm performance degrades in the 

case that the job scenarios are very dependent. A potential solution is to make the optimisation tools predict 

several steps into the future and the trade off between efficiency and dynamic ability is also a potential issue to 

consider. According to the predications of the job scenarios and resources requirements, the resource-

scheduling scheme can be adjusted in advance. 

 

In this thesis, the CIM system is tested in a simple simulation scenario. In a future, this system could be tested 

in a larger and more complex scenario through simulations. More characteristics could be evaluated such as 

the overhead and failure restoration performance. Currently, the credit is only used to cost the bandwidths 

provided by the transit AS. However, credit can be applied to more resources and services, for example the 

CPU and databases. Another opportunity would be to realise the CIM over the DVPN test-bed. 
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